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1
Introduction and Structure of Report

On 16 May 2019 the CMS (Council for Medical Schemes) announced that it would launch an
investigation into allegations of racial profiling and bullying by medical aid schemes in terms
of its regulatory mandate, under section 7(a)(b)(c)(d), 8(a) and (k) and 9(2) of the Medical
Schemes Act, 131 of 1998. On 11 June, the CMS announced that the Section 59 Investigating Panel (hereafter referred to as “the Panel”) would be chaired by Advocate Tembeka
Ngcukaitobi (SC) together with Advocates Adilla Hassim and Kerry Williams.
The Panel approached the author to assist with the inspection and analysis of data (see Section 2.2 below for a detailed chronology of events) relevant to their investigation.
This report contains the results of my investigations and is structured as folows:
1. In Chapter 2 I set out a chronology of the various events and interactions that have
contributed to this report.
2. Chapter 3 contains an overview of the methodology used.
3. Chapter 4 contains the findings related to the question of “Racial Profiling”.
4. Chapter 5 contains the findings with respect to “Racially Biased Outcomes”.
There are a number of appendices containing supporting material and additional analyses.
These include:
• A copy of my curriculum vitae (Appendix A).
• Copies of Data Requests submitted to various parties.
• Notes of interview sessions with Medical Scheme Administrators and other parties.
[redacted]
• Responses and comments on these notes.[redacted]
• The computer code used to implement the data processing and conduct the analyses
used to produce the results in the report (Appendix G).
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• Academic papers on various topics related to the investigation.
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2
Chronology of Events and Terms of Reference
2.1

Initial Engagement

Following a series of preliminary conversations I met with the panel on 17 July 2019 to discuss
my role as an expert advisor to the Panel. I had at that stage registered with the CMS as a
technical expert and completed the relevant paperwork, which included clauses detailing the
handling of confidential information (see Appendix B for a copy of this contract).
My brief, as communicated at that meeting, was relatively broad – I was asked to assist with
the interpretation of the algorithms and data used by the various medical schemes
and administrators to identify Fraud, Waste and Abuse (FWA) among medical service
providers.

2.2

Chronology

The details of the actions that took in fulfilment of this brief are set out below. Before getting
to that detail however I will clarify one important issue related to the scope of work. It was my
understanding that any detailed investigative work would focus on three entities: Discovery
Health, GEMS and Medscheme. Discovery and Medscheme are administrators of medical
schemes, and GEMS is the closed government employees medical scheme. The decision to
focus the Panel’s efforts on these three entities was based on two factors – the source of the
complaints about racial profiling and bullying were directed mainly at these three entities, and
between them they account for more than 80% of all medical aid members in South Africa.1

1. A review of the initial submissions to the Panel made by Discovery Health, GEMS and
Medscheme. These submissions were all made on or about 18 July 2019.
2. Assisting the panel in drafting a request for information to be submitted to Discovery
Health, GEMS and Medscheme. My inputs into the request and a example of the fi1
See for example https://businesstech.co.za/news/lifestyle/346434/these-are-the-biggest-medical-aid-schemes-insouth-africa/ or https://www.timeslive.co.za/news/south-africa/2019-09-30-discoverys-market-dominance-means-littleincentive-to-drop-prices-health-market-inquiry-finds/.
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nal request submitted to three parties is contained in Appendix B. Responses to the
information request from the 3 parties was received on or about 13 August 2019.
3. A review of the responses to the data request referred to in 2 above.
4. The submission (on 7 August 2019) of a draft report on the methodological issues that
should be considered in providing a data-based answer to the question of racial profiling
in FWA-processes. This report was based on an assessment of the data provided and
my assessment of the likelihood of obtaining or generating the data required to settle the
question of whether or not racially discriminatory practices had occurred. A copy of this
report is contained in Appendix C. [redacted]
5. I conducted an interview with the Health Forensics Management Unit (HFMU) of the
Board of Healthcare Funders (BHF) on 21 August 2019, This interview focused on the
operation of the BHF Fraud Portal and the BHF internal analysis of data to detect FWA
behaviour. A copy of the notes of this meeting and a response to these observations
from BHF is contained in Appendix D. [redacted]
6. A meeting with the panel on 28 August 2019, at which the draft framework referred to
in 4 was discussed. The Panel decided that my work should focus on two issues:
6.1 Reviews of the implementation of the systems used by Discovery Health, GEMS
and Medscheme to identify potential cases of FWA, with a view to assessing whether
or not explicit factors related to race were being used. As part of this process I
would arrange to conduct interviews with each of the parties at which they would
demonstrate their FWA detection processes.
6.2 An analysis of whether the outcomes of the FWA processes as implemented by
Discovery Health, GEMS and Medscheme were racially biased.
7. Pursuant to these aims the legal support team drafted the following requests:
• To the CMS: A copy of the latest version of the database of PCNS numbers, as
maintained by BHF. The CMS provided this information on 16 September 2019.
• To Discovery Health: A list of the PCNS numbers of every instance identified as
FWA by Discovery Health and, where possible, an estimate of the value of the
FWA. Discovery Health provided the required information 10 September 2019.
No request for PCNS numbers linked to FWA cases was made to GEMS and Medscheme since this information had been included in the response to the original data
request in 2 above.
8. An interview was conducted with the Analytics team at Medscheme (led by Paul Midlane) on 19 September 2019. The primary aim of the session was to demonstrate the
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implementation of the forensics system in general and the operation of the analytics tool
(IFM) in particular. My notes from this meeting are contained in Appendix E. [redacted]
9. An interview was conducted with the Analytics team at Discovery Health (led by Roseanne
Harris) on 27 September 2019. The primary aim of the session was to demonstrate the
implementation of the forensics system in general and the operation of the in-house analytics tool in particular. My notes from this meeting and Discovery Health’s responses
are contained in Appendix F. [redacted]
10. An interview was conducted with the GEMS and Metropolitan Health (who implement the
analytics system on behalf of GEMS) Analytics teams on 8 October 2019. The team was
led by Ishmael Mogapi (GEMS) and Corrin Holgate (Metropolitan Health). The primary
aim of the session was to demonstrate the implementation of the forensics system in
general and the operation of the IBM tool in particular. My notes from this meeting and
GEMS’s responses are contained in Appendix G. [redacted]
11. A further request for information was made to Discovery Health, GEMS and Medscheme
on or about 1 November 2019. This request asked for the PCNS numbers of all providers
who serviced patients who were members of any scheme administered by any of the
parties for the period 2012-June 2019. Responses to these requests were received
from all parties by 12 November 2019.

In addition to the engagements listed above I have had a number of informal discussions with
professional colleagues about the general methodological issues and statistical techniques,
as well as discussions dealing with the application of coding schemes applied by medical
practitioners. None of these discussions dealt with the detail of my investigation and in no
instance was any information I obtained as part of this investigation shared with any third
party.

2.3

Terms of Reference for Study

The conceptual framework developed for this study (referred to in Item 4 above and contained
in Appendix C set out the main questions to be dealt with in my part of the investigation:

1. Is there an explicit racial bias in the algorithms and methods used by Discovery Health,
GEMS and Medscheme to identify FWA?
2. Are the outcomes of the FWA process racially biased? In particular, were Black2 providers
identified as having committed FWA at a higher than expected rate.3
2
3

By Black we will mean individuals who self-identify as either African, Coloured or Indian.
I will deal with the technical definition of “higher than expected” in greater detail in the body of the report.
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3. If racially biased outcomes were produced, by what mechanism and at which stage was
this bias introduced?
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Methodology

The first two questions (whether there explicit racial bias in the methods used to identify FWA,
and whether the outcomes of the FWA processes are racially biased) require two different
approaches. For the first question I will rely on the submissions made by Discovery Health,
GEMS and Medscheme and my observations of the operations of the various systems as
implemented by these parties as document in Chapter 2.
The more difficult methodological question occurs with respect to the second question and
this will take up the bulk of this section.
In order to determine whether an outcome exhibits racial bias it is necessary to obtain racebased data on the participants. As noted previously the PCNS database does not contain any
information of this sort, and hence I will have to construct a racial classifier that will serve as a
proxy for race. In addition I will deal in some detail with the question of the statistical concerns
related to measuring and quantifying bias.
I will organise this chapter by dealing with the following questions:

1. Is it possible to assign racial categories to providers using only the data at our disposal?
2. What is a bias with respect to outcomes and how can it be measured/quantified?

3.1

Racially classifying PCNS Data

The question is whether it is possible to construct a racial classification of the PCNS data, and
in particular whether it is possible to construct a racial classification of PCNS data using only
the surname of the practitioner.
The simple answer to this question is “Yes”. The use of surnames to infer ethnic classification
is in fact in wide use and has been so for an extended period of time. Fiscella and Fremont (see
Appendix H) note in their paper “Use of Geocoding and Surname Analysis to Estimate Race
and Ethnicity”1 that “[T]he U.S. Census Bureau has used Spanish surnames to the identify
1

Health Service Research, Volume 41(4), August 2006
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Hispanics for nearly 50 years (Word and Perkins 1996). Surname analysis has been used
to assess mortality (Rosenwaike, Hempstead, and Rogers 1991), cancer incidence (Swallen
et al. 1997, 1998; Coronado et al. 2002), rates of cancer screening among HMO enrollees
( Jacobs and Lauderdale 2001), local concentrations of ethnic groups (Rosenwaike 1994),
the ethnic composition of homeowners, and the ethnicity of patients (Coronado et al. 2002;
NAACCR Expert Panel on Hispanic Identification 2003). Marketing and political con- sulting
companies use variations of this technique to identify race/ethnicity of potential consumers or
voters (Abrahamse, Morrison, and Bolton 1994; Lee and Sutton 2002).” They further note that
assessments of Hispanic and Asian ethnicity based on surname analysis have been shown
to be reasonably accurate across diverse populations that contain adequate numbers of the
ethnic group being assessed. In particular more than 90% of cases identified as Hispanic or
Asian actually fall into this category when assessed against self-identification.
This method has also been used successfully in the UK, Canada and Australia to classify
South-East Asian sub-populations – see for example the study by Shah2 and the study by
Schwartz3 .
In general the method has proved to be reasonably accurate when the sub-populations are
relatively homogeneous and have distinct naming conventions. This is certainly the case with
respect to at least African and Indian groups in South Africa.
There appear to be no published cases of using such methods in South Africa – most likely
because the collection of racial-identifiers is still widespread. The author has been involved
in one such exercise for a financial institution, but the results of the investigation remained
confidential.

3.1.1

Method of Racial Classification of PCNS Data

The classification method is as follows:

1. I will only deal with the the PCNS number assigned to individuals.
2. The default classification is “Not Black”. This means that any case for this we do not have
additional information is automatically classified as not-Black. In particular cases where
no names is provided (usually companies or partnerships) are Not Black by default.
3. I constructed a database of African, Arabic and Indian names using existing web-based
resources.4
2

Shah et al, “Surname lists to identify South Asian and Chinese ethnicity from secondary data in Ontario, Canada: a
validation study”, BMC Medical Research Methodology, 2010, 10(4) (Appendix I)
3
Schwartz et al, “Enhancement and Validation of an Arab Surname Database”, J Registry Manag. 2013 ; 40(4):
176–179 (Appendix H)
4
These
include
http://www.wakahina.co.za/,
https://www.behindthename.com/names/usage/zulu,
http://zuluculture.co.za/mthembu-mvelase-izithakazelo-umlando-clan-names-surname-history/,
https://briefly.co.za/27255-izithakazelo-zakwazulu-zulu-surnames-zulu-clan-names-list.html,
http://www.sesotho.web.za/names.htm
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These include lists of clan names and surnames and manifests of ships transporting
Indian indentured labourers to South Africa. I will refer to this as the most restricted Race
variable since it uses only sources external to the PCNS database. This list consists of
89,609 names.
4. An independent team consisting of 3 researcher reviewed the list of surnames in the
PCNS database (consisting of approximately 30,000 unique surnames) and identified
clear cases where the surnames referred to African or Indian subgroups. This team
was only supplied with a list of surnames and no other identifying information. This list
consisted of 11,332 names. This was added to the external list to provide the Race
variable used in the analysis.
We ended up with a database containing approximately 98,000 names. This database was
then used to classify the PCNS entries as either Black or Not Black. We believe, based on
a battery of 10 tests on samples of 100 names classified as Black, that this method has an
validity of greater than 99%, i.e. more than 99% of the cases classified as Black are actually
Black.
We have not attempted to classify the majority of potential Coloured surnames given the significant overlap with White surnames.
The Panel will make the database of names available for inspection/independent use to any
interested party.

3.1.2

Potential Pitfalls

If we use a gold-standard measure (self-identification, say) then we could accurately classify
the population of interest. Let us assume that we had such a measure that we could therefore
with a very high level of accuracy the population into Black and Not Black groups. Let us further
assume that there was in fact a differential rate of FWA identification between the groups –
and that among Blacks 15% were identified as FWA while the rate among Not Blacks was
10%.
It is self-evident that there is no material link between the particular surname given to a person
(once we have taken into account racial patterns) and whether or not they have been identified
as having committed FWA. This means that do not expect that the FWA rate among people
named Smith (of which there 485) will be different from the rate among people names Jones
(all 130 of them). Similarly we do not think the FWA rate will differ between the Mokeoenas
(96) and the Mofokengs (53), but we cannot for moment assume that the FWA rate will not
vary between the Smiths and the Mokoenas.
So what happens if we mistakenly classify Smith as Black when the Smiths are not Black? This
is an example of a non-differential misclassification, i.e. the misclassification is independent
of the outcome we are observing. The effect will be to reduce the FWA rate among Blacks
(down to 14%, say) while leaving the rate amongst Not Blacks unchanged. In a similar fashion
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classifying Mokoena as Not Black will leave the Black rate unchanged at 15% but potentially
increase the Not Black rate (to 11% say).
In both cases non-differential misclassification dilutes the difference between the Black and
Not Black groups. We can therefore conclude that, in general, this type of misclassification
will obscure the differences that may exist.
We have avoided any classification based on an inspection of the names on the FWA list. The
effects of this sort of classification are harder to predict, but will certainly increase the risk that
we overestimate the rate of FWA amongst that group.

3.2

Measuring Bias

We need to be able to distinguish outcomes that may happen by chance (because of inherent
randomness or imprecision in our measurement system) and those that are so unlikely that
we believe that they could not have occurred by chance.
We will start with a couple of general examples and then look at a realist simulation of the
situation with respect to FWA.

3.2.1

Example

Suppose we had an unbiased coin and we toss it 100 times. We would not be surprised if
we had heads 50 times, or even 52, 48, 44 or even 60. At what stage do start to think that
the outcome is so unlikely that something has gone wrong. Perhaps the coin is biased or the
person doing the tossing is adept enough to influence the outcome. What would we think, for
example, if we ended up with 100 heads?
Statistical theory (and we’ll skip the gory details) is able to give us a measure of how likely or
unlikely particular outcomes are if they are only due to chance. This is usually represented as
a probability – a number between 0 and 1. So if something has a probability of 0.5 then we
think it will happen about half the time (like a coin showing heads on its next toss), and if the
probability is 0.01 we think it will happen only once in every 100 times.
One approach (which is still fairly common in the literature and is widely taught) is to decide
on a threshold based on the context in which the question is posed and the consequences of
any judgement. By convention the default is to use a value of 0.05 – anything that is going to
appear less than 1 in 20 times by chance is considered “significant”. In particularly important
cases we may set the level at 0.01 – less than 1 in a 100 times by chance.
Another approach is simply to calculate what the probability is (called a p-value) and then
to use that p-value, with an understanding of context and additional (possibly non-statistical)
information to make a judgement whether an outcome is significant. Of course the distinction
between the two is somewhat artificial since we could both explicitly calculate the value and
set a threshold, but often the first approach leaves out the first bit.
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In our example the first approach would say that the p-value (for 100 heads in 100 tosses) is
less than 0.01 so the outcome is significant (or suspicious in this case). The second approach
would find that the p-value somewhere in the order of 10−31 – a long (31) strings of zeros
after the decimal point. To give some context the best estimate of the age of the universe in
seconds is somewhere in the order of 1017 . We can therefore guess that if you tossed your
100 coins once a second, starting from the moment of the big bang until now you would still
probably not see 100 heads (or 100 tails). So there is a difference between getting 65 heads
or more out of 100 (unlikely, but will happen once every 1000 or so times) and getting 100
heads. In the first case you might just get lucky and there would be no reason to doubt your
sanity or honesty, in the second case something has gone horribly wrong and some other
explanation, no matter how extra-ordinary, is likely better than believing the outcome due to
chance.

3.2.2

Example 2

The PCNS database contains about 85,000 providers who have been active at some point
since 2012. Suppose that we classified each provider as either “Blue” or “Green” in some
random way. The method is not important but one way would be to assign colour based on the
whether the last digit of the PCNS number is odd or even. Any method that does not depend
on the actual characteristics of the practitioner will do. Suppose now we had 50% Blues and
50% Greens in our database. Now suppose that we had identified 1,000 cases of FWA, and
300 of those were Greens. The associated p-value of this outcome is 10−38 . It is more likely
that you brought home a 100-piece puzzle, gave the pieces a good shake, tossed them up in
the air and they all came down perfectly in a completed puzzle.

3.2.3

Example 3

This is a realistic, and real, example using the data at our disposal. The data from the three
parties identified 17,000 practices that they believe have committed FWA between 2012 and
June 2019. The PCNS database for this period contains approximately 85,000 entries. We
have randomly classified these PCNS cases – 32.5% of them as Blue and the remainder as
Green. When we examine the distribution of the FWA cases we find that 32.4% of them are
Blue, with a p-value of 0.8. We can expect a Blue value like this or higher about 8 in 10 times,
so nothing unusual about this outcome.
Maybe we just got lucky so we can repeat the same experiment 1000s of times. The answers
are just what statistical theory predicts – if our assignment is random then most of the time we
get outputs that pretty much match the population distribution, we get Blue proportions above
33.6% only about 1 in every 1000 times.
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Conclusion

If there is no relationship between being an FWA case and racial classification then we would
expect to see a close relationship between the distribution of FWA cases and the population
distribution. If there is a difference statistical theory will give us an estimate of how unlikely
that deviation is. The statistic that is used to estimate this deviation is called the P-value, and
its use and limitations are explained below.

3.3

Statistical Measures

We will use the concept of risk and relative risk to understand the scale of any potential racial
bias. These are standard concepts in the statistical and epidemiological literature and the
notes below are taken from two standard textbooks “Modern Epidemiology” by Rothman and
Greenland, and “Categorical Data Analysis” by Agresti.

3.3.1

Absolute Risk

The absolute risk (usually referred to simply as the risk) of an event is the likelihood of occurrence of that event in the population at risk. This is usually represented as a percentage.
For example, if the risk of contracting a particular disease is given as 0.3 (30%) for a given
population this means that we expect that 30% of the people in the population will contract
that disease.

3.3.2

Risk Ratio (Relative Risk)

The relative risk (risk ratio5 of an event is the likelihood of its occurrence after exposure to a
risk variable as compared with the likelihood of its occurrence in a reference group. So the
risk ratio is estimated as the absolute risk with the risk variable divided by the absolute risk in
the control group. It is always expressed as a ratio relative to 1.
A risk ratio of 1.00 means that the risk of the event is identical in the exposed and control
groups. A risk ratio of less than 1.00 means that the risk is lower in the exposed sample. A
risk ratio that is greater than 1.00 means that the risk is increased in the exposed sample.
A risk ratio of 0.3 can be expressed in plain English in many ways. It indicates that the risk is
lowered to less than one-third; that the risk is reduced to 30%, that the risk is lowered by more
than two- thirds, and that the risk is reduced by 70%.
A risk ratio of 1.5 can be interpreted as a 50% higher chance of an outcome relative to the
reference group. For example, if we had two groups (male and female say) and we were
examining some outcome (let’s say whether or not they drink a particular brand of tea). If 30%
of men said that they did drink this tea (a risk of 0.3) and 45% of women said they drank this
5

These terms are used interchangeably
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brand (a risk of 0.45) then the risk ratio of women relative to men is 0.45/0.3 = 1.5, and we
would interpret this as women are 1.5 times more likely to drink the particular brand of tea.
The risk ratio should not be interpreted on its own – in cases where the risk is very low a
high risk ratio is potentially meaningless. For example is the risk of a disease among men is
0.0001% and among women it is 0.00002% the relative risk for women compared to men is 2,
but the actual effect is not particularly meaningful.

3.3.3

P-values

The basic information in this section is derived from Chapters 2 (Describing Contingency Tables) and 3 (Inference for Contingency Tables) in Categorical Data Analysis by Agresti.
The basic test on any table will consist of a chi-squared test of the association between the
independent (race, classified as Black and Not Black) and the dependent (FWA outcome,
classified as either FWA or not FWA) variable. This is the standard test of association for this
type of data, and we will use the chisq.test routine implemented in R, which calculates the
values from the asymptotic chi-squared distribution of the test statistic.
Our Null Hypothesis in every case will be that there is no association between racial classification and FWA status. The output of this test is a P-value, which will be interpreted as the
probability that the observed data would arise from a population in which the Null Hypothesis
is true.

3.4

Reporting Statistical Data

The academic literature is replete with papers arguing about the correct manner in which to
present the results of statistical tests. The arguments can get quite heated, and result in drastic
action. For example, in February 2015 the Journal of Basic and Applied Social Psychology
banned the use of P-values, confidence intervals, and hypothesis testing from the journal.
I am going to rely for guidance on a formal statement by the American Statistical Association
(the first time in its history that this venerable organisation weighed in with respect to a methodological dispute) on the use of P-values. The statement

6

notes the following (comments in

italics are taken verbatim from the statement):
1. Informally, a p-value is the probability under a specified statistical model that a statistical
summary of the data would be equal to or more extreme than its observed value.
We will therefore use the p-value to estimate the probability that, under the assumption
that no racial bias exists, the observed pattern (or a more extreme version) will occur.
The smaller the p-value, the greater the statistical incompatibility of the data with the
null hypothesis, if the underlying assumptions used to calculate the p-value hold. This
6

Ronald L. Wasserstein & Nicole A. Lazar (2016) The ASA Statement on p-Values: Context, Process, and Purpose,
The American Statistician, 70:2, 129-133, see Appendix K)
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incompatibility can be interpreted as casting doubt on or providing evidence against the
null hypothesis or the underlying assumptions.
2. Scientific conclusions and business or policy decisions should not be based only on
whether a p-value passes a specific threshold. Practices that reduce data analysis or
scientific inference to mechanical “bright-line” rules (such as “p < 0.05”) for justifying
scientific claims or conclusions can lead to erroneous beliefs and poor decision making.
A conclusion does not immediately become “true” on one side of the divide and “false”
on the other.
The widespread use of “statistical significance” (generally interpreted as “p less than
0.05”) as a license for making a claim of a scientific finding (or implied truth) leads to
considerable distortion of the scientific process.
We will therefore not solely use an arbitrary cut-off to judge whether or not a result is
meaningful. In particular we will not use the “p<0.05” criteria so beloved of introductory
statistical textbooks. Our judgement will take into account the size of the effect, its
contextual value as well as an examination of the actual p-value.
Proper inference requires full reporting and transparency P-values and related analyses should not be reported selectively. Conducting multiple analyses of the data and
reporting only those with certain p-values (typically those passing a significance threshold) renders the reported p-values essentially uninterpretable. Cherry- picking promising
findings, also known by such terms as data dredging, significance chasing, significance
questing, selective inference, and “p-hacking,” leads to a spurious excess of statistically
significant results in the published literature and should be vigorously avoided.
I have conducted a specified set of statistical tests and will consistently report on the test
values generated. In addition the code by which the analysis has been conducted (in R)
will be made available for replication.
In cases where multiple tests have been conducted in a single pass the p-values have
been adjusted to take account of the increased risk of identifying potentially significant
associations.7
3. A p-value, or statistical significance, does not measure the size of an effect or the importance of a result. Statistical significance is not equivalent to scientific, human, or
economic significance. Smaller p-values do not necessarily imply the presence of larger
or more important effects, and larger p-values do not imply a lack of importance or even
lack of effect. Any effect, no matter how tiny, can produce a small p-value if the sample
size or measurement precision is high enough, and large effects may produce unimpressive p-values if the sample size is small or measurements are imprecise. Similarly,
identical estimated effects will have different p-values if the precision of the estimates
differs.
7

See Benjamini, Y., and Yekutieli, D. (2001). The control of the false discovery rate in multiple testing under dependency Annals of Statistics (29) for details.
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Methodology

I will report both a p-value (which measures the probability that the observed data is
generated under a set of assumptions), a measure of the size of the effect (the risk ratio)
and a measure of the absolute effect (the risk rate) for every test we conduct.
I have also conducted extensive sensitivity analyses to assess the extent to which the
findings are replicated when the input variables (in our case the racial classification) are
varied.
4. By itself, a p-value does not provide a good measure of evidence regarding a model
or hypothesis. Researchers should recognize that a p-value without context or other
evidence provides limited information. For example, a p-value near 0.05 taken by itself
offers only weak evidence against the null hypothesis. Likewise, a relatively large p-value
does not imply evidence in favor of the null hypothesis; many other hypotheses may be
equally or more consistent with the observed data. For these reasons, data analysis
should not end with the calculation of a p-value when other approaches are appropriate
and feasible.
My aim in this report is simply to identify whether or not the observed results demonstrate
a racial bias. I do not claim that if data presents evidence of racial bias that this is the
result of animus or racial profiling, merely that the outcomes are biased. Conversely,
finding no evidence of racial bias does not provide conclusive evidence of the lack of
racial profiling. This analysis will contribute to a decision on these matters based on a
broader range of information.

3.5

Comment on meaning of racial bias

When I indicate that a racial bias exists I will always do with the following caveats:
1. That this bias is with respect to the racial assignment scheme used in that analysis.
2. That we can only infer that this bias exists with respect to actual racial classification
based on an analysis of the scale of the bias (measured by the risk ratio), the statistical
assessment of the likelihood of finding such a bias in the data under the assumption that
no bias exists (measured by the P-value), and an examination of the robustness of the
result with respect to the racial classification scheme.
3. That the racial bias simply represents a correlation between our race classifier and the
FWA status. It may be that the relationship is clarified by some intermediate confounding
variable, and that the causal relationship is between that variable and the outcome.
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4
Explicit Racial Bias in FWA Processes

This section will summarise the key findings with respect to the first question: Is there an
explicit racial bias in the algorithms and methods used by Discovery Health, GEMS and Medscheme to identify FWA?

1. No explicit use of racial categories
There is no evidence that race (or any obvious proxy for race) is used to identify potential
cases of FWA by any of the three parties.
I have observed demonstrations of the analytics platforms employed by each of the parties and are satisfied that the only identifier used is the PCNS number of the provider and
aggregated data based on individual claims submitted to the schemes. The PCNS registration process does not ask for any information on the race of the provider, and the PCNS
database contains no such information. There is therefore no link between the PCNS number and the race of the provider.
2. Geographic Information
None of the systems uses any geographic information as part of their analysis. One of the
systems (that used by GEMS) has an in-built geographic component but this has not been
implemented by the analytics team.
3. Details of analytics systems
There is considerable variation in the systems implemented by the three parties. However,
all of the systems produce a risk score, with higher scores indicating a higher level of risk
that FWA is occurring.
The DH system is based on a solution that has been extensively developed within DH.
Medscheme have purchased a turn-key solution from a a significant player in the fraud
detection space (FICO). This is a modular system with components based on various specialities that can be purchased separately.
GEMS have purchased a turn-key solution from IBM. The analytics component is outsourced to Metropolitan Health.
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4. The use of the analytics systems
There is considerable variation in how the various systems are used. In general, however, the outputs of the systems are not used solely to determine whether FWA has been
committed but are supported by an investigative process.
DH and Medscheme
.

.
.
GEMS
.
.
.
5. Number of cases identified
All of the parties indicated that the number of cases investigated was primarily a function of
the human resource capacity available, and that significant proportions of FWA behaviour
therefore went undetected.

.
.
The number of cases identified through tip-offs, referrals from other schemes, business
processes (actuarial and clinical teams) and data analytics significantly exceeds the existing investigative capacity. In general cases identified through the first three sources are
prioritised and the analytics platforms are used to fill in any remaining capacity.
There is, as a consequence, no formal relationship between the scores produced by the
platforms and whether or not a case is ever investigated. None of the systems operated on
the basis that a score exceeding a set value would have to be investigated.
6. Balance between automated and manual procedures
The analytics process are automated and deterministic. This means that once the parameters and inputs have been set the output is produced without further intervention
and that identical output will be produced if the system is re-run using the same inputs.
However, the process of identifying which cases are potentially investigated requires significant manual intervention. As indicated earlier there are a number of factors that may
influence this choice.
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.
.

7. Data Limitations
All of the parties agreed that having access to only their own data significantly limited their
ability to detect FWA. It is entirely possible that a provider could fail to trigger any warnings
on the data as viewed by any single administrator but would, on their aggregate data,
exhibit suspicious behaviour. As a consequence the data analytics methods used by the
parties would tend to be more effective at detecting potential FWA among providers whose
patients tended to be from the same administrator.
In conclusion, there is no explicit use of race in the analytics process. It should be noted that
this does not mean that the process is “race-blind”. It may be the case that certain factors
used, or areas prioritised are asymmetrically distributed by race, and that this may produce
racially-biased outcomes.
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Racial Bias in FWA Outcomes
5.1

Preliminaries

All of the analysis and data processing has been conducted in R.1 R is an open source statistical platform and is one of the most widely used and powerful statistical programmes.

5.1.1

Input Data

The following data sets were used as inputs into the analysis:
1. The data file Tape.TXT as provided by BHF by email on Tuesday, 17 September 2019.
This data set contains the PCNS data, and consists of 157,923 entries for 126,940
unique PCNS numbers
2. The GEMS PCNS data (a list of all providers used by GEMS members) contained
in Sec59 Panel PCNS Request 11112019.xlsx in sheet Sec 59 Providers provided by
email on 11 November 2019.
3. The MedScheme PCNS data (a list of all providers used by members of Medschemes
medical aid schemes) provided in
Annexure A - Data spreadsheet - updated 12082019.xlsx
with data in sheets 2013 through to 2019. No data is available for 2012 so I will use 2013
data as a best proxy. The data was provided by email on 11 November 2019.
4. The Discovery Health PCNS data (a list of all providers used by members of schemes
administered by Discovery Health) contained in the file
Section 59 provider data 13112019.xlsx
in sheets 2012 through to 2019 provided by email on 13 November 2019.
5. The GEMS FWA data (a list of all providers who service GEMS members and who have
been identified as FWA cases) contained in the file
Annexue B FWA Info 16082019 .xlsx
in the sheet ‘Master provided by email on 16 August 2019.
1

See https://www.r-project.org/about.html
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6. The MedScheme FWA data (a list of all providers used by members of schemes administered by Medscheme and who have been identified as FWA cases) contained in
Annexure A -- Data spreadsheet -- updated 12082019.xlsx
in sheet 1.iv supplied on 12 August 2019.
7. The Discovery Health FWA data (a list of all providers used by members of schemes
administered by Discovery Health and who have been identified as FWA cases) in
Valid cases 2012 June 2019.xlsx in the sheet Valid cases 2012 2019 provided by
email on 10 September 2019.
8. Lists of Black surnames used in assigning race to the PCNS database. See Section 3.1.1 for details on how these files were constructed.

The source code (which is attached to this report) uses the original files specified above as
inputs. There has been no modification or cleaning of the submitted data outside of that
documented in the analysis code.

5.2

Racial Bias at the Aggregate Level

The first question is whether, using all of the data at our disposal, there is a meaningful difference in outcome with respect to FWA between Black and not Black providers. We will spend
some time with this first table As indicated in the table below the answer is that their is a
substantial difference in FWA outcomes between the two groups.
Black providers are 1.4 times more likely to be classified as having committed FWA
than those identified as not Black. The probability that this distribution has occurred
by chance (i.e. that there is no correlation between racial status and FWA outcomes) is
for all practical purposes 0.
There are a number of alternative ways (in addition to the Risk Ratio presented above) in
which this result could be conceptualised:
• As the difference between the FWA rate for Black (31.7%) and not Black providers
(22.3%), i.e. approximately 9%.
• As the increase in the number of Black FWA cases over what would be expected if there
were no relationship between race and FWA status – in this case approximately 1,300
additional FWA cases among Black providers.

5.2.1

How robust is this result?

One important question, which I will deal with in detail in this instance, is the extent to which
this result is an artifact of our racial classification. In other words, is this result attributable to
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Table. 5.1. Race and FWA outcomes, 2012-2019, All Data

FWA

Not FWA

Total

31.7

68.3

100.0

22.3

77.7

100.0

25.2

74.8

100.0

Black
Row %
Not Black
Row %
Total
Row %

Risk Ratio = 1.42; Chi-Squared p-value = 2e-142

either the possible biased choices we have made with respect to the racial classification, or
whether the result is attributable to errors in the racial classification scheme.
I will explicitly note if this situation changes in subsequent analyses. The reader may therefore
assume, unless indicated to the contrary, that the arguments outlined here hold for all the
analyses conducted as part of this study.
With respect to the first question we can replace our racial classification by the more restricted
version referred to above, in which we only use publicly accessible name data to generate our
list of Black providers. The results are almost identical (a risk ratio of 1.38), and the p-value is
again, for all practical purposes, 0. I believe that any systematic racial classification based on
surnames would produce a similar result.
With respect to the second question we can test the effect of classification error by deriving alternative racial classifications based on our existing database. This can be done, for example,
by randomly classifying 5% of the Black providers as not Black, and simultaneously classifying
2% of the not Black providers as Black. These deviations would appear to be far in excess of
the actual error rate, and result in only a marginal reduction in the risk ratio (from 1.42 to an
average of 1.39). An even larger perturbation of the classification (15% of Black to not Black,
and 5% not Black to Black) still results in an average risk ratio of greater than 1.3.
Finally, it is likely that this estimate of the risk ratio underestimates the real difference between
Black and White practitioners. As indicated in the methodology section the racial classification has been conservative, with the default classification being Not Black. This will, on the
assumption that the classification is independent of the outcome (as is the case here), tend to
increase the risk rate among the not Black group, thus reducing the risk ratio.
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Racial Bias over Time

The data for 2012 to June 2019 is given in the table below. If we conduct a similar analysis to
the above within each of these years the results are as follows:

• For each year in the period 2013 to 2018 the deviation in outcomes between the Black
and Not Black providers is extremely unlikely to have occurred by chance. Note that the
p-values in the table have been adjusted to account for multiple comparisons.2
• The scale of the deviation increased steadily from 2013 to 2017, at which point Black
providers were almost twice as likely to have been identified as committing FWA than
not Black providers.
• The data for 2019 is incomplete and hence the risk rate calculations are somewhat misleading. The denominator (the number of providers servicing clients from the schemes
of interest) is unlikely to change significantly for a 12 compared to a 6-month period,
while the numerator represents approximately half a years worth of work.

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019*

39,650

38,730

40,605

42,266

43,311

44,714

46,259

45,619

2,756

3,180

3,282

3,081

3,173

3,472

3,932

2,299

7.0

8.2

8.1

7.3

7.3

7.8

8.5

5.0

Black

8.0

10.2

10.2

9.8

10.2

11.3

10.7

5.4

Not Black

6.6

7.5

7.3

6.3

6.1

6.2

7.5

4.9

1.22

1.37

1.4

1.57

1.67

1.82

1.43

1.11

1e-06

4e-18

7e-22

1e-36

3e-49

2e-75

5e-30

0.04

No. Providers
Black
Not Black
No. FWA Cases
Black
Not Black
Risk Rate (per year)

Risk Ratio
p-value

Table. 5.2. Race and FWA outcomes, by year, 2012-2019. Combined data. P-values adjusted for multiple
tests.

2

See Benjamini, Y., and Yekutieli, D. (2001). The control of the false discovery rate in multiple testing under dependency Annals of Statistics (29) for details.
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Racial Bias by Discipline

This part of the analysis will consider the 12 disciplines with the highest number of FWA cases.
There is a difference in FWA outcomes, by race, in 6 of these disciplines:
• General Practitioners make up the largest discipline, accounting for 20% of all providers.
Black GPs are 1.5 times more likely to be identified as FWA cases than their not Black
counterparts. The probability that this distribution has occurred by chance is, for all
practical purposes, 0. It is worth noting the relatively high rate at which FWA is identified
among Black GPs – slightly more than 1 in 3 Black GPs are FWA cases.
• Among Physiotherapists the rate at which Black practices are identified as FWA cases
is almost double (1.87) that of their non Black counterparts.
• Black Psychologists are three times more likely to be identified as FWA cases.
• Black Registered Counsellors and Social Workers are also three times more likely to
identified as FWA cases. More than 50 per cent of Black Registered Counsellors have
been identified as FWA cases – this is the highest rate among the disciplines we have
analysed.
• Black Dieticians are 2.5 times more likely to be identified as FWA cases compared to
their not Black counterparts.
We note that the FWA rate is highest (51 per cent) among Pharmacists, but that the data does
not reflect any racial disparity with respect to FWA outcomes. This may be a result of the
default classification of Pharmacists as Not Black based on the lack of name data for these
providers.3

5.5

Racial Bias by Administrator

Recall that we have data from two fund administrators (Discovery Health and Medscheme)
and one medical scheme (GEMS). I will, for convenience, refer to this group as Administrators.
Given the previous finding (that race affects the distribution of FWA cases) I now deal with
the question of the nature of this relationship within each Administrator.
For the sake of completeness I restate the basic facts about the data involved:
 The total number of providers is specific to each Administrator, and consists of all

providers who have serviced members of the scheme or schemes falling under the administrator in the period 2012 to June 2019. Since we can only count unique PCNS
numbers the number of unique providers may be smaller.
3

More than 80% of PCNS numbers for Pharmacists in the PCNS Database do not contain any name or surname
details.
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Providers

N

Black

Not Black

RR

p-value

13,289

34.6

21.7

1.6

2e-60

Pharmacy

4,476

44.0

52.7

0.84

0.0003

Optometrist

3,860

28.7

20.5

1.4

4e-08

Physiotherapist

4,474

31.9

14.8

2.16

2e-34

Dentist

3,982

20.4

20.4

1.0

1

Independent Specialist

1,436

46.5

40.0

1.16

0.07

Psychologist

5,391

26.1

8.0

3.27

2e-60

Anesthetist

1,473

31.1

32.4

0.96

1

Obstetrics

1,110

50.6

34.9

1.45

1e-06

Social Worker

1,552

33.0

7.4

4.46

2e-35

857

48.6

15.5

3.14

1e-24

1,684

26.3

6.9

3.79

6e-27

GP

Registered Counsellor
Dietician

FWA

Risk
Black

All

Table. 5.3. Race and FWA outcomes, by selected Disciplines, 2012-2019. Combined Data.

 The number of FWA cases for each Administrator is a count of all providers who have

been identified as committing FWA by that Administrator over the period 2012 to June
2019. If a provider appears more than once in this period (for example if they appear
in two separate years) they will count as 1 instance.
Table. 5.4. Race and FWA outcomes, by Administrator, 2012-2019.
Providers
N

FWA

Risk
Black

All

Discovery Health
GEMS
Medscheme

Black

Not Black

RR

p-value

1.35

7e-85

1.8

8e-90

3.31

3e-205

As can be seen from the table below the proportion of providers identified as FWA cases
varies considerably between the three Administrators, with the FWA-risk (the proportion of
all providers who are FWA-cases is almost four times higher (23.8%) in Discovery health
compared to GEMS (7.6%), which is in turn almost double the rate for Medscheme (4.2%).
The FWA outcomes for each of the Administrators exhibits clear racial bias, with
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Black providers significantly more likely to be identified as FWA cases. The scale
of the bias, however, varies quite dramatically, with risk ratios varying from 1.35
(Discovery Health) to 3.31 (Medscheme).
In each of these cases the associated P-values are so small that the assumption that no racial
bias exists can be decisively dismissed.
There are 615 cases that are common to all three Administrators. Sixty-five per
cent of these cases are Black, while only 38% of all FWA cases are Black.

5.6

Racial Bias by Administrator and Year

In this section I review the data for each Administrator for each year in the period 2012 to
June 2019. This data is presented in the table below.

There is a fairly consistent pattern of racial bias with respect to FWA outcomes across the period under review.

 Within Discovery Health the pattern of racial bias first manifests in 2014 (with a risk

ratio of 1.25) and then becomes steadily stronger in subsequent years (rising to 1.61 in
2017). The bias in 2018, while still significant, reverted to the 2014 level. Since we only
have half of the data for 2019 the risk rates within each race group are not meaningful
(we would expect these to approximately double over the full year) but the risk ratio
has equalised (i.e. the risk rates between Black and Not Black providers are, from a
statistical point of view, indistinguishable). This would appear to be due to an increase
in the rate at which Not Black providers are being identified.
 For GEMS the pattern of racial bias is clear from 2013 onwards. The relative risk

increases substantially over this period, from 1.5 in 2013 through to 2.5 in 2017.
 The Medscheme data shows the most variation among the Administrators. This is a

result of the relatively small numbers of FWA cases identified before 2016 (only about
70 cases a year). Over this period (2012 to 2015) the absolute risk of FWA is very small
(on the order of 0.2%) so even if the biases are statistically significant they are not
particularly meaningful.4 From 2016 onwards the risk ratios are very high (approximately
4 for 2016 and 2017) implying that Black providers were being identified as FWA cases
at four times the rate among Not Black providers.

4

See the section on the interpretation of statistical measures for more detail.
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Table. 5.5. Race and FWA outcomes, by Administrator and Year. Adjusted P-values.

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019*

Risk Ratio

1.09

1.12

1.25

1.38

1.36

1.61

1.21

0.911

p-value

0.06

0.02

1e-07

9e-15

6e-13

9e-37

6e-07

0.07

1.37

1.5

1.85

2.25

2.41

2.49

1.98

1.98

4e-04

3e-12

2e-20

5e-28

4e-34

4e-22

4e-14

8e-04

2.6

4.89

3.43

9.32

4.4

3.93

2.92

3.08

7e-07

5e-11

5e-06

2e-19

8e-49

2e-70

9e-51

4e-24

Discovery Health
Providers (N)
FWA Cases (N)
Black Providers (N)
Risk (All)
Risk (Black)
Risk (Not Black)

GEMS
Providers (N)
FWA Cases (N)
Black Providers (N)
Risk (All)
Risk (Black)
Risk (Not Black)
Risk Ratio
p-value
Medscheme
Providers (N)
FWA Cases (N)
Black Providers (N)
Risk (All)
Risk (Black)
Risk (Not Black)
Risk Ratio
p-value
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Racial Bias by Administrator and Discipline

In the last section I consider the distribution of FWA cases both by Administrator and discipline. I will use the same list of the most common disciplines among FWA cases as was the
case when the analysis of aggregated data was conducted. The results are listed in the table
below. I will comment on some of the more meaningful variations in the data:
 Among General Practitioners there is a clear racial bias in the identification of FWA

cases, with the bias being significantly higher (risk ratios greater than 2 compared to
1.4 for Discovery Health) among GEMS and Medscheme.
 Among Pharmacies there is no evidence of racial discrimination within the Discovery

Health and GEMS data. As indicated earlier a large proportion of Pharmacies have not
been racially classified in our classification scheme. Even with these restrictions the
Medscheme data reveals significant racial bias (a risk ratio of close to 3).
 Among Optometrists the only evidence of racial bias exists within the GEMS data (a

risk ratio of 2). Note here that even though the Medscheme risk ratio appears to be
high the numbers involved are small (which means that the variation in the measure is
large) and the actual effect (an overall risk of less than 1%) is small.
 Among Physiotherapists there is clear evidence of racial bias among all three Adminis-

trators. The risk ratios within the Medscheme (>12) and GEMS (>6) are particularly
high. For example, within Medscheme the risk of Physiotherapists being identified as
FWA cases is 12 times higher than the risk for Not Black Physiotherapists.
 Among Social Workers and Dieticians the pattern of racial bias exists across all three

Administrators.
 Within Discovery Health, 63% of Black Registered Counsellors have been identified as

FWA cases (compared to 12% of Not Black Registered Counsellors).
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Table. 5.6. Race and FWA outcomes, by Administrator and Discipline. Adjusted P-values.
Providers
N

Risk

FWA

Black

All

Black

Not Black

RR

p-value

GP
Discovery Health

10,854

3,106

5,170

28.6

33.3

24.3

1.37

5e-25

GEMS

11,974

974

5,559

8.1

11.5

5.2

2.21

4e-36

Medscheme

10,966

427

5,208

3.9

5.6

2.4

2.34

1e-17

Discovery Health

4,134

1,875

531

45.4

33.9

47.0

0.721

2e-08

GEMS

4,136

840

597

20.3

14.7

21.2

0.694

0.0003

Medscheme

3,938

457

556

11.6

25.5

9.3

2.74

4e-28

Discovery Health

3,587

612

1,351

17.1

19.7

15.5

1.27

0.001

GEMS

3,657

430

1,433

11.8

16.8

8.5

1.98

4e-14

Medscheme

3,392

29

1,311

0.9

1.5

0.4

3.53

0.001

Discovery Health

4,161

718

938

17.3

27.0

14.4

1.87

6e-19

GEMS

3,846

130

971

3.4

9.1

1.5

6.2

3e-29

Medscheme

4,062

220

994

5.4

17.8

1.4

12.7

4e-87

Discovery Health

3,779

664

1,447

17.6

16.0

18.6

0.86

0.05

GEMS

3,657

195

1,424

5.3

8.1

3.6

2.25

6e-09

Medscheme

3,658

48

1,419

1.3

1.8

1.0

1.72

0.08

Discovery Health

1,123

465

446

41.4

43.5

40.0

1.09

0.3

GEMS

1,385

100

519

7.2

11.0

5.0

2.21

4e-05

Medscheme

1,318

89

496

6.8

10.7

4.4

2.44

2e-05

Discovery Health

5,042

525

971

10.4

25.7

6.8

3.81

2e-67

GEMS

4,221

166

971

3.9

9.2

2.4

3.87

3e-21

Medscheme

4,740

137

994

2.9

8.4

1.4

5.79

2e-30

Discovery Health

1,387

453

297

32.7

30.6

33.2

0.923

0.4

GEMS

1,380

46

296

3.3

5.7

2.7

2.15

0.02

Medscheme

1,348

17

291

1.3

2.7

0.9

3.23

0.02

Discovery Health

1,050

434

426

41.3

49.3

35.9

1.37

2e-05

GEMS

1,047

70

432

6.7

12.0

2.9

4.11

1e-08

Medscheme

1,011

30

418

3.0

4.5

1.9

2.45

0.02

Discovery Health

1,109

213

419

19.2

41.1

5.9

6.91

2e-46

GEMS

1,128

63

610

5.6

8.5

2.1

4.01

6e-06

Medscheme

1,249

147

633

11.8

20.5

2.8

7.44

4e-22

2e-38

Pharmacy

Optometrist

Physiotherapist

Dentist

Independent Specialist

Psychologist

Anesthetist

Obstetrics

Social Worker

Registered Counsellor
Discovery Health

609

180

205

29.6

63.4

12.4

5.12

GEMS

550

38

262

6.9

9.2

4.9

1.88

0.07

Medscheme

690

134

291

19.4

32.6

9.8

3.34

1e-13

Discovery Health

1,425

191

407

13.4

31.0

6.4

4.85

3e-34

GEMS

1,346

58

518

4.3

7.9

2.1

3.86

5e-07

Medscheme

1,384

71

504

5.1

11.9

1.2

9.52

2e-17

Dietician
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6
Conclusions

The evidence of racial bias in the identification of FWA cases is clear. This bias is not located
within a particular Administrator, nor is it restricted to only a limited time period, nor is it
located within only particular disciplines. The bias may vary in scale across these factors, but
it is widespread and consistent.
I have carefully examined the assumptions that underpin these findings and I am convinced
that the results are robust, i.e. that similar findings will result from the use of any reasonable
classification schema.
I further believe that the scale of the racial bias is likely underestimated given the conservative
nature of the classification scheme, and that additional investigations will be required to reveal
the true extent of the bias.
I have, at this stage, no data that will support speculation about the mechanisms that have
resulted in the racial bias.
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Curriculum Vitae: Zaheed Kimmie
Personal Details
Full Name:

Zaheed (Zaid) Kimmie

Nationality:

South African

Date of Birth:

29 August 1968

Email:

zaidkimmie@gmail.com

Cell:

082 8834943

Education
Harvard University

Masters in Public Health

2005

University of Cape Town

PhD (Mathematics)

1995

University of Cape Town

BSc (Hons) Mathematics

1991

University of Cape Town

BA (Mathematics, Economics)

1990

Livingstone High

Matric Certificate

1986

I was awarded a Harvard-South Africa fellowship in 2004. As part of the MPH programme at Harvard I
completed advanced courses in Experimental Design, Causal Analysis and Biostatistics.
My PhD thesis was in the field of Categorical Topology (“Functorial Transitive Quasi-Uniformities and
their Bicompletions”).
My undergraduate majors were Mathematics and Economics, and I also completed courses in History,
Economic History and Statistics.

Employment
FHR1
CSIR

2

FHR
CSIR
CASE

3

Programme Manager

2018

Group Manager: Institutional Planning

2014 - 2018

Head: Monitoring and Evaluation

2010 – 2013

Senior Statistician

2007 – 2009

Research Manager

2006

CASE

Executive Director

2000 – 2004

CASE

Statistician

1998 – 1999

University of Cape Town

Lecturer

1996 – 1997

Khanya College

Lecturer

1994 – 1995

SALDRU (UCT)

Researcher

1988 – 1993

1
2
3

Foundation for Human Rights
Council for Scientific and Industrial Research
Community Agency for Social Enquiry
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I am currently responsible for programme design and reporting at the Foundation for Human Rights.
This work includes the design of a new programme on human rights for the European Union and the
Department of Justice and Constitutional Development, as well as reporting on progress with the
current programme (Socio Economic Justice for All).
My previous job was as Group Manager for Institutional Planning at the CSIR. My responsibilities
included the coordination of the organisation’s annual strategic and operational planning processes
(across 9 business units and 11 support portfolios), the development of the CSIR’s long-term strategic
and annual plan, monitoring and reporting on programme progress at business unit and organisational
level, and overseeing the allocation of the strategic investment portfolio. I also led the CSIR Elections
Forecasting team that has produce data-driven forecasts of South African (and other) election results
since 2001.
At the FHR I was reponsible for the Monitoring and Evaluation portfolio as well as taking responsibility
for the management and reporting of the 20-million Euro Access to Justice programme.
At the Community Agency for Social Enquiry (CASE), a non-profit research organisation specialising in
applied quantitative research I, at various times, took on the roles of Statistician, Research Director and
Executive Director. During this time I was involved in more than 50 research projects in areas ranging
from Health (e.g. studies on the efficacy of HIV/AIDS education initiatives for the National Government
and NGOs), Housing, Education and Economic trends. The majority of these projects included
substantial data collection (largely through surveys) and data analysis components.

Skills


Data Analysis and Data Visualisation: I have been able to apply my training to a wide range of
data analysis problems in settings that range from business information systems using
operational/financial data to academic investigations using epidemiological, survey and census
data. I am comfortable with almost all data analysis platforms (including SQL, SAS, Stata,
SPSS) and have a very high level of proficiency with R and its variants.



Strategic Planning/Programme Design: I have designed and implemented interventions at both
the programme and organisational level. These include large-scale revisions of the strategic
planning and reporting process at the CSIR, as well as the design and implementation of
human rights awareness programmes at the FHR. I also successfully managed a mediumsized consulting NGO (~40 people) for five years.



Monitoring and Evaluation: A substantial part of my working life has been spent dealing with
questions of impact, and designing and implementing systems that attempt to measure that
impact. I am very familiar with the project- and programme-level applications of these methods
(log-frames, theories of change, the design of indicators) as well as the methods used to
understand impact at the system-level.



Mathematical modelling: My general training in Mathematics has been used to construct and
test mathematical models in a range of areas, including election forecasting, skills supply,
energy use and magnetic resonance imaging. I have led the team that has successfully
predicted the outcome of all of South Africa’s national and local elections since 2009.



Communication: I am an excellent communicator, and am comfortable both in producing highquality written work and presenting the results of my work to audiences of all sizes.



Team Work : In my work I have generally performed as part of a team, and in many of these
cases as the leader or co-ordinator of a team. I enjoy motivating other people, and I am
experienced in integrating and accommodating all viewpoints while still providing strategic
vision.
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Other
I have taught graduate level courses in Research Methodology and Statistics in the Departments of
Sociology, Public Health and Built Environment at the University of the Witwatersrand.

Publications
The performance of the African National Congress in the 2011-local government elections, in Local
elections in South Africa: People, parties, politics, S. Booysen (ed), June 2012.
The underground application of magnetic resonance soundings, Journal of Applied Geophysics, Volume
75, Issue 2, October 2011, Pages 220-226, (with J. Greben)
The effect of changes in registration and turnout on the results of the 2009 South African election,
Politea, 29(1), 2010, (with J. Greben & S. Booysen)
The Employment Aspects of Energy-Related Improvements in Construction in South Africa, (with L. van
Wyk and others), ILO Report, 2011.
Community Surveys in An Introductory manual for epidemiology in Southern Africa, R. Erhlich & G.
Joubert (eds), 2nd edition, Oxford University Press, 2007, (with A. Delany and B. Khumalo)
Condence Intervals, Hypothesis Testing & Quality Assurance, Report commissioned by the South
African National Roads Agency, 2010
Addressing Challenges with Waste Service Provision in South Africa Waste Sector Targets and
Performance Indicators, Report commissioned by the Department of Environmental Affairs and Tourism,
2009
Measuring the Impact of Serious and Organised Crime, Report commissioned by the National
Intelligence Agency, 2009
Assessing the Impact of the LoveLifes groundBREAKERS Programme, Report commissioned by
LoveLife South Africa, 2009
Assessing the Accuracy of Weigh-in-Motion Equipment, Report commissioned by the South African
National Roads Agency, 2009
Review: WIM Dynamic load correction, Report commissioned by the South African National Roads
Agency, 2009
Decision Support for Public Policy: A South African Case Study, paper presented at the Operations
Research South Africa Conference, Cape Town, 2008
The supply of skills to the Built Environment Sector, Report commissioned by the Built Environment
Council, 2008
A Geo-spatial methodology to locate accessible facilities for the Department of Home Affairs (DHA) in
South Africa, paper presented at the 2007 Access to Destinations Conference, University of Minnesota,
2007
An Investigation into the Increase in Uptake of Disability and Care Dependency Grants since December
2001, Report commissioned by the National Treasury, 2006
Equity in Management-Level Employment: An Analysis of Trends in the South African Economy, Report
commissioned by the Department of Trade and Industry, 2006
Assessing the impact of the Johannesburg Metropolitan Police Department’s Area Safety Programme,
Report commissioned by the City of Johannesburg, 2006
An Impact Assessment of the Working for Water Programme, Report commissioned by the Department
of Water Affairs and Forestry, 2006
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Quality of Life in Low Income Areas in the City of Johannesburg, Report commissioned by the Mott
Foundation, 2006
An Evaluation of the Youth Advisory Centre Programme, Report commissioned by the Umsobomvu
Youth Fund, 2006
The Impact of the Khomanani Programme, Report commissioned by the Department of Health, 2004
Municipal Service Delivery Partnerships: An Evaluation of Case Studies, Report commissioned by the
Built Environment Support Group, 2003
Towards A Spatial Development Framework for the University of the Witwatersrand, Report
commissioned by the University of the Witwatersrand, 2003
Youth and SMMEs: An In-Depth Study of Three Sites, Report commissioned by the Umsobomvu Youth
Fund, 2003
Gauteng Provincial Government Key Performance Indicators, Report commissioned by the Gauteng
Premier’s Office, 2003
An Evaluation of the Soul City Adult Education AIDS Material, Report commissioned by the Soul City
Institute, 2003
Assessing the City Of Johannesburg Child Friendly City Initiative, Report commissioned by the City of
Johannesburg, 2002
The Integrated Rural Development Reproductive Health Survey, Report commissioned by the Working
for Water Programme, 2002
Re-assessing the Rural Housing Loan Funds Target Market, Report commissioned by the Rural
Housing Fund, 2002
An Overview of Youth-Related Services in South Africa, Report commissioned by the Umsobomvu
Youth Fund, 2002
The Integrated Rural Development Reproductive Health Survey, Report commissioned by Department
of Water Affairs, 2002
Key Findings of the Soul City 4 Panel Survey, Report commissioned by the Soul City Institute, 2001
Upgrading Gautengs Informal Settlements: Summative Evaluation of Time Series study at Albertina,
Eatonside, Johandeo and Soshanguve South Extension 4, Report commissioned by the Gauteng
Department of Housing, 2001
Yizo Yizo 2: The Impact Research Report, Report commissioned by the South African Broadcasting
Corporation, 2001.
Voting Patterns and Voter Attitudes in Gauteng, Report commissioned by the Gauteng Provincial
Government, 2001
A Survey on Domestic Workers and Employers, Report commissioned by the Department of Labour,
2001
An Evaluation of the Abangani Project, Report commissioned by the Department of Health, 2001
The Green paper on E-Commerce: A Gender Policy Analysis, Report commissioned by the Department
of Communications, 2001
Merseta Sector Skills Plan, Report commissioned by the Metals, Engineering and Related Trades
Sector Training Authority, 2001
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Upgrading Gautengs Informal Settlements, Volume 6: Summative Evaluation of Time Series study at
Albertina, Eatonside,
Johandeo and Soshanguve South Extension 4, Report commissioned by the Gauteng Department of
Housing, 2001
An Overview of the CASE 2000 study, Youth Development Journal 2001 (5), (with S. Braehmer)
Youth 2000: A Study of Youth in South Africa, Report commissioned by the Royal Dutch Embassy, 2001
Phasing in the Child Support Grant: A Social Impact Study, Report commissioned by the Department of
Social Development, 2000
Health Beneficiary Assessment in four Mozambican Provinces, Report commissioned by the Swiss
Development Corporation, 2000
Infrastructure Delivery in South Africa: A NEDLAC Project, Report commssioned by NEDLAC, 2000
We Also Count! The Extent of Moderate and Severe Reported Disability and the Nature of the Disability
Experience in South Africa, Report commissioned by the Department of Health, 1999
Health Care in South Africa: The Second Kaiser Family Foundation Survey, Report commissioned by
the Kaiser Family Foundation, 1999
A Gender Opinion Survey, Report commissioned by the Commission for Gender Equality, 1999
Learning the Easy Way II: Evaluation of the Soul City III TV and Print Series, Report commissioned by
the Soul City Institute, 1999
Apprenticeship training and artisan employment: Changing numbers but maintaining job preservation,
South African Labour Bulletin 16(6), 1990 (with P. Lundall)
Wage Determinations in South Africa, 1978 1988, Southern African Labour and Development Research
Unit, 1990
Industrial Council wage rates in South Africa, 1978 1988, Southern African Labour and Development
Research Unit, 1990
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Section 59
Established in terms of Section 7(a)(b)(c)(d), 8(a) and (k) and 9(2) of the Medical Schemes Act, 131 of 1998.

Dear Mr Goolab

CMS Section 59 Investigation - Request for Information
1. We refer to the above investigation.
2. Thank you for your submission, dated 18 July 2019, which we have received.
3. Thank you for your offer to make information available to the Panel regarding the
GEMS approach to investigating FWA.
4. In order to assist the Panel in its investigation, we would be grateful if you could
provide the information which is listed in Annexure B, which is attached, by Friday, 9
August 2019. Please also note that, in relation to the this information request, the
Panel may well ask to engage with you further after you have responded to this initial
request.

Yours sincerely,
The Investigation Panel
TRANSMITTED ELECTRONICALLY WITHOUT SIGNATURE

Adv Tembeka Ngcukaitobi | Adv Kerry Williams | Adv Adila Hassim
Customer Care: 0861 123 267
Block A, Eco Glades 2 Office Park, 420 Witch-Hazel Avenue, Eco Park, Centurion, 0157
cmsinvestigation@medicalschemes.com
www.cmsinvestigation.org.za
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Established in terms of Section 7(a)(b)(c)(d), 8(a) and (k) and 9(2) of the Medical Schemes Act, 131 of 1998.

Annexure B

The Panel requests the following information:
1. Historic data on the outcomes of the FWA process (from 2012- June 2019)
a.

Prevalence (per year during the aforementioned period) of FWA cases, more
specifically:
i.

The total number of service providers1 per year covered by GEMS. If
there are numbers of equivalent full time service providers, where
service providers are natural persons, please provide these numbers
as well.

ii.

As per (i) above, but dis-aggregated by the type of service provider
and the municipality/metropolitan area in which the provider is
located.

iii.

The total number of service providers identified as having engaged in
FWA. Please disaggregate by type of service provider, the
municipality/metropolitan area in which the provider is located, the
type of FWA suspected, the method by which the FWA has been
identified (including but not limited to detection by some automated
procedure, through whistle-blowers, by association with previous
cases of FWA, or through detailed analysis of the contents of claims).

iv.

Within each of the subcategories identified in (iii) above specify the
total Rand value of the suspected FWA cases, the number of cases
that have been investigated, the total Rand value of those cases, the
number of cases that have been identified as non-FWA cases, the

1

When we refer to service providers we intend to refer to the broadest meaning of services providers,
which would include all the suppliers of services that medical schemes reimburse from hospitals to
pharmacists to general practitioners and nurses.
Adv Tembeka Ngcukaitobi | Adv Kerry Williams | Adv Adila Hassim

Customer Care: 0861 123 267
Block A, Eco Glades 2 Office Park, 420 Witch-Hazel Avenue, Eco Park, Centurion, 0157
cmsinvestigation@medicalschemes.com
www.cmsinvestigation.org.za
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total Rand vale of those cases, the number of cases which have been
identified as FWA cases and the total Rand value of those cases, the
number of cases where no decision has yet been reached, and the
total Rand value of those cases.

2. Information about the changes, both automated and manual, that have been made
to the FWA detection algorithm (“the FWA algorithm”) (between 2012 – June 2019)
a. In response to external complaints or internal requests:
i.

Has GEMS or its service providers during the above period reviewed their
FWA algorithm? If so, when and what changes were made as a result of any
reviews?

ii.

Has GEMS or its service providers assessed whether there were any real or
potential biases with cases that were identified as potentially demonstrating
FWA during the above period? If so what assessment was done, what were
the findings and what actions were taken as a result of such findings?

iii.

Has GEMS or its service provider modified its FWA algorithm in any other
way during the above period?

b. What internal control processes are in place to review the performance of the FWA
algorithms? Based on the aforementioned internal control processes:
i.

Are there formally documented processes for recommending changes and
then approving changes to the FWA algorithms?

ii.

What changes have been made to the FWA algorithms?

iii.

What factors have been taken into account when making any changes to the
FWA algorithms?

Adv Tembeka Ngcukaitobi | Adv Kerry Williams | Adv Adila Hassim
Customer Care: 0861 123 267
Block A, Eco Glades 2 Office Park, 420 Witch-Hazel Avenue, Eco Park, Centurion, 0157
cmsinvestigation@medicalschemes.com
www.cmsinvestigation.org.za
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iv.

Are there any formal attempts by GEMS or its service providers to identify
FWA cases that are not identified by the FWA algorithm (i.e. false negatives)?
What is GEMS’s (or its service providers’) estimate of the value of the claims
that potentially fall into the false negative category?

c. Please provide details of all changes made to the FWA algorithm (as a result of both
external complaints/internal requests and the internal control processes and for any
other reasons) specifying: the nature of the change, the justification for the change,
and the process by which the change was authorised.

3. Information about the FWA business processes
a.

Please provide internal documentation which demonstrates:
a. The mandate of the division/section responsible for FWA detection through
the use of an automated or semi-automated procedure.
b. The frequency at which this division/section reports on the results of this
detection process, and to whom are these reports delivered?
c. Provide details of the post-reporting decision-making processes? In
particular, who makes the decision that a case which is detected by the FWA
algorithm is investigated or not, on what bases are such decisions made, and
what documentation is required to support this decision.
d. What division is authorised to conduct the investigation of FWA cases (“the
Investigating Division”). How and to whom are the results of any
investigations (conducted by the Investigating Division) reported? Who is
responsible for the internal decision to either drop or take investigations into
the settlement process and how are such decisions made and documented?

Adv Tembeka Ngcukaitobi | Adv Kerry Williams | Adv Adila Hassim
Customer Care: 0861 123 267
Block A, Eco Glades 2 Office Park, 420 Witch-Hazel Avenue, Eco Park, Centurion, 0157
cmsinvestigation@medicalschemes.com
www.cmsinvestigation.org.za
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e. What division is authorised to settle FWA cases (“Settlement Division”)?
How are settlement decisions made, how are potential settlement amounts
calculated, who makes such decisions and how are they documented and
reported on?
f.

The performance indicators (over the period 2012- June 2019) of the
divisions/sections responsible for the detection, investigation and settlement
of FWA cases.

Adv Tembeka Ngcukaitobi | Adv Kerry Williams | Adv Adila Hassim
Customer Care: 0861 123 267
Block A, Eco Glades 2 Office Park, 420 Witch-Hazel Avenue, Eco Park, Centurion, 0157
cmsinvestigation@medicalschemes.com
www.cmsinvestigation.org.za
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Conceptual Framework for determining FWA-bias
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Interview with BHF
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Interview with Medscheme
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F
Interview with Discovery Health
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Interview with GEM/Metropolitan Health
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Use of Geocoding and Surname
Analysis to Estimate Race and Ethnicity
Kevin Fiscella and Allen M. Fremont
Objective. To review two indirect methods, geocoding and surname analysis, for
estimating race/ethnicity as a means for health plans to assess disparities in care.
Study Design. Review of published articles and unpublished data on the use of geocoding and surname analyses.
Principal Findings. Few published studies have evaluated use of geocoding to estimate racial and ethnic characteristics of a patient population or to assess disparities in
health care. Three of four studies showed similar estimates of the proportion of blacks
and one showed nearly identical estimates of racial disparities, regardless of whether
indirect or more direct measures (e.g., death certificate or CMS data) were used. However, accuracy depended on racial segregation levels in the population and region
assessed and geocoding was unreliable for identifying Hispanics and Asians/Pacific
Islanders. Similarly, several studies suggest surname analyses produces reasonable estimates of whether an enrollee is Hispanic or Asian/Pacific Islander and can identify
disparities in care. However, accuracy depends on the concentrations of Asians or
Hispanics in areas assessed. It is less accurate for women and more acculturated and
higher SES persons due intermarriage, name changes, and adoption. Surname analysis
is not accurate for identifying African Americans. Recent unpublished analyses suggest
plans can successfully use a combined geocoding/surname analyses approach to identify disparities in care in most regions. Refinements based on Bayesian methods may
make geocoding/surname analyses appropriate for use in areas where the accuracy is
currently poor, but validation of these preliminary results is needed.
Conclusions. Geocoding and surname analysis show promise for estimating racial/
ethnic health plan composition of enrollees when direct data on major racial and ethnic
groups are lacking. These data can be used to assess disparities in care, pending availability of self-reported race/ethnicity data.
Key Words. Quality indicators, health care, managed care programs, data collection, continental ancestry, outcome and process assessment health care

Eliminating racial and ethnic disparities in health care will require health care
plans, hospitals, and other health care organizations to obtain race and ethnicity on their plan members or patients (Institute of Medicine 2002; National
1482
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Quality Forum 2002; Workgroup on Quality: National Committee on Vital
and Health Statistics 2004). Obtaining such data on all members represent a
formidable task, particularly for health plans, who generally have not retained
racial/ethnic data on enrollees because of uncertainty about the legality of
collecting racial/ethnic data or fear that consumers would assume plans were
misusing the data (Fremont and Lurie 2004).
Clarifications about the legality of collecting race/ethnicity data (Perot
and Youdelman 2001; Rosenbaum and Painter 2005) and positive reactions to
plans’ efforts to collect race/ethnicity information from enrollees to assess
disparities in care have helped allay plans’ concerns and increase their interest
in obtaining race/ethnicity (Hassett 2005; Nerenz 2005). Nonetheless, plans
have limited options for quickly obtaining needed data. Direct (e.g., self-report) race/ethnicity data could be solicited at the time of enrollment for new
members, but alternative strategies are needed to obtain this information from
existing plan members. Potential methods include mail, telephone, or Internet
surveys; onsite collection at point of care; and supply by employers, hospitals,
states, or Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services. However, each of these
strategies has limitations in terms of reliability, validity, bias, and completeness. In addition, obtaining race/ethnicity data using these direct methods
typically takes plans a number of years to complete for most of their enrollees.
As a practical matter, no method for obtaining race and ethnicity data
can be entirely accurate or bias free. Surveys are limited by nonresponse. For
example, Aetna reports that 20 percent of its plan members refuse to provide
these data voluntarily ( Jack Rowe, personal communication). Whether these
refusals differ by race and ethnicity is unknown, but indirect methods could
be used to assess the potential bias here. More generally, response rates to all
types of surveys have consistently declined (Bickart and Schmittlein 1999).
s
Response rate to the Consumer Assessment of Health Plan Survey (CAPHS)
is often under 50 percent (Weech-Maldonado et al. 2003) and differs by race
and education (Zaslavsky, Zaborski, and Cleary 2002).
Furthermore, hospitals’ inconsistent collection and classification of race
and ethnicity data is potentially problematic. For example, one study reports
that race was coded differently upon rehospitalization 6 percent of rehospitalized African Americans and 11 percent of rehospitalized whites (Blustein

Address correspondence to Kevin Fiscella, M.D., MPH, Associate Professor, Departments of
Family Medicine and Community & Preventive Medicine, University of Rochester, School of
Medicine & Dentistry, Rochester, NY 14620. Allen M. Fremont, M.D., Ph.D., Natural Scientist
and Sociologist, is with the RAND Corporation, Santa Monica, CA.
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1994). Another study found that race and ethnicity compiled by the Veterans
Administration Health System corresponds with self-report data only 60 percent of the time, with lower agreement for nonwhites and better educated
patients (Kressin et al. 2003).
In this paper, we provide a guide for health plans and other health care
organizations who want to begin assessing racial/ethnic disparities among
their members, but lack racial/ethnic data on most or all of their enrollees. In
particular, we discuss two indirect methods for estimating race/ethnicity——
geocoding and surname analyses——that potentially provide plans with an inexpensive and efficient means to estimate racial/ethnic composition of their
members, and identify and target disparities while they proceed with the
longer process of collecting direct race/ethnicity data.
Geocoding refers to the use of plan members’ home address to infer
other information about them, including their race and ethnicity. Surname
analysis refers to the use of last names for similar purposes. We address the
advantages, accuracy, and limitations of these methods and offer practical
suggestions for using them.

GEOCODING
Geocoding involves using plan members’ addresses to identify geographic
areas where they live and linking this information to U.S. Census Bureau data
about that area. Census data includes rates of poverty, educational levels,
employment levels, and racial/ethnic composition of areas. Thus, geocoded
measures can be used, with varying levels of accuracy, to infer characteristics
about persons living in those areas such as their likely race, in addition to area
socioeconomic status (SES). Linkage to other data sources can provide additional information regarding the physical and environmental properties of
neighborhoods such as levels of environmental lead, crime, traffic patterns,
walking or bike paths, and liquor stores.
Geocoding can be performed at different geographic levels, but degree
of correspondence between area and individual characteristics generally increases when smaller, more homogenous units of analysis are used (Krieger
et al. 2002). Zip codes generally span relatively large geographic areas, often
including 30,000 or more people from widely varying sociodemographic
subgroups. Census tracts are smaller, averaging about 4,000 residents, and
tend to be more homogenous although it is not uncommon for the same tract
to include both affluent and poor neighborhoods. Census block-groups
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average 1,000 or fewer residents——the size of a small neighborhood——and
generally are quite homogenous. Finally, census blocks are small areas demarcated by visible boundaries such as streets, streams, and railroad tracks and
also quite homogenous, although the number of residents residing there can be
very small——averaging about 50 residents in the two-thirds of the blocks that
are populated (Krieger, Williams, and Moss 1997; U.S. Census Bureau 2004).
Uses of Geocoding in Health Care
Geocoding has been used for decades, but its use in monitoring quality of
care, is relatively new. Researchers routinely use geocoding to identify
sociodemographic characteristics of populations and areas as a means of targeting vulnerable populations or to estimate effects of sociodemographic
characteristics on health when individual-level data are unavailable (Krieger,
Williams, and Moss 1997; Geronimus and Bound 1998; Elreedy et al. 1999).
Geocoded measures are commonly used to estimate SES including percent
poverty or median income when direct data are lacking (Krieger 1992).
Geocoding is sometimes used to determine latitude and longitude of a
patient’s residence and, in conjunction with geographic information systems,
to calculate distance or time to travel to providers——both of which are potential
barriers to care (Institute of Medicine 2002). In addition, geocoding can
be used to assess neighborhood characteristics, such as the availability of a
public transportations system, grocery stores, parks, and crime rates that
are associated with health behaviors and health outcomes independent of
individual characteristics (Elreedy et al. 1999; Heck, Schoendorf, and
Chavez 2002).
Marketing departments within some health care organizations and
commercial vendors have become adept at using geocoding (and surname
analyses described below) to identify populations of interest or profile sociodemographic characteristics of potential service areas. However, because of
concerns about potential misuse of data to preferentially enroll or differentially treat certain racial, ethnic, or SES groups, this type of information typically has not been shared with clinical or quality management staff.
Accuracy and Validity
Most validation work on geocoded measures has focused on geocoded measures of SES, sometimes referred to as area-based socioeconomic measures
(Krieger et al. 2003b). These estimates generally correspond well to estimates
based on self-reported SES and show similar associations with different health
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outcomes (Fiscella and Franks 2001; Krieger et al. 2002; Krieger, Chen et al.
2003; Krieger, Waterman et al. 2003). Census block-group and tract measures
performed comparably in detecting SES gradients. However, zip codes failed
to detect effects or showed opposite effects on numerous health indicators in
some (Krieger, Waterman et al. 2003), but not all studies (Fiscella and Franks
2001).
We found only a handful of published studies that assessed the validity of
geocoding to estimate race and ethnicity or examine the association of these
estimates with health or quality of care indicators (Andjelkovich et al. 1990;
Kwok and Yankaskas 2001; Chen et al. 2002; Fremont and Wickstrom 2002).
Although the results of these studies are mixed, some conclusions seem clear.
First, the accuracy of geocoded estimates of race and ethnicity largely
depends on the extent of racial and ethnic segregation in the geographic areas
considered. Greater proportions of particular minority groups living in racially
segregated areas yield higher specificity (i.e., lower false-positive rate) of geocoded estimates. Conversely, higher proportions of minorities living in integrated neighborhoods yield lower sensitivity (i.e., higher false-negative rate).
Furthermore, accuracy of geocoded estimates vary somewhat depending on
the geographic level (i.e., Census tract, block group, or block) used. Theoretically, accuracy should be greatest with smallest areas (e.g., blocks), but
limited data suggest that aggregated estimates of racial/ethnic composition and
disparities are similar regardless of geographic unit. When plans serve significant number of enrollees in less dense or rural areas, we recommend performing geocoding at the Census block group or tract level rather than at the
block level because the number of residents in many blocks may be too small
to generate reliable estimates.
Because at least half of black Americans continue to live in predominately black neighborhoods (Glaeser and Vigdor 2001), geocoding can produce reasonably accurate estimates of black race in many areas of the country.
Fremont, Bierman et al. (2005) used geocoding to identify likely black Medicare1Choice enrollees from four regions based on whether they lived in block
groups where more than two-thirds of the residents were black. Among 17,500
enrollees, 92 percent were successfully matched to block groups and ‘‘identified’’ as either black or other (other group was mainly white). Race data from
CMS files were used to determine ‘‘true’’ race. Of those assigned
race based on geocoding, 89 percent were classified correctly. Most (86 percent) of the 11 percent of enrollees incorrectly identified as nonblack, did not
live in predominantly black neighborhoods. Similarly in a Detroit study,
investigators correctly classified whether individuals were black or white for
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91 percent of a sample (N 5 310) geocoded to the block group (Andjelkovich
et al. 1990).
Geocoded measures of race are less reliable in more integrated regions.
Chen, Petitti, and Enger (2004) found that only 47,328 (30.6 percent) of
117,209 Southern California Kaiser members identified as black on hospital
discharge files lived in a Census block with more than 50 percent black residents (Chen, Petitti, and Enger 2004). Similarly, geocoded measures did not
reliably predict which women in a North Carolina mammography registry
were black (Kwok and Yankaskas 2001). In general, geocoded race measures
perform much better in highly segregated cities such as Detroit, than less
segregated cities such as San Diego or Raleigh–Durham–Chapel-Hill (Robinson and Grant-Thomas 2004). Because Hispanics, Asians, and many Native
Americans tend to live in far less segregated neighborhoods than blacks
(Massey and Denton 1989; Logan 2001), geocoding, alone, generally
is not useful for identifying members of these minority groups.
The accuracy of geocoding for ‘‘whites’’ has not been systematically
examined in published studies. More typically, blacks are compared with
‘‘nonblack.’’ Preliminary unpublished results suggest that geocoding alone
overestimates white numbers by several percentage points, but yields comparable composition and disparities estimates compared with more direct
measures (Fremont, Pantajo et al. 2005).
The accuracy of geocoded measures of race/ethnicity also depends on
the ‘‘cut point’’ (e.g., percent of residents black) used to classify individuals as
black. Increasing the cut point decreases the false positive rate, but increases
the false-negative rate. The optimal cut point depends on the distribution of
racial/ethnic groups in the areas considered and the purpose for the estimates,
but typically ranges between 50 and 75 percent.
The validity of geocoding to infer race depends on its purpose. It is not
sufficiently accurate to infer individual race. However, it seems to be valid for
estimating racial/ethnic composition of plans and assessing indicators of care
outcomes for groups in the aggregate. Chen et al. (2002) found that even in
relatively racially integrated areas like Southern California, geocoded estimates yielded reasonable estimates of the proportion of black Kaiser members
in the region overall and within different Medical Centers (Table 1). Fremont,
Bierman et al. (2005) showed that geocoded measures for blacks yielded
nearly identical estimates of disparities in quality of care as those using race
derived from Medicare data (Table 2). Fremont, Bierman et al. have also used
geocoded measures of race among commercial plan enrollees to demonstrate
racial disparities in HEDIS performance (Fremont and Wickstrom 2002) and
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Table 1: Percentage of Blacks among Women Giving Birth, from Birth
Certificates and as Implied by Geocoded Data, for Selected Kaiser Medical
Centers in Southern California (S. CA)n
Medical Center

N

All S. CA centers
141,537
Selected S. CA medical centers
San Diego
22,877
Woodland Hills
5,633
Bellflower
14,804
West LA
8,937
Baldwin park
10,178
n

Birth Certificate (%)

Geocoded
(to Block Level) (%)

46

42

7
4
13
48
4

6
3
9
40
3

Adapted from Chen et al. (2004).

in use of cardiovascular diagnostic tests and therapeutic procedures (Fremont,
Wickstrom, and Escarce 2003). Geocoding is not sufficiently accurate to send
out individual letters to plan members implying that they have been identified
as black. Finally, estimates of racial disparities in health may differ between
those based on geocoded and individual measures not only because of racial
misclassification, but also because community-level factors (e.g., safe areas to
exercise or lead exposure), may differ depending on area racial composition.

SURNAME ANALYSIS
Surname analysis uses an individual’s last name to estimate the likelihood that
the individual belongs to a particular racial or ethnic group. Surname analysis
is more reliable for identifying Hispanics and Asians than African Americans
because of more distinctive last names among the former groups.
The U.S. Census Bureau has used Spanish surnames to the identify
Hispanics for nearly 50 years (Word and Perkins 1996). Surname analysis has
been used to assess mortality (Rosenwaike, Hempstead, and Rogers 1991),
cancer incidence (Swallen et al. 1997, 1998; Coronado et al. 2002), rates of
cancer screening among HMO enrollees ( Jacobs and Lauderdale 2001), local
concentrations of ethnic groups (Rosenwaike 1994), the ethnic composition of
homeowners, and the ethnicity of patients (Coronado et al. 2002; NAACCR
Expert Panel on Hispanic Identification 2003). Marketing and political consulting companies use variations of this technique to identify race/ethnicity of
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Table 2: Comparison of Racial Disparities on Process Measures for Medicare1Choice Plan Enrollees Using CMS-Based and Geocoded Race/Ethnicity Information
Enrollees Classified by CMS
as (%)
Black Nonblack Difference

Measures
Beta-blocker after
myocardial infarction
LDL after cardiac event
HgbA1c check for diabetics
LDL check for diabetics
Eye exam for diabetics
Urine protein check
for diabetics

Enrollees Classified by Geocoding (%)
Mostly
Mostly
Black
Nonblack
Neighborhoods Neighborhoods Difference

37.8

60.6

22.7a

40.0

63.1

23.1a

45.2
51.1
39.3
39.0
19.8

62.4
65.6
60.9
46.6
18.0

17.2b
14.5b
21.6b
7.6b
1.9a

45.3
49.9
37.8
38.6
19.4

61.9
64.4
59.1
45.9
18.3

16.5a
14.5b
21.3b
7.3b
1.1

Source: Person-level race data from the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS); Geocoded race data are from Managed Care Organization’s administrative database; U.S. Census
Bureau Data.
Notes: ‘‘Predominantly black’’ defined as neighborhoods in which 467 percent or more of residents were black. We coded race/ethnicity information from CMS as either black or some other
race (i.e., nonblack) for consistency with the geocoded measures. In addition, coding CMS race/
ethnicity data in this way is reasonable because although the black category is accurate in CMS
data, but the white category includes a substantial number of nonblack Hispanics and other
minorities.
a
po.01;
b
po.001.

potential consumers or voters (Abrahamse, Morrison, and Bolton 1994; Lee
and Sutton 2002).
Types of Surname Analysis
There are several ways to assign ethnicity based on names: use of letter combinations, dictionaries of surnames, and combinations of first, middle, and last
names. The original approach, the Generally Useful Ethnicity Search System
(GUESS), was developed using 1953 California Department of Public Health
birth data (Perez-Stable et al. 1995). The program was derived using an algorithm based on common Spanish names, given name, and mother’s maiden
name. It uses the linguistic structure of the last name to assign Hispanic ethnicity. GUESS was updated in the 1980s using more current Spanish surnames
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(Rosenwaike and Bradshaw 1988). A simpler approach is to assign Hispanic
ethnicity using a surname list. Such a list was developed using 1980 Census
data (Perkins 1993) and then revised using 1990 data (Word and Perkins 1996).
Surname lists have also been used to identify Asian subpopulations in
the United Kingdom (U.K.) (Nicoll, Bassett, and Ulijaszek 1986; Harland et al.
1997; Nanchahal et al. 2001), Australia (Hage et al. 1990), Canada (Coldman,
Braun, and Gallagher 1988; Choi et al. 1993; Sheth et al. 1997), and the U.S.
(Swallen et al. 1998; Lauderdale and Kestenbaum 2000). The best validated
list has been produced by Lauderdale and Kestenbaum (2000) using the Social
Security Administration’s file. Separate surname lists have been generated for
Chinese, Indian, Japanese, Korean, Filipino, and Vietnamese Americans.
Software has been developed to identify Asian subgroups using names,
some of which incorporate first names. Nanchahal et al. (2001) developed a
computer algorithm, the South Asian Names and Group Recognition Algorithm (SANGRA), that generates four outputs including South Asian ethnicity;
religious affiliation; likely language; and whether ethnicity was assigned on the
basis of surname and first name, surname only, first name only, or middle
name only. Another system named ‘‘Nam Pehchan’’ relies on both stems as
well as full matching of names (Martineau and White 1998; Cummins et al.
1999; Harding, Dews, and Simpson 1999). Although both systems performed
reasonably well among U.K. samples, performance in the U.S. is unknown.
First names have been incorporated along with surnames in several
national studies of Hispanic (Elo et al. 2004) and Asian (Lauderdale and
Kestenbaum 2002) mortality. Commercial vendors have developed complex
algorithms that incorporate middle names in addition to first and last names
into coding schemes; the incremental benefit of this approach is not known.

Accuracy and Validity
Assessment of Hispanic and Asian ethnicity based on surname analysis has
been shown to be reasonably accurate across diverse populations that contain
adequate numbers of the ethnic group being assessed. Accuracy can be assessed based on sensitivity, specificity, and positive predictive value (percentage of persons with a given surname who self-report the ethnicity assigned by
the coding method). The 1990 Census Spanish list (containing fewer than
1,000 Spanish surnames) showed an overall sensitivity of 79 percent and a
specificity of 90 percent compared with self-reported ethnicity in a national
sample (Perkins 1993).
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Asian surnames yield similar overall accuracy. Lauderdale and
Kestenbaum’s name list, derived from Social Security records, and validated
using the 1990 Census, showed sensitivities ranging from 74 percent for Vietnamese to 29 percent for Filipinos and positive predictive values ranging
from 92 percent for Japanese to 76 percent for Chinese. Accuracy improves
when race data are also available, but Asian ethnicity data are lacking. For
example, availability of Asian race data can be used to distinguish Filipinos
from Hispanics (Lauderdale and Kestenbaum 2000). When race was available, the sensitivity and positive predictive values for Filipinos increased from
29 to71 percent and 86 to 93 percent, respectively.
Names such as ‘‘Lee’’ or ‘‘Real’’ are less distinctive. Errors also occur
because of intermarriage, name change, and adoption. Women who marry
outside their ethnic group may be miscoded (Winkleby and Rockhill 1992;
Perkins 1993). Rates of intermarriage differ by ethnicity, place of birth, acculturation, and SES (Winkleby and Rockhill 1992; Lauderdale and
Kestenbaum 2000). For this reason, the sensitivity and specificity of surnames
are higher for men and youth and lower SES persons. Spanish surnames have
a sensitivity and specificity of 82 and 92 percent for men versus 77 and 88
percent for women (Perkins 1993). The prevalence of members of a particular
ethnic group in the community has a powerful effect on surname accuracy.
Sensitivity and specificity for Spanish surnames range from 88 and 96 percent
in Texas to 34 and 37 percent in Vermont (Perkins 1993). No published data
were found on use of surname analysis for identifying non-Hispanic whites,
African Americans, or Native Americans.
Few data have been published using surname analysis to examine quality of care. Jacobs and Lauderdale (2001) reported no differences in cancer
screening among HMO members between Hispanics and non-Hispanics using surname analysis. Nerenz et al. (2002) reported ethnic disparities in health
care quality among health plan members in three of thirteen measures——
disparities comparable to those reported in studies using self report measures.
Surname analysis, like geocoding, is potentially useful for assessing outcomes or measures related to racial/ethnic groups in the aggregate, but not for
identifying the individual race/ethnicity of plan members. The sensitivity and
positive predictive values of the algorithms and lists can often be adapted to
the purpose at hand. If the aim is to capture as much of the population as
possible such as over sampling for a survey, lower cut-points (inclusion of less
distinctive names) should be used. If the aim is to ensure the highest positive
predictive values, only names with very high probability of correct matching
should be included.
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COMBINED METHODS
The advantages and limitations of geocoding and surname analysis complement each other (Table 3) making combined use an attractive means for
inferring race/ethnicity among plan members (Table 3). Geocoding is more
reliable for inferring black race whereas surname analysis is better for inferring
Hispanic or Asian ethnicity. Furthermore, geocoding provides estimates of the
racial/ethnic composition of the area where surnames are applied.
When the two methods are applied to the same geographic area (e.g.,
census tract, block group, or block), overall accuracy can be improved. For
example, a combined approach can improve the accuracy of geocoding of
non-Hispanic African Americans and whites. Names assigned to Hispanic or
Asian ethnicity can be removed from name lists used to assign white or black
race, thereby refining such name lists for estimating the non-Hispanic white or
black population. Incorrect assignment of minorities to the majority white
population will have relatively little effect in most instances because of much
higher numbers of white, non-Hispanics.
Conversely, the accuracy of geocoding can be improved by using information from geocoding (e.g., the percentage of each racial/ethnic group in
a census tract, block group, or block). This information can be used to generate
prior probabilities before assigning ethnicity based on surnames. Preliminary
analyses using prior probabilities to refine estimates based on Bayes theorem
suggest marked improvement in accuracy surname analysis alone or in combination with geocoding to identify likely blacks without the Bayes approach
(Elliott et al. 2005). A combined approach can also help distinguish Hispanic
subpopulations. For example, if the Hispanic population in a Census blockgroup is 90 percent Cuban, a person with a Spanish surname residing in that
area can be coded as Cuban with high accuracy.
The combined approach also allows health plans to estimate the proportion of plan members who speak languages other than English. Surname
analysis provides estimates of the number of plan members by ethnicity that
live in a particular Census tract; Census data provide data on language spoken
at home by persons of differing race or ethnicity (U.S.Census Bureau 2003). A
combined approach also allows SES data to be appended to persons assigned
Hispanic or Asian race/ethnicity.
Last, health plans have begun to exploit the logic of combined geocoding and surname analyses to examine potential disparities in care. Several
plans, participating in AHRQ/RWJF’s National Health Plan Learning Collaborative to Reduce Disparities and Improve Quality, are using geocoding
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Table 3: Advantages and Limitations of Geocoding and Surname Analysis
for Assigning Race and Ethnicity
Geocoding

Surname Analysis

Advantages
Can be implemented quickly
and inexpensively
Nonintrusive
Unaffected by response bias
Useful for imputing race data
individual-level data such as self-report are
unavailable
Useful for oversampling African
Americans for surveys
Useful for estimating proportion of
health plan membership who are
African American
Can be used to identify racial/ethnic
disparities in care
Can provide an estimate of SES
Can be used to estimate geographical
access to care
Can be used to inform geographic based
outreach or education, or community
interventions
Limitations
Accuracy depends on degree of racial
segregation in the area
Less accurate for Hispanics and Asians
Inapplicable to Native American
populations outside of reservations
Accuracy depends on geographic scale of
geocoding (census tract, block group, block)
Accuracy decreases when used to
determine racial/ethnic characteristics of a
specific individual or small group
Race may be unassignable for 10 percent or
more of enrollees

Accuracy can vary across vendors
(or software for geocoding)
May not be well-suited for quality
improvement interventions targeted
at individuals as well as populations
(e.g., disease management programs)
Requires some programming expertise and
access to Census data if vendor or commercial
software are not used
Geocoded measures may capture
independent effects associated with the
individual as well as their neighborhood

Can be implemented quickly
and inexpensively
Nonintrusive
Unaffected by response bias
Useful for estimating language or religious
affiliation for certain groups (particularly when
combined with geocoding)
Useful for oversampling Hispanic and Asian
subgroups groups for surveys
Useful for estimating proportion of
health plan membership who are African American
Can be used to identify racial/ethnic
disparities in care
Can be used to impute ethnicity when data are
missing from self-report data

Accuracy depends on the ethnic group’s
concentration among residents in the area
Less accurate for married women and adopted persons
Less accurate for members of certain
subpopulations, e.g., Cubans, Puerto Ricans, Filipinos,
and Hawaiians. Uknown accuracy for Native Americans
Inapplicable to African Americans
Ethnicity may be unassigned for a small portion of names

Lists used to identify Asian subpopulations cannot
be used in aggregate to identify all Asians without
adjusting for the differing sensitivities of the lists for
each subpopulation
Accuracy can vary across vendors
(or software for geocoding)
May not be well-suited for quality
improvement interventions targeted
at individuals as well as populations
(e.g., disease management programs)
Requires some expertise in matching names to list,
more so, if first and middle names are used
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and surname analyses to estimate enrollee race/ethnicity as an initial approach
to examine and address disparities (Agency for Healthcare Research and
Quality 2004). Preliminary analyses suggest that although sensitivity of these
indirect measures of race/ethnicity is low in some service areas, such as the
West Coast, the positive and negative predictive values are generally high for
blacks, Hispanics, Asians, and nonblacks across different service areas. In
other words, although geocoding/surname analyses may significantly underidentify minority enrollees in some plans, there is a reasonably high degree of
certainty that those enrollees assigned to one of the four racial/ethnic groups
based on geocoding/surname analyses actually belong to that racial/ethnic
group. Initial results also suggest that indirect measures enable plans to
identify patterns of disparities for different racial/ethnic groups on key quality
indicators (e.g., HEDIS diabetes measures) that are consistent with analyses
based on more direct measures of race/ethnicity. An added benefit of these
approaches is that it is a relatively easy step to use the geocoded information
to create geospatial maps that highlight areas of large disparities and their
characteristics, which in turn can help plans make decisions about how to most
effectively target their efforts to reduce disparities. Much more work is
planned as part of the Collaborative’s activities to confirm and clarify these
preliminary findings and to better delineate appropriate use and interpretation
of disparities analyses based on indirect measures of race/ethnicity.

GETTING STARTED
Table 4 lists the basics steps involved with geocoding and surname analyses.
Health care organizations interested in using these indirect methods can either
perform their coding in-house or contract out with commercial vendors. Most
vendors set pricing based on the number of addresses or names and the
number of variables that the organization wishes to have appended (e.g., race,
ethnicity, SES, language, religion, and so on). Some vendors charge based on
the number of matches. Typical fees for basic processing of 250,000 addresses
or names or addresses range from as low as $2.00 per 1,000 to as high as $15.00
with additional fees for others variables (e.g., SES). Most vendors offer volume
discounts; some offer discounts for repeat customers.
Coding accuracy varies considerably between vendors and does not
correlate with costs. Organizations are encouraged to submit a test file to vendors and review match rates (490 percent addresses matched to Census Block
Group is good), repeatability and accuracy before signing a contact (Whitsel
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Table 4: Basic Steps in Conducting Geocoding and Surname Analysis
Geocoding

Surname Analysis

1. Decide on health plan measures for
which race/ethnicity, SES, neighborhood
characteristics are needed
2. Decide on racial/ethnic groups to be
distinguished (see Census Bureau website
for guidance)
3. Select a feasible level of geocoding
(Census tract, block-group, or block) and
sample (entire plan versus selected
communities)
4. Weigh ‘‘in-house’’ analysis versus
commercial vendor alternatives. For
vendors: submit test file for validation and
compare results
5. Format address file and/or use Zip14
then submit to vendor to assign Census
code (e.g., block-group)
6. Select desired race/ethnicity or SES
variables from Census data files
7. Set cut-points, compute measures to be
used
8. Link racial/ethnic and SES data derived
from geocoding to individuals and
performance data

1. Decide on health plan measures for which race/
ethnicity, SES, neighborhood characteristics are
needed
2. Decide on ethnic groups to be distinguished

3. Select a feasible level of analysis (Census tract,
block-group, or block) and sample (entire plan
versus selected communities)
4. Decide whether to use existing name lists or
software (‘‘in-house’’ analysis) or use commercial
vendor. When using vendors, shop around, submit
test file for validation
5. Use Census data to estimate racial and ethnic
composition of area
6. Format name file and submit to vendor or use
program to match last names with list and assign
probability for different ethnicities
7. Establish cut-point depending on purpose for
which data will be used
8. Link ethnicity data to individuals and
performance data

et al. 2004). Similarly, because the accuracy of these methods varies by segregation levels and concentration of minorities in particular census tract,
block-groups, or blocks, the overall accuracy of these methods will likely vary
between health care organizations and between different regions of the country. For this reason, it is advisable for plans that have some self-reported race/
ethnicity data to compare estimates of racial/ethnic composition and disparities
in care based on self-report data with those based on indirect race/ethnicity
data. Such validation allows health care organizations to determine whether
accuracy across regions is sufficient to assess disparities using indirect data.

CONCLUSION
Combined geocoding and surname analysis offers health plans a timely means
to infer race/ethnicity among their plan members for the purpose of assessing
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disparities in health care processes and outcomes. Although self-report
represents the gold standard, indirect methods (suitably validated for a sample
of plan members) offer a defensible interim alternative in lieu of direct data.
A combined approach can yield positive predictive and negative predictive values of roughly 80 and 90 percent, respectively, thereby offering a
viable means for assigning race and ethnicity for purposes of examining disparities in care until self-reported data can be systematically collected on all
plan members.
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Abstract
Background: Surname lists are useful for identifying cohorts of ethnic minority patients from secondary data sources.
This study sought to develop and validate lists to identify people of South Asian and Chinese origin.
Methods: Comprehensive lists of South Asian and Chinese surnames were reviewed to identify those that uniquely
belonged to the ethnic minority group. Surnames that were common in other populations, communities or ethnic
groups were specifically excluded. These surname lists were applied to the Registered Persons Database, a registry of
the health card numbers assigned to all residents of the Canadian province of Ontario, so that all residents were
assigned to South Asian ethnicity, Chinese ethnicity or the General Population. Ethnic assignment was validated
against self-identified ethnicity through linkage with responses to the Canadian Community Health Survey.
Results: The final surname lists included 9,950 South Asian surnames and 1,133 Chinese surnames. All 16,688,384
current and former residents of Ontario were assigned to South Asian ethnicity, Chinese ethnicity or the General
Population based on their surnames. Among 69,859 respondents to the Canadian Community Health Survey, both lists
performed extremely well when compared against self-identified ethnicity: positive predictive value was 89.3% for the
South Asian list, and 91.9% for the Chinese list. Because surnames shared with other ethnic groups were deliberately
excluded from the lists, sensitivity was lower (50.4% and 80.2%, respectively).
Conclusions: These surname lists can be used to identify cohorts of people with South Asian and Chinese origins from
secondary data sources with a high degree of accuracy. These cohorts could then be used in epidemiologic and health
service research studies of populations with South Asian and Chinese origins.
Background
Because many secondary data sources used in health
research do not include information on race or ethnicity,
surnames are often used as a proxy when studying health
care for ethnic populations. In the United States, the
Bureau of the Census compiled a list of "Spanish surnames" in the 1950s which has since been updated every
decade [1]. These lists have been used extensively to
study Hispanic populations using secondary data sources.
Canada's two largest minority populations are those
with South Asian (from India, Pakistan, Bangladesh and
Sri Lanka) and Chinese origins [2]. Surname lists to identify both of these population groups have been devel* Correspondence: baiju.shah@ices.on.ca
1

Institute for Clinical Evaluative Sciences, 2075 Bayview Avenue, Toronto,
Ontario, M4N 3M5, Canada

oped. To identify South Asian populations, two
proprietary computerized algorithms using first and surnames were developed in the United Kingdom [3,4]. The
SANGRA algorithm yielded sensitivity from 89% to 96%
versus self-reported ethnicity from various data sources
across England, with positive predictive value between
80% and 89% [3]. In contrast, the Nam Pehchan program
had a sensitivity of 61% and a positive predictive value of
97% against self-reported ethnicity in a national sample
[4]. In addition an American list of South Asian surnames
was developed by Lauderdale and Kestenbaum [5]. However, it had only 38% sensitivity and 77% positive predictive value against census records. In addition, the US
Census derived an Asian-Indian surname list from the
2000 Census [6], but the test characteristics of this list
have not been evaluated. Sheth et al. [7] derived a list of
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South Asian surnames using Canadian death certificate
data, by selecting people whose place of birth was South
Asia or countries with large South Asian populations.
They performed a telephone survey of 100 people who
had surnames on the list and 100 who did not, and found
that the list had a sensitivity of 96% versus self-reported
ethnicity. However, this list did not specifically exclude
surnames that are common to both South Asian and
other populations, such as Khan, Ahmed, DeSouza or
Fernandes. To identify Chinese populations, several surnames lists have been developed. In 1990, Hage et al. [8]
developed a list of 145 Chinese surnames from the Melbourne, Australia telephone directory. In 1993, Choi et al.
[9] published a list of over 200 Chinese surnames that was
derived by finding the surnames of all people whose place
of birth recorded in the Ontario vital statistics registry
was China, Taiwan or Hong Kong. This list was further
expanded and modified by Tjam [10] and by Quan et al.
[11]. However, a limitation of most of these surname lists
for both minority groups is that they are either unvalidated, or they are validated only in small settings rather
than in a broad population, and so their generalizability
to other contexts is uncertain.
The objective of this study was to develop and validate
surname lists that could be used to identify cohorts of
people with South Asian and Chinese origins from secondary data sources. The study was conducted in
Ontario, Canada's largest province and also one of its
most ethnically diverse. To identify such cohorts, we
want to be confident that individuals identified using
these surname lists truly come from the target ethnic
population. Ensuring that such cohorts are representative
of the entire ethnic population is secondary. Therefore,
our goal was to maximize positive predictive value of the
surname lists, potentially sacrificing sensitivity.

Methods
Development of the surname lists

To develop the South Asian surname list, we started with
the previously developed Canadian list of South Asian
surnames developed using death certificate data [7]. We
added surnames found in community telephone directories and in an encyclopedia of surnames published by the
Indian government [12]. Each name was then reviewed
by at least two researchers with South Asian origins. Surnames were excluded if they were not felt to be uniquely
South Asian (i.e., if the surname was common also in
other populations, communities or ethnic groups). If
there was disagreement between the researchers about
whether or not to exclude a surname, it was reviewed by a
panel of five researchers with South Asian origins until a
consensus decision was reached. The final list included
all surnames that were believed, by consensus, to be
uniquely South Asian.

Although a comprehensive list of Chinese surnames
has been previously published and validated, we noted
that this list included some names that were not uniquely
Chinese (e.g., Diep, Jain, Kang and Sen) [11]. As such, we
were concerned about the positive predictive value of
identifying cohorts of patients with Chinese origin using
this list. Therefore, we repeated a similar consensus process for the surnames from that list, to create a final list of
surnames believed, by consensus, to be uniquely Chinese.
Administrative data sources

The Institute for Clinical Evaluative Sciences (ICES) is a
health services research organization funded in part by
the Ontario Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care
(MOH) to conduct analyses of provincial health care
administrative databases for policy-relevant and scientific
research. One of these administrative data sources is the
Registered Persons Database (RPDB), which is a registry
of the assigned health card numbers for all current and
former residents of the province of Ontario (current population = 13 million). The nominal file received from the
MOH includes patients' surnames. In the data sharing
agreement between the MOH and ICES, only three
named individuals have access to this nominal file. They
anonymize it prior to its release for general analytical use
by removing the names and by encrypting the health card
numbers. Because this encryption uses a reproducible
algorithm common to all of the administrative data
sources, individuals can be linked between databases via
this unique encrypted number.
The surnames lists were applied to the nominal RPDB
file to create an ethnic identification file. All Ontario residents whose surnames were on the South Asian list were
assigned to South Asian ethnicity; all residents whose
surnames were on the Chinese list were assigned to Chinese ethnicity; all others were assigned to the General
Population group. The final surname-derived ethnic
identification file included both the encrypted health
card number and the ethnicity assignment for all Ontario
residents. (See Figure 1.)
Validation

We validated the surname lists against self-reported ethnicity from the Canadian Community Health Survey
(CCHS). The CCHS is a recurring cross-sectional
national telephone survey conducted by Statistics Canada, targeting household residents aged 12 or older,
excluding those living on Indian Reserves, Canadian
Forces Bases, institutions and some remote areas. Prior to
2007, the survey operated on a two-year collection cycle,
with the first year examining general population health in
a large sample, and the second year focusing on specific
health topics in a smaller sample. Each respondent in
each survey is assigned a person-level weight, so that the
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Figure 1 The derivation of the surname-derived ethnic identification file from the Registered Persons Database.

weight corresponds to the number of people in the entire
population that are represented by that respondent, and
the sum of all weights in one year's survey equals the population of Canada [13]. Three sampling frames are used
for the survey, and the final weight assigned to an individual is integrated from the weights independently assigned
from each sampling frame. Weights are also calibrated to
account for other potential biases, including nonresponse and oversampling of households with multiple
telephone lines. The use of the weights in analyses of
these data is required to ensure findings are representative of the population, and not just of survey sample [13].
Although ethnicity is not specifically included in the derivation of respondents' weights, participants are selected
at random from the population, so there is no reason to
suspect that the weightings would systematically underor over-represent any ethnic group, particularly since the
survey is administered in over 20 languages. The CCHS
data set does not include respondents' surnames, but
respondents did give permission to have their survey
responses linked with health administrative data sources
via their health card number. This was anonymized using
the usual encryption algorithm at ICES, so that the CCHS
data can be linked with the other administrative data
sources, including the RPDB.
The gold standard was self-reported ethnicity from the
CCHS. Two CCHS questions, which were routinely collected as part of the demographic profile of survey
respondents, were used. These were "To what ethnic

groups did your ancestors belong?" and "People living in
Canada come from many different cultural and racial
backgrounds. Are you...?" Multiple responses were permitted for each question. Those respondents who had a
single response of "South Asian" to either question were
assigned to South Asian ethnicity; those who had a single
response of "Chinese" to either question were assigned to
Chinese ethnicity; and all others were assigned to the
General Population.
We studied all adult respondents to any of the 2001,
2002 or 2003 cycles of the CCHS. For each respondent,
the gold-standard ethnicity was established from their
self-reported responses to the survey, while their surname-derived ethnicity was derived through linkage of
their encrypted health card number from the CCHS dataset with their ethnicity assignment in the surnamederived ethnic identification file. Validity of the South
Asian surname list was determined by measuring sensitivity (the proportion of people self-identified as South
Asian who were detected as such by the surname list),
specificity (the proportion of people self-identified as not
being South Asian who were detected as such by the surname list), positive predictive value (the proportion of
those detected by the surname list as South Asian who
self-identified as such) and negative predictive value (the
proportion of those detected by the surname list as not
being South Asian who self-identified as such). Similar
calculations were made to validate the Chinese surname
list. In these calculations, each respondent was weighted
by his or her person-level weight (divided by 3, because
we were combining respondents from three survey
years). We compared the previously-published Chinese
surname list [11] with our Chinese surname list by comparing surname-derived ethnicity using both lists against
the same gold standard. Finally, we compared the positive
predictive value of each of our surname lists stratified by
sex, age and immigration status.
Ethics

The data for the study are not publicly available, but were
provided to ICES by the MOH under a research agreement. ICES is permitted to hold, link and analyze these
data for research purposes as a named "prescribed entity"
in Ontario's health information privacy law, the Health
Information Protection Act [14]. The study was approved
by the institutional review board of Sunnybrook Health
Sciences Centre.

Results
The initial list of potentially South Asian surnames
included 13,949 names to be screened. Of them, 9,950
were selected by consensus for the final list of uniquely
South Asian surnames. From the initial 1,185 Chinese
surnames, 1,133 were selected for the final list. Each sur-
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name list was linked with the nominal RPDB, and all
16,688,384 current and former residents of Ontario were
assigned to South Asian ethnicity (500,807), Chinese ethnicity (808,670) or the General Population (15,378,907).
The 200 most common surnames from each group are
presented in Table 1.
There were 69,859 CCHS respondents who were
included in this validation study, of whom 1,400 selfidentified as South Asian (5.4% of the weighted population), and 1,129 self-identified as Chinese (4.0% of the
weighted population). The baseline characteristics of the
population are shown in Table 2. The sensitivity, specificity and positive and negative predictive values of the
South Asian and Chinese surnames lists are shown in
Table 3. Both lists perform extremely well, with approximately 90% positive predictive value. The sensitivity of
the South Asian list was low, as expected, since the many
surnames common for but not unique to South Asians
were excluded from the final list. Compared to the previously published Chinese list, our modified Chinese surname list had slightly better positive predictive value with
the sacrifice of a small amount of sensitivity.
Table 4 shows the positive predictive value of the surname lists among patients stratified by sex, age and immigration status. The surname list was slightly less likely to
accurately predict self-identified ethnicity among South
Asian women, but the difference between sexes was not
marked among people with Chinese origin. As expected,
longer time since immigration was associated with worse
positive predictive value in both ethnic groups. Both lists
performed poorly among those individuals who were
Canadian-born.

Discussion
We have developed surname lists that can accurately
identify people with self-reported South Asian or Chinese origins through secondary data sources. Despite the
relatively low prevalence of minorities in the total population, both lists had excellent positive predictive value
[15], so they can be used to confidently assemble ethnic
minority cohorts for epidemiologic or health services
research studies of people with South Asian or Chinese
origins. However, the South Asian list had, as expected,
low sensitivity. Therefore, it cannot be used, for example,
to determine the proportion of a disease cohort that has
South Asian origins. The Chinese list had a slightly better
positive predictive value than the previously published
list on which is was based [11], and also retained good
sensitivity.
The surname lists showed markedly poorer positive
predictive value for people who were Canadian-born.
This most likely reflects people from other backgrounds
who have adopted an ethnic surname through marriage,
or to people whose parents were from different ethnic

backgrounds. (However, it is noteworthy that people of
South Asians and Chinese origins are the least likely in
Canada to report being married to someone from outside
their ethnic group [2].) It may also indicate that Canadian-born minorities may not self-identify with their ethnic group. Hence, although the surname lists are useful in
the overall population, they may be less valid for use in
this specific subgroup. In the future, as more people
adopt surnames from other ethnic groups and as more
people with multiple ethnic origins are born, the usefulness of surname lists to identify ethnic populations from
secondary data may decline.
Identification of Chinese surnames is relatively
straightforward, as about 95% of the Chinese population
is Han Chinese. There are only a few hundred different
common surnames in Chinese script [16], and a limited
number of Westernized spellings of each name. In contrast, the South Asian population includes a large number
of language, religious and cultural groups, each with a
multitude of common surnames. Hence, our original list
of South Asian surnames to screen was more than 10
times longer than the list of Chinese surnames. Because
we sought to maximize positive predictive value by limiting our final list to include only those names that were
uniquely South Asian, the final list includes mostly
Hindu, Sikh and Sri Lankan surnames. Names used by
South Asian Muslims or Christians are shared with people from those faiths in other parts of the world, and
indeed may be more common in people with other ethnic
backgrounds (e.g., Arab, Persian or Portuguese).
Although including these names could have improved the
sensitivity of our surname list, their inclusion would have
led to an unacceptably dramatic drop in positive predictive value, and would have rendered the surname list
invalid for our purposes. Other South Asian name algorithms have included such names to maximize sensitivity,
but this came at a cost of very poor positive predictive
value [17].
There are limitations to this methodology. As noted
above, the included surnames on the South Asian list are
mostly Hindu, Sikh and Sri Lankan names while surnames from other religious or cultural groups are
excluded. Since there is evidence of biological and behavioural heterogeneity between South Asian populations
[18-21], any cohorts built using the surname list may
therefore systematically exclude people with different
biological or clinical risks. The same is true for the Chinese list, although the Han population does make up an
overwhelming majority of the Chinese population. In
addition, there are limitations to the gold standard. We
restricted our gold-standard definition to questions about
ancestry and cultural/racial background. We did not use
survey questions about place of birth or first language as
these may not be specific nor sensitive for ethnicity.
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Table 1: The 200 most common surnames from the South Asian and Chinese surname lists, and from the general
population in Ontario.
South Asian

Chinese

General population

Name

N

Name

N

Name

N

Patel

35,984

Wong

34,567

Smith

91,575

Singh

31,820

Chan

32,692

Brown

57,222

Sharma

10,216

Li

27,608

Lee

49,898

Kaur

7,462

Chen

25,618

Wilson

43,803

Persaud

6,982

Wang

22,548

Martin

38,878

Sandhu

6,229

Liu

18,784

Taylor

35,746

Grewal

6,044

Zhang

18,003

Campbell

34,551

Sidhu

5,862

Lam

15,910

Williams

34,104

Dhaliwal

5,209

Leung

13,696

Thompson

33,810

Dhillon

4,847

Ho

12,830

Jones

32,644

Agarwal, Aggarwal, Ahluwalia, Ahuja, Akhtar,
Akhter, Akram, Anand, Arora, Arumugam, Atwal,
Aujla, Aulakh, Bains, Bajwa, Baksh, Balachandran,
Balasingam, Balasubramaniam, Banerjee, Bansal,
Banwait, Bedi, Begum, Beharry, Bhalla, Bhandari,
Bhardwaj, Bhatia, Bhatt, Bhatti, Bhavsar, Bhogal,
Bhullar, Boodram, Boparai, Brar, Chadha, Chahal,
Chand, Chandra, Chaudhary, Chaudhry, Chauhan,
Chawla, Cheema, Chohan, Chopra, Choudhry,
Choudhury, Chowdhury, Das, Dass, Datta, Deol,
Desai, Dhami, Dhanoa, Dhindsa, Dosanjh, Gandhi,
Ganesh, Garcha, Ghosh, Ghuman, Gopaul, Gupta,
Heer, Hundal, Jaffer, Jafri, Jain, Jassal, Johal, Joshi,
Kahlon, Kalra, Kanagaratnam, Kandasamy,
Kandiah, Kanji, Kapadia, Kapoor, Karam, Karimi,
Kaushal, Khaira, Khanna, Khatri, Khokhar, Kohli,
Kumar, Kumarasamy, Ladha, Lakhani, Lal, Lalani,
Lall, Mahabir, Mahadeo, Maharaj, Mahendran,
Malhi, Malhotra, Mangat, Manji, Manoharan,
Maraj, Matharu, Mathur, Mehta, Mistry, Modi,
Mohan, Multani, Nadarajah, Naik, Nair, Naraine,
Navaratnam, Nijjar, Panchal, Pandher, Pandya,
Panesar, Pannu, Parekh, Parikh, Parmar, Parveen,
Pathak, Pathan, Pathmanathan, Persad, Prajapati,
Prasad, Prashad, Purewal, Puri, Rai, Raja,
Rajaratnam, Rajkumar, Ram, Ramcharan,
Ramkissoon, Ramnarine, Rampersad,
Rampersaud, Ramroop, Randhawa, Rao, Sahota,
Saini, Samra, Sangha, Sanghera, Sankar, Sehgal,
Sekhon, Selvarajah, Selvaratnam, Sethi,
Shanmuganathan, Shergill, Sheth, Shukla, Sinha,
Sinnathamby, Sivakumar, Sivasubramaniam,
Sodhi, Sohail, Sohal, Sohi, Sood, Sritharan,
Subramaniam, Tharmalingam, Thind, Toor,
Trahan, Trivedi, Uppal, Varghese, Verma, Virdi,
Virk, Vyas, Walia

An, Au, Bai, Cai, Cao, Chang, Chao, Chau, Cheng,
Cheong, Cheung, Chiang, Chin, Ching, Chiu, Cho,
Chong, Chou, Chow, Choy, Chu, Chua, Chui,
Chun, Chung, Cui, Dai, Deng, Ding, Dong, Du,
Duong, Eng, Fan, Fang, Feng, Fok, Fong, Fu, Fung,
Gao, Gong, Gu, Guan, Guo, Ha, Han, He, Hong,
Hou, Hsu, Hu, Hua, Huang, Hui, Hum, Hung,
Hwang, Ing, Ip, Jang, Ji, Jia, Jiang, Jin, Kam, Kan,
Ko, Kong, Koo, Ku, Kung, Kuo, Kwan, Kwok, Kwon,
Kwong, La, Lai, Lao, Lau, Lei, Leong, Liang, Liao,
Lin, Ling, Lo, Lu, Lui, Luk, Lum, Luo, Luong, Ma,
Mah, Mai, Mak, Man, Mao, Mei, Meng, Mian, Mo,
Mok, Monk, Ng, Ngai, Ong, Ou, Pan, Pang, Peng,
Phung, Poon, Qi, Qian, Qin, Qiu, Quan, Ren, Seto,
Shao, Shen, Shi, Shum, Sin, Situ, Siu, So, Song, Su,
Sun, Sung, Szeto, Ta, Tai, Tam, Tan, Tang, Tao,
Tian, To, Tom, Tong, Tsai, Tsang, Tse, Tsui, Tu,
Tung, Wan, Wei, Wen, Wing, Woo, Wu, Xia, Xiao,
Xie, Xu, Xue, Yan, Yang, Yao, Yap, Yau, Ye, Yee,
Yeh, Yeung, Yi, Yim, Yin, Yip, Yiu, Yong, Yoon, Yu,
Yuan, Yue, Yuen, Yung, Zeng, Zhao, Zheng,
Zhong, Zhou, Zhu, Zou
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Table 2: Unweighted and weighted baseline characteristics of the study population
Characteristic

South Asian

Chinese

General population

1,400

1,129

67,330

Unweighted
N
Surname-derived ethnicity
South Asian
Chinese
General population

654

4

129

9

899

139

737

226

67,062

5.4%

4.0%

90.6%

Weighted
Proportion of the population
Sex
Male

54.7%

52.5%

48.4%

Female

45.3%

47.5%

51.6%

44 or younger

64.4%

62.6%

52.0%

45 to 64

29.2%

27.6%

31.4%

65 or older

6.4%

9.8%

16.6%

73.7%

Age

Immigration status
Born in Canada

7.0%

9.6%

Immigrant ≤10 years

47.2%

38.1%

6.0%

Immigrant 11 to 20 years

25.9%

28.3%

4.8%

Immigrant > 20 years

19.9%

24.0%

15.5%

There may have been confusion about the meaning or
intent of the survey questions, which might have led to
incorrect responses. In particular, terms like "South
Asian" (versus "Southeast Asian") or "Indian" (versus
"Aboriginal") may have been confused by both respondents and interviewers. Finally, generalizing surname lists
to populations outside of the areas in which they were

derived is problematic, because of differing immigration
patterns to different parts of the world. This phenomenon was demonstrated with the Nam Pehchan algorithm
in the United Kingdom, which had a sensitivity of over
94% when evaluated for individuals in Bradford where it
was developed, but only 61% when evaluated for individuals from across England [4]. Therefore, our surname list

Table 3: Test characteristics of the South Asian and Chinese surname lists compared against self-reported ethnicity
Surname list

Sensitivity (%)

Specificity (%)

Positive predictive
value (%)

Negative predictive
value (%)

South Asian

50.4

99.7

89.3

97.2

Chinese

80.2

99.7

91.9

99.2

Previously published
Chinese9

82.5

99.7

91.2

99.3
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Table 4: Positive predictive value (%) of the South Asian and Chinese surname lists compared against self-reported
ethnicity, stratified by sex, age and immigration status.
Characteristic

South Asian

Chinese

89.3

91.9

Male

91.4

92.1

Female

86.5

91.7

Overall
Sex

Age
44 or younger

89.2

92.6

45 to 64

88.0

90.0

65 or older

94.6

93.0

Immigration status
Born in Canada

58.7

77.8

Immigrant ≤10 years

95.2

95.9

Immigrant 11 to 20 years

89.6

94.1

Immigrant > 20 years

88.6

88.1

would likely not have the same performance in other
jurisdictions.

Stroke Foundation of Ontario. The Institute for Clinical Evaluative Sciences is
supported in part by the Ontario Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care.

Conclusions
In conclusion, these surname lists can be used to accurately identify cohorts of people with South Asian and
Chinese origins from secondary data sources, although
these cohorts would, by necessity, not always be comprehensive or representative of the entire South Asian or
Chinese population.
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Abstract
Background: Surname lists are useful for identifying cohorts of ethnic minority patients from secondary data sources.
This study sought to develop and validate lists to identify people of South Asian and Chinese origin.
Methods: Comprehensive lists of South Asian and Chinese surnames were reviewed to identify those that uniquely
belonged to the ethnic minority group. Surnames that were common in other populations, communities or ethnic
groups were specifically excluded. These surname lists were applied to the Registered Persons Database, a registry of
the health card numbers assigned to all residents of the Canadian province of Ontario, so that all residents were
assigned to South Asian ethnicity, Chinese ethnicity or the General Population. Ethnic assignment was validated
against self-identified ethnicity through linkage with responses to the Canadian Community Health Survey.
Results: The final surname lists included 9,950 South Asian surnames and 1,133 Chinese surnames. All 16,688,384
current and former residents of Ontario were assigned to South Asian ethnicity, Chinese ethnicity or the General
Population based on their surnames. Among 69,859 respondents to the Canadian Community Health Survey, both lists
performed extremely well when compared against self-identified ethnicity: positive predictive value was 89.3% for the
South Asian list, and 91.9% for the Chinese list. Because surnames shared with other ethnic groups were deliberately
excluded from the lists, sensitivity was lower (50.4% and 80.2%, respectively).
Conclusions: These surname lists can be used to identify cohorts of people with South Asian and Chinese origins from
secondary data sources with a high degree of accuracy. These cohorts could then be used in epidemiologic and health
service research studies of populations with South Asian and Chinese origins.
Background
Because many secondary data sources used in health
research do not include information on race or ethnicity,
surnames are often used as a proxy when studying health
care for ethnic populations. In the United States, the
Bureau of the Census compiled a list of "Spanish surnames" in the 1950s which has since been updated every
decade [1]. These lists have been used extensively to
study Hispanic populations using secondary data sources.
Canada's two largest minority populations are those
with South Asian (from India, Pakistan, Bangladesh and
Sri Lanka) and Chinese origins [2]. Surname lists to identify both of these population groups have been devel* Correspondence: baiju.shah@ices.on.ca
1

Institute for Clinical Evaluative Sciences, 2075 Bayview Avenue, Toronto,
Ontario, M4N 3M5, Canada

oped. To identify South Asian populations, two
proprietary computerized algorithms using first and surnames were developed in the United Kingdom [3,4]. The
SANGRA algorithm yielded sensitivity from 89% to 96%
versus self-reported ethnicity from various data sources
across England, with positive predictive value between
80% and 89% [3]. In contrast, the Nam Pehchan program
had a sensitivity of 61% and a positive predictive value of
97% against self-reported ethnicity in a national sample
[4]. In addition an American list of South Asian surnames
was developed by Lauderdale and Kestenbaum [5]. However, it had only 38% sensitivity and 77% positive predictive value against census records. In addition, the US
Census derived an Asian-Indian surname list from the
2000 Census [6], but the test characteristics of this list
have not been evaluated. Sheth et al. [7] derived a list of

Full list of author information is available at the end of the article
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South Asian surnames using Canadian death certificate
data, by selecting people whose place of birth was South
Asia or countries with large South Asian populations.
They performed a telephone survey of 100 people who
had surnames on the list and 100 who did not, and found
that the list had a sensitivity of 96% versus self-reported
ethnicity. However, this list did not specifically exclude
surnames that are common to both South Asian and
other populations, such as Khan, Ahmed, DeSouza or
Fernandes. To identify Chinese populations, several surnames lists have been developed. In 1990, Hage et al. [8]
developed a list of 145 Chinese surnames from the Melbourne, Australia telephone directory. In 1993, Choi et al.
[9] published a list of over 200 Chinese surnames that was
derived by finding the surnames of all people whose place
of birth recorded in the Ontario vital statistics registry
was China, Taiwan or Hong Kong. This list was further
expanded and modified by Tjam [10] and by Quan et al.
[11]. However, a limitation of most of these surname lists
for both minority groups is that they are either unvalidated, or they are validated only in small settings rather
than in a broad population, and so their generalizability
to other contexts is uncertain.
The objective of this study was to develop and validate
surname lists that could be used to identify cohorts of
people with South Asian and Chinese origins from secondary data sources. The study was conducted in
Ontario, Canada's largest province and also one of its
most ethnically diverse. To identify such cohorts, we
want to be confident that individuals identified using
these surname lists truly come from the target ethnic
population. Ensuring that such cohorts are representative
of the entire ethnic population is secondary. Therefore,
our goal was to maximize positive predictive value of the
surname lists, potentially sacrificing sensitivity.

Methods
Development of the surname lists

To develop the South Asian surname list, we started with
the previously developed Canadian list of South Asian
surnames developed using death certificate data [7]. We
added surnames found in community telephone directories and in an encyclopedia of surnames published by the
Indian government [12]. Each name was then reviewed
by at least two researchers with South Asian origins. Surnames were excluded if they were not felt to be uniquely
South Asian (i.e., if the surname was common also in
other populations, communities or ethnic groups). If
there was disagreement between the researchers about
whether or not to exclude a surname, it was reviewed by a
panel of five researchers with South Asian origins until a
consensus decision was reached. The final list included
all surnames that were believed, by consensus, to be
uniquely South Asian.

Although a comprehensive list of Chinese surnames
has been previously published and validated, we noted
that this list included some names that were not uniquely
Chinese (e.g., Diep, Jain, Kang and Sen) [11]. As such, we
were concerned about the positive predictive value of
identifying cohorts of patients with Chinese origin using
this list. Therefore, we repeated a similar consensus process for the surnames from that list, to create a final list of
surnames believed, by consensus, to be uniquely Chinese.
Administrative data sources

The Institute for Clinical Evaluative Sciences (ICES) is a
health services research organization funded in part by
the Ontario Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care
(MOH) to conduct analyses of provincial health care
administrative databases for policy-relevant and scientific
research. One of these administrative data sources is the
Registered Persons Database (RPDB), which is a registry
of the assigned health card numbers for all current and
former residents of the province of Ontario (current population = 13 million). The nominal file received from the
MOH includes patients' surnames. In the data sharing
agreement between the MOH and ICES, only three
named individuals have access to this nominal file. They
anonymize it prior to its release for general analytical use
by removing the names and by encrypting the health card
numbers. Because this encryption uses a reproducible
algorithm common to all of the administrative data
sources, individuals can be linked between databases via
this unique encrypted number.
The surnames lists were applied to the nominal RPDB
file to create an ethnic identification file. All Ontario residents whose surnames were on the South Asian list were
assigned to South Asian ethnicity; all residents whose
surnames were on the Chinese list were assigned to Chinese ethnicity; all others were assigned to the General
Population group. The final surname-derived ethnic
identification file included both the encrypted health
card number and the ethnicity assignment for all Ontario
residents. (See Figure 1.)
Validation

We validated the surname lists against self-reported ethnicity from the Canadian Community Health Survey
(CCHS). The CCHS is a recurring cross-sectional
national telephone survey conducted by Statistics Canada, targeting household residents aged 12 or older,
excluding those living on Indian Reserves, Canadian
Forces Bases, institutions and some remote areas. Prior to
2007, the survey operated on a two-year collection cycle,
with the first year examining general population health in
a large sample, and the second year focusing on specific
health topics in a smaller sample. Each respondent in
each survey is assigned a person-level weight, so that the
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Figure 1 The derivation of the surname-derived ethnic identification file from the Registered Persons Database.

weight corresponds to the number of people in the entire
population that are represented by that respondent, and
the sum of all weights in one year's survey equals the population of Canada [13]. Three sampling frames are used
for the survey, and the final weight assigned to an individual is integrated from the weights independently assigned
from each sampling frame. Weights are also calibrated to
account for other potential biases, including nonresponse and oversampling of households with multiple
telephone lines. The use of the weights in analyses of
these data is required to ensure findings are representative of the population, and not just of survey sample [13].
Although ethnicity is not specifically included in the derivation of respondents' weights, participants are selected
at random from the population, so there is no reason to
suspect that the weightings would systematically underor over-represent any ethnic group, particularly since the
survey is administered in over 20 languages. The CCHS
data set does not include respondents' surnames, but
respondents did give permission to have their survey
responses linked with health administrative data sources
via their health card number. This was anonymized using
the usual encryption algorithm at ICES, so that the CCHS
data can be linked with the other administrative data
sources, including the RPDB.
The gold standard was self-reported ethnicity from the
CCHS. Two CCHS questions, which were routinely collected as part of the demographic profile of survey
respondents, were used. These were "To what ethnic

groups did your ancestors belong?" and "People living in
Canada come from many different cultural and racial
backgrounds. Are you...?" Multiple responses were permitted for each question. Those respondents who had a
single response of "South Asian" to either question were
assigned to South Asian ethnicity; those who had a single
response of "Chinese" to either question were assigned to
Chinese ethnicity; and all others were assigned to the
General Population.
We studied all adult respondents to any of the 2001,
2002 or 2003 cycles of the CCHS. For each respondent,
the gold-standard ethnicity was established from their
self-reported responses to the survey, while their surname-derived ethnicity was derived through linkage of
their encrypted health card number from the CCHS dataset with their ethnicity assignment in the surnamederived ethnic identification file. Validity of the South
Asian surname list was determined by measuring sensitivity (the proportion of people self-identified as South
Asian who were detected as such by the surname list),
specificity (the proportion of people self-identified as not
being South Asian who were detected as such by the surname list), positive predictive value (the proportion of
those detected by the surname list as South Asian who
self-identified as such) and negative predictive value (the
proportion of those detected by the surname list as not
being South Asian who self-identified as such). Similar
calculations were made to validate the Chinese surname
list. In these calculations, each respondent was weighted
by his or her person-level weight (divided by 3, because
we were combining respondents from three survey
years). We compared the previously-published Chinese
surname list [11] with our Chinese surname list by comparing surname-derived ethnicity using both lists against
the same gold standard. Finally, we compared the positive
predictive value of each of our surname lists stratified by
sex, age and immigration status.
Ethics

The data for the study are not publicly available, but were
provided to ICES by the MOH under a research agreement. ICES is permitted to hold, link and analyze these
data for research purposes as a named "prescribed entity"
in Ontario's health information privacy law, the Health
Information Protection Act [14]. The study was approved
by the institutional review board of Sunnybrook Health
Sciences Centre.

Results
The initial list of potentially South Asian surnames
included 13,949 names to be screened. Of them, 9,950
were selected by consensus for the final list of uniquely
South Asian surnames. From the initial 1,185 Chinese
surnames, 1,133 were selected for the final list. Each sur-
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name list was linked with the nominal RPDB, and all
16,688,384 current and former residents of Ontario were
assigned to South Asian ethnicity (500,807), Chinese ethnicity (808,670) or the General Population (15,378,907).
The 200 most common surnames from each group are
presented in Table 1.
There were 69,859 CCHS respondents who were
included in this validation study, of whom 1,400 selfidentified as South Asian (5.4% of the weighted population), and 1,129 self-identified as Chinese (4.0% of the
weighted population). The baseline characteristics of the
population are shown in Table 2. The sensitivity, specificity and positive and negative predictive values of the
South Asian and Chinese surnames lists are shown in
Table 3. Both lists perform extremely well, with approximately 90% positive predictive value. The sensitivity of
the South Asian list was low, as expected, since the many
surnames common for but not unique to South Asians
were excluded from the final list. Compared to the previously published Chinese list, our modified Chinese surname list had slightly better positive predictive value with
the sacrifice of a small amount of sensitivity.
Table 4 shows the positive predictive value of the surname lists among patients stratified by sex, age and immigration status. The surname list was slightly less likely to
accurately predict self-identified ethnicity among South
Asian women, but the difference between sexes was not
marked among people with Chinese origin. As expected,
longer time since immigration was associated with worse
positive predictive value in both ethnic groups. Both lists
performed poorly among those individuals who were
Canadian-born.

Discussion
We have developed surname lists that can accurately
identify people with self-reported South Asian or Chinese origins through secondary data sources. Despite the
relatively low prevalence of minorities in the total population, both lists had excellent positive predictive value
[15], so they can be used to confidently assemble ethnic
minority cohorts for epidemiologic or health services
research studies of people with South Asian or Chinese
origins. However, the South Asian list had, as expected,
low sensitivity. Therefore, it cannot be used, for example,
to determine the proportion of a disease cohort that has
South Asian origins. The Chinese list had a slightly better
positive predictive value than the previously published
list on which is was based [11], and also retained good
sensitivity.
The surname lists showed markedly poorer positive
predictive value for people who were Canadian-born.
This most likely reflects people from other backgrounds
who have adopted an ethnic surname through marriage,
or to people whose parents were from different ethnic

backgrounds. (However, it is noteworthy that people of
South Asians and Chinese origins are the least likely in
Canada to report being married to someone from outside
their ethnic group [2].) It may also indicate that Canadian-born minorities may not self-identify with their ethnic group. Hence, although the surname lists are useful in
the overall population, they may be less valid for use in
this specific subgroup. In the future, as more people
adopt surnames from other ethnic groups and as more
people with multiple ethnic origins are born, the usefulness of surname lists to identify ethnic populations from
secondary data may decline.
Identification of Chinese surnames is relatively
straightforward, as about 95% of the Chinese population
is Han Chinese. There are only a few hundred different
common surnames in Chinese script [16], and a limited
number of Westernized spellings of each name. In contrast, the South Asian population includes a large number
of language, religious and cultural groups, each with a
multitude of common surnames. Hence, our original list
of South Asian surnames to screen was more than 10
times longer than the list of Chinese surnames. Because
we sought to maximize positive predictive value by limiting our final list to include only those names that were
uniquely South Asian, the final list includes mostly
Hindu, Sikh and Sri Lankan surnames. Names used by
South Asian Muslims or Christians are shared with people from those faiths in other parts of the world, and
indeed may be more common in people with other ethnic
backgrounds (e.g., Arab, Persian or Portuguese).
Although including these names could have improved the
sensitivity of our surname list, their inclusion would have
led to an unacceptably dramatic drop in positive predictive value, and would have rendered the surname list
invalid for our purposes. Other South Asian name algorithms have included such names to maximize sensitivity,
but this came at a cost of very poor positive predictive
value [17].
There are limitations to this methodology. As noted
above, the included surnames on the South Asian list are
mostly Hindu, Sikh and Sri Lankan names while surnames from other religious or cultural groups are
excluded. Since there is evidence of biological and behavioural heterogeneity between South Asian populations
[18-21], any cohorts built using the surname list may
therefore systematically exclude people with different
biological or clinical risks. The same is true for the Chinese list, although the Han population does make up an
overwhelming majority of the Chinese population. In
addition, there are limitations to the gold standard. We
restricted our gold-standard definition to questions about
ancestry and cultural/racial background. We did not use
survey questions about place of birth or first language as
these may not be specific nor sensitive for ethnicity.
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Table 1: The 200 most common surnames from the South Asian and Chinese surname lists, and from the general
population in Ontario.
South Asian

Chinese

General population

Name

N

Name

N

Name

N

Patel

35,984

Wong

34,567

Smith

91,575

Singh

31,820

Chan

32,692

Brown

57,222

Sharma

10,216

Li

27,608

Lee

49,898

Kaur

7,462

Chen

25,618

Wilson

43,803

Persaud

6,982

Wang

22,548

Martin

38,878

Sandhu

6,229

Liu

18,784

Taylor

35,746

Grewal

6,044

Zhang

18,003

Campbell

34,551

Sidhu

5,862

Lam

15,910

Williams

34,104

Dhaliwal

5,209

Leung

13,696

Thompson

33,810

Dhillon

4,847

Ho

12,830

Jones

32,644

Agarwal, Aggarwal, Ahluwalia, Ahuja, Akhtar,
Akhter, Akram, Anand, Arora, Arumugam, Atwal,
Aujla, Aulakh, Bains, Bajwa, Baksh, Balachandran,
Balasingam, Balasubramaniam, Banerjee, Bansal,
Banwait, Bedi, Begum, Beharry, Bhalla, Bhandari,
Bhardwaj, Bhatia, Bhatt, Bhatti, Bhavsar, Bhogal,
Bhullar, Boodram, Boparai, Brar, Chadha, Chahal,
Chand, Chandra, Chaudhary, Chaudhry, Chauhan,
Chawla, Cheema, Chohan, Chopra, Choudhry,
Choudhury, Chowdhury, Das, Dass, Datta, Deol,
Desai, Dhami, Dhanoa, Dhindsa, Dosanjh, Gandhi,
Ganesh, Garcha, Ghosh, Ghuman, Gopaul, Gupta,
Heer, Hundal, Jaffer, Jafri, Jain, Jassal, Johal, Joshi,
Kahlon, Kalra, Kanagaratnam, Kandasamy,
Kandiah, Kanji, Kapadia, Kapoor, Karam, Karimi,
Kaushal, Khaira, Khanna, Khatri, Khokhar, Kohli,
Kumar, Kumarasamy, Ladha, Lakhani, Lal, Lalani,
Lall, Mahabir, Mahadeo, Maharaj, Mahendran,
Malhi, Malhotra, Mangat, Manji, Manoharan,
Maraj, Matharu, Mathur, Mehta, Mistry, Modi,
Mohan, Multani, Nadarajah, Naik, Nair, Naraine,
Navaratnam, Nijjar, Panchal, Pandher, Pandya,
Panesar, Pannu, Parekh, Parikh, Parmar, Parveen,
Pathak, Pathan, Pathmanathan, Persad, Prajapati,
Prasad, Prashad, Purewal, Puri, Rai, Raja,
Rajaratnam, Rajkumar, Ram, Ramcharan,
Ramkissoon, Ramnarine, Rampersad,
Rampersaud, Ramroop, Randhawa, Rao, Sahota,
Saini, Samra, Sangha, Sanghera, Sankar, Sehgal,
Sekhon, Selvarajah, Selvaratnam, Sethi,
Shanmuganathan, Shergill, Sheth, Shukla, Sinha,
Sinnathamby, Sivakumar, Sivasubramaniam,
Sodhi, Sohail, Sohal, Sohi, Sood, Sritharan,
Subramaniam, Tharmalingam, Thind, Toor,
Trahan, Trivedi, Uppal, Varghese, Verma, Virdi,
Virk, Vyas, Walia

An, Au, Bai, Cai, Cao, Chang, Chao, Chau, Cheng,
Cheong, Cheung, Chiang, Chin, Ching, Chiu, Cho,
Chong, Chou, Chow, Choy, Chu, Chua, Chui,
Chun, Chung, Cui, Dai, Deng, Ding, Dong, Du,
Duong, Eng, Fan, Fang, Feng, Fok, Fong, Fu, Fung,
Gao, Gong, Gu, Guan, Guo, Ha, Han, He, Hong,
Hou, Hsu, Hu, Hua, Huang, Hui, Hum, Hung,
Hwang, Ing, Ip, Jang, Ji, Jia, Jiang, Jin, Kam, Kan,
Ko, Kong, Koo, Ku, Kung, Kuo, Kwan, Kwok, Kwon,
Kwong, La, Lai, Lao, Lau, Lei, Leong, Liang, Liao,
Lin, Ling, Lo, Lu, Lui, Luk, Lum, Luo, Luong, Ma,
Mah, Mai, Mak, Man, Mao, Mei, Meng, Mian, Mo,
Mok, Monk, Ng, Ngai, Ong, Ou, Pan, Pang, Peng,
Phung, Poon, Qi, Qian, Qin, Qiu, Quan, Ren, Seto,
Shao, Shen, Shi, Shum, Sin, Situ, Siu, So, Song, Su,
Sun, Sung, Szeto, Ta, Tai, Tam, Tan, Tang, Tao,
Tian, To, Tom, Tong, Tsai, Tsang, Tse, Tsui, Tu,
Tung, Wan, Wei, Wen, Wing, Woo, Wu, Xia, Xiao,
Xie, Xu, Xue, Yan, Yang, Yao, Yap, Yau, Ye, Yee,
Yeh, Yeung, Yi, Yim, Yin, Yip, Yiu, Yong, Yoon, Yu,
Yuan, Yue, Yuen, Yung, Zeng, Zhao, Zheng,
Zhong, Zhou, Zhu, Zou
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Adams, Ahmed, Alexander, Ali, Allen, Anderson,
Andrews, Armstrong, Bailey, Baker, Barnes,
Bélanger, Bell, Bennett, Black, Boyd, Bradley,
Brooks, Burke, Burns, Butler, Cameron, Carter,
Chapman, Choi, Clark, Clarke, Cole, Collins, Cook,
Cooper, Cox, Craig, Crawford, Cunningham, Da
Silva, Davidson, Davies, Davis, Dawson, Dixon,
Douglas, Doyle, Duncan, Dunn, Edwards, Elliott,
Ellis, Evans, Ferguson, Fernandes, Ferreira, Fisher,
Fleming, Ford, Foster, Fox, Francis, Fraser,
Gagnon, Garcia, Gauthier, George, Gibson, Gill,
Gordon, Graham, Grant, Gray, Green, Hall,
Hamilton, Harris, Harrison, Hart, Harvey, Hassan,
Hayes, Henderson, Henry, Hill, Holmes, Howard,
Hughes, Hunt, Hunter, Huynh, Jackson, James,
Johnson, Johnston, Kelly, Kennedy, Kerr, Khan,
Kim, King, Knight, Lalonde, Lawrence, Le, Leblanc,
Lewis, Little, Macdonald, Mackenzie, Maclean,
Macleod, Mann, Marshall, Mason, Matthews,
McDonald, McIntyre, McKay, McKenzie, McLean,
McLeod, Miller, Mills, Mitchell, Mohamed, Moore,
Morgan, Morin, Morris, Morrison, Murphy,
Murray, Nelson, Nguyen, O'Brien, Palmer, Park,
Parker, Parsons, Patterson, Paul, Payne, Pereira,
Perry, Peters, Phillips, Porter, Powell, Price, Reid,
Reynolds, Richards, Richardson, Roberts,
Robertson, Robinson, Rogers, Rose, Ross, Roy,
Russell, Ryan, Santos, Saunders, Scott, Seguin,
Shah, Shaw, Silva, Simpson, Spencer, Stevens,
Stevenson, Stewart, Sullivan, Sutherland,
Thomas, Thomson, Tran, Tremblay, Turner,
Walker, Wallace, Walsh, Ward, Warren, Watson,
White, Williamson, Wood, Woods, Wright, Young
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Table 2: Unweighted and weighted baseline characteristics of the study population
Characteristic

South Asian

Chinese

General population

1,400

1,129

67,330

Unweighted
N
Surname-derived ethnicity
South Asian
Chinese
General population

654

4

129

9

899

139

737

226

67,062

5.4%

4.0%

90.6%

Weighted
Proportion of the population
Sex
Male

54.7%

52.5%

48.4%

Female

45.3%

47.5%

51.6%

44 or younger

64.4%

62.6%

52.0%

45 to 64

29.2%

27.6%

31.4%

65 or older

6.4%

9.8%

16.6%

73.7%

Age

Immigration status
Born in Canada

7.0%

9.6%

Immigrant ≤10 years

47.2%

38.1%

6.0%

Immigrant 11 to 20 years

25.9%

28.3%

4.8%

Immigrant > 20 years

19.9%

24.0%

15.5%

There may have been confusion about the meaning or
intent of the survey questions, which might have led to
incorrect responses. In particular, terms like "South
Asian" (versus "Southeast Asian") or "Indian" (versus
"Aboriginal") may have been confused by both respondents and interviewers. Finally, generalizing surname lists
to populations outside of the areas in which they were

derived is problematic, because of differing immigration
patterns to different parts of the world. This phenomenon was demonstrated with the Nam Pehchan algorithm
in the United Kingdom, which had a sensitivity of over
94% when evaluated for individuals in Bradford where it
was developed, but only 61% when evaluated for individuals from across England [4]. Therefore, our surname list

Table 3: Test characteristics of the South Asian and Chinese surname lists compared against self-reported ethnicity
Surname list

Sensitivity (%)

Specificity (%)

Positive predictive
value (%)

Negative predictive
value (%)

South Asian

50.4

99.7

89.3

97.2

Chinese

80.2

99.7

91.9

99.2

Previously published
Chinese9

82.5

99.7

91.2

99.3
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Table 4: Positive predictive value (%) of the South Asian and Chinese surname lists compared against self-reported
ethnicity, stratified by sex, age and immigration status.
Characteristic

South Asian

Chinese

89.3

91.9

Male

91.4

92.1

Female

86.5

91.7

Overall
Sex

Age
44 or younger

89.2

92.6

45 to 64

88.0

90.0

65 or older

94.6

93.0

Immigration status
Born in Canada

58.7

77.8

Immigrant ≤10 years

95.2

95.9

Immigrant 11 to 20 years

89.6

94.1

Immigrant > 20 years

88.6

88.1

would likely not have the same performance in other
jurisdictions.

Stroke Foundation of Ontario. The Institute for Clinical Evaluative Sciences is
supported in part by the Ontario Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care.

Conclusions
In conclusion, these surname lists can be used to accurately identify cohorts of people with South Asian and
Chinese origins from secondary data sources, although
these cohorts would, by necessity, not always be comprehensive or representative of the entire South Asian or
Chinese population.
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Abstract
Background: Surname lists are useful for identifying cohorts of ethnic minority patients from secondary data sources.
This study sought to develop and validate lists to identify people of South Asian and Chinese origin.
Methods: Comprehensive lists of South Asian and Chinese surnames were reviewed to identify those that uniquely
belonged to the ethnic minority group. Surnames that were common in other populations, communities or ethnic
groups were specifically excluded. These surname lists were applied to the Registered Persons Database, a registry of
the health card numbers assigned to all residents of the Canadian province of Ontario, so that all residents were
assigned to South Asian ethnicity, Chinese ethnicity or the General Population. Ethnic assignment was validated
against self-identified ethnicity through linkage with responses to the Canadian Community Health Survey.
Results: The final surname lists included 9,950 South Asian surnames and 1,133 Chinese surnames. All 16,688,384
current and former residents of Ontario were assigned to South Asian ethnicity, Chinese ethnicity or the General
Population based on their surnames. Among 69,859 respondents to the Canadian Community Health Survey, both lists
performed extremely well when compared against self-identified ethnicity: positive predictive value was 89.3% for the
South Asian list, and 91.9% for the Chinese list. Because surnames shared with other ethnic groups were deliberately
excluded from the lists, sensitivity was lower (50.4% and 80.2%, respectively).
Conclusions: These surname lists can be used to identify cohorts of people with South Asian and Chinese origins from
secondary data sources with a high degree of accuracy. These cohorts could then be used in epidemiologic and health
service research studies of populations with South Asian and Chinese origins.
Background
Because many secondary data sources used in health
research do not include information on race or ethnicity,
surnames are often used as a proxy when studying health
care for ethnic populations. In the United States, the
Bureau of the Census compiled a list of "Spanish surnames" in the 1950s which has since been updated every
decade [1]. These lists have been used extensively to
study Hispanic populations using secondary data sources.
Canada's two largest minority populations are those
with South Asian (from India, Pakistan, Bangladesh and
Sri Lanka) and Chinese origins [2]. Surname lists to identify both of these population groups have been devel* Correspondence: baiju.shah@ices.on.ca
1

Institute for Clinical Evaluative Sciences, 2075 Bayview Avenue, Toronto,
Ontario, M4N 3M5, Canada

oped. To identify South Asian populations, two
proprietary computerized algorithms using first and surnames were developed in the United Kingdom [3,4]. The
SANGRA algorithm yielded sensitivity from 89% to 96%
versus self-reported ethnicity from various data sources
across England, with positive predictive value between
80% and 89% [3]. In contrast, the Nam Pehchan program
had a sensitivity of 61% and a positive predictive value of
97% against self-reported ethnicity in a national sample
[4]. In addition an American list of South Asian surnames
was developed by Lauderdale and Kestenbaum [5]. However, it had only 38% sensitivity and 77% positive predictive value against census records. In addition, the US
Census derived an Asian-Indian surname list from the
2000 Census [6], but the test characteristics of this list
have not been evaluated. Sheth et al. [7] derived a list of

Full list of author information is available at the end of the article
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South Asian surnames using Canadian death certificate
data, by selecting people whose place of birth was South
Asia or countries with large South Asian populations.
They performed a telephone survey of 100 people who
had surnames on the list and 100 who did not, and found
that the list had a sensitivity of 96% versus self-reported
ethnicity. However, this list did not specifically exclude
surnames that are common to both South Asian and
other populations, such as Khan, Ahmed, DeSouza or
Fernandes. To identify Chinese populations, several surnames lists have been developed. In 1990, Hage et al. [8]
developed a list of 145 Chinese surnames from the Melbourne, Australia telephone directory. In 1993, Choi et al.
[9] published a list of over 200 Chinese surnames that was
derived by finding the surnames of all people whose place
of birth recorded in the Ontario vital statistics registry
was China, Taiwan or Hong Kong. This list was further
expanded and modified by Tjam [10] and by Quan et al.
[11]. However, a limitation of most of these surname lists
for both minority groups is that they are either unvalidated, or they are validated only in small settings rather
than in a broad population, and so their generalizability
to other contexts is uncertain.
The objective of this study was to develop and validate
surname lists that could be used to identify cohorts of
people with South Asian and Chinese origins from secondary data sources. The study was conducted in
Ontario, Canada's largest province and also one of its
most ethnically diverse. To identify such cohorts, we
want to be confident that individuals identified using
these surname lists truly come from the target ethnic
population. Ensuring that such cohorts are representative
of the entire ethnic population is secondary. Therefore,
our goal was to maximize positive predictive value of the
surname lists, potentially sacrificing sensitivity.

Methods
Development of the surname lists

To develop the South Asian surname list, we started with
the previously developed Canadian list of South Asian
surnames developed using death certificate data [7]. We
added surnames found in community telephone directories and in an encyclopedia of surnames published by the
Indian government [12]. Each name was then reviewed
by at least two researchers with South Asian origins. Surnames were excluded if they were not felt to be uniquely
South Asian (i.e., if the surname was common also in
other populations, communities or ethnic groups). If
there was disagreement between the researchers about
whether or not to exclude a surname, it was reviewed by a
panel of five researchers with South Asian origins until a
consensus decision was reached. The final list included
all surnames that were believed, by consensus, to be
uniquely South Asian.

Although a comprehensive list of Chinese surnames
has been previously published and validated, we noted
that this list included some names that were not uniquely
Chinese (e.g., Diep, Jain, Kang and Sen) [11]. As such, we
were concerned about the positive predictive value of
identifying cohorts of patients with Chinese origin using
this list. Therefore, we repeated a similar consensus process for the surnames from that list, to create a final list of
surnames believed, by consensus, to be uniquely Chinese.
Administrative data sources

The Institute for Clinical Evaluative Sciences (ICES) is a
health services research organization funded in part by
the Ontario Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care
(MOH) to conduct analyses of provincial health care
administrative databases for policy-relevant and scientific
research. One of these administrative data sources is the
Registered Persons Database (RPDB), which is a registry
of the assigned health card numbers for all current and
former residents of the province of Ontario (current population = 13 million). The nominal file received from the
MOH includes patients' surnames. In the data sharing
agreement between the MOH and ICES, only three
named individuals have access to this nominal file. They
anonymize it prior to its release for general analytical use
by removing the names and by encrypting the health card
numbers. Because this encryption uses a reproducible
algorithm common to all of the administrative data
sources, individuals can be linked between databases via
this unique encrypted number.
The surnames lists were applied to the nominal RPDB
file to create an ethnic identification file. All Ontario residents whose surnames were on the South Asian list were
assigned to South Asian ethnicity; all residents whose
surnames were on the Chinese list were assigned to Chinese ethnicity; all others were assigned to the General
Population group. The final surname-derived ethnic
identification file included both the encrypted health
card number and the ethnicity assignment for all Ontario
residents. (See Figure 1.)
Validation

We validated the surname lists against self-reported ethnicity from the Canadian Community Health Survey
(CCHS). The CCHS is a recurring cross-sectional
national telephone survey conducted by Statistics Canada, targeting household residents aged 12 or older,
excluding those living on Indian Reserves, Canadian
Forces Bases, institutions and some remote areas. Prior to
2007, the survey operated on a two-year collection cycle,
with the first year examining general population health in
a large sample, and the second year focusing on specific
health topics in a smaller sample. Each respondent in
each survey is assigned a person-level weight, so that the
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Figure 1 The derivation of the surname-derived ethnic identification file from the Registered Persons Database.

weight corresponds to the number of people in the entire
population that are represented by that respondent, and
the sum of all weights in one year's survey equals the population of Canada [13]. Three sampling frames are used
for the survey, and the final weight assigned to an individual is integrated from the weights independently assigned
from each sampling frame. Weights are also calibrated to
account for other potential biases, including nonresponse and oversampling of households with multiple
telephone lines. The use of the weights in analyses of
these data is required to ensure findings are representative of the population, and not just of survey sample [13].
Although ethnicity is not specifically included in the derivation of respondents' weights, participants are selected
at random from the population, so there is no reason to
suspect that the weightings would systematically underor over-represent any ethnic group, particularly since the
survey is administered in over 20 languages. The CCHS
data set does not include respondents' surnames, but
respondents did give permission to have their survey
responses linked with health administrative data sources
via their health card number. This was anonymized using
the usual encryption algorithm at ICES, so that the CCHS
data can be linked with the other administrative data
sources, including the RPDB.
The gold standard was self-reported ethnicity from the
CCHS. Two CCHS questions, which were routinely collected as part of the demographic profile of survey
respondents, were used. These were "To what ethnic

groups did your ancestors belong?" and "People living in
Canada come from many different cultural and racial
backgrounds. Are you...?" Multiple responses were permitted for each question. Those respondents who had a
single response of "South Asian" to either question were
assigned to South Asian ethnicity; those who had a single
response of "Chinese" to either question were assigned to
Chinese ethnicity; and all others were assigned to the
General Population.
We studied all adult respondents to any of the 2001,
2002 or 2003 cycles of the CCHS. For each respondent,
the gold-standard ethnicity was established from their
self-reported responses to the survey, while their surname-derived ethnicity was derived through linkage of
their encrypted health card number from the CCHS dataset with their ethnicity assignment in the surnamederived ethnic identification file. Validity of the South
Asian surname list was determined by measuring sensitivity (the proportion of people self-identified as South
Asian who were detected as such by the surname list),
specificity (the proportion of people self-identified as not
being South Asian who were detected as such by the surname list), positive predictive value (the proportion of
those detected by the surname list as South Asian who
self-identified as such) and negative predictive value (the
proportion of those detected by the surname list as not
being South Asian who self-identified as such). Similar
calculations were made to validate the Chinese surname
list. In these calculations, each respondent was weighted
by his or her person-level weight (divided by 3, because
we were combining respondents from three survey
years). We compared the previously-published Chinese
surname list [11] with our Chinese surname list by comparing surname-derived ethnicity using both lists against
the same gold standard. Finally, we compared the positive
predictive value of each of our surname lists stratified by
sex, age and immigration status.
Ethics

The data for the study are not publicly available, but were
provided to ICES by the MOH under a research agreement. ICES is permitted to hold, link and analyze these
data for research purposes as a named "prescribed entity"
in Ontario's health information privacy law, the Health
Information Protection Act [14]. The study was approved
by the institutional review board of Sunnybrook Health
Sciences Centre.

Results
The initial list of potentially South Asian surnames
included 13,949 names to be screened. Of them, 9,950
were selected by consensus for the final list of uniquely
South Asian surnames. From the initial 1,185 Chinese
surnames, 1,133 were selected for the final list. Each sur-
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name list was linked with the nominal RPDB, and all
16,688,384 current and former residents of Ontario were
assigned to South Asian ethnicity (500,807), Chinese ethnicity (808,670) or the General Population (15,378,907).
The 200 most common surnames from each group are
presented in Table 1.
There were 69,859 CCHS respondents who were
included in this validation study, of whom 1,400 selfidentified as South Asian (5.4% of the weighted population), and 1,129 self-identified as Chinese (4.0% of the
weighted population). The baseline characteristics of the
population are shown in Table 2. The sensitivity, specificity and positive and negative predictive values of the
South Asian and Chinese surnames lists are shown in
Table 3. Both lists perform extremely well, with approximately 90% positive predictive value. The sensitivity of
the South Asian list was low, as expected, since the many
surnames common for but not unique to South Asians
were excluded from the final list. Compared to the previously published Chinese list, our modified Chinese surname list had slightly better positive predictive value with
the sacrifice of a small amount of sensitivity.
Table 4 shows the positive predictive value of the surname lists among patients stratified by sex, age and immigration status. The surname list was slightly less likely to
accurately predict self-identified ethnicity among South
Asian women, but the difference between sexes was not
marked among people with Chinese origin. As expected,
longer time since immigration was associated with worse
positive predictive value in both ethnic groups. Both lists
performed poorly among those individuals who were
Canadian-born.

Discussion
We have developed surname lists that can accurately
identify people with self-reported South Asian or Chinese origins through secondary data sources. Despite the
relatively low prevalence of minorities in the total population, both lists had excellent positive predictive value
[15], so they can be used to confidently assemble ethnic
minority cohorts for epidemiologic or health services
research studies of people with South Asian or Chinese
origins. However, the South Asian list had, as expected,
low sensitivity. Therefore, it cannot be used, for example,
to determine the proportion of a disease cohort that has
South Asian origins. The Chinese list had a slightly better
positive predictive value than the previously published
list on which is was based [11], and also retained good
sensitivity.
The surname lists showed markedly poorer positive
predictive value for people who were Canadian-born.
This most likely reflects people from other backgrounds
who have adopted an ethnic surname through marriage,
or to people whose parents were from different ethnic

backgrounds. (However, it is noteworthy that people of
South Asians and Chinese origins are the least likely in
Canada to report being married to someone from outside
their ethnic group [2].) It may also indicate that Canadian-born minorities may not self-identify with their ethnic group. Hence, although the surname lists are useful in
the overall population, they may be less valid for use in
this specific subgroup. In the future, as more people
adopt surnames from other ethnic groups and as more
people with multiple ethnic origins are born, the usefulness of surname lists to identify ethnic populations from
secondary data may decline.
Identification of Chinese surnames is relatively
straightforward, as about 95% of the Chinese population
is Han Chinese. There are only a few hundred different
common surnames in Chinese script [16], and a limited
number of Westernized spellings of each name. In contrast, the South Asian population includes a large number
of language, religious and cultural groups, each with a
multitude of common surnames. Hence, our original list
of South Asian surnames to screen was more than 10
times longer than the list of Chinese surnames. Because
we sought to maximize positive predictive value by limiting our final list to include only those names that were
uniquely South Asian, the final list includes mostly
Hindu, Sikh and Sri Lankan surnames. Names used by
South Asian Muslims or Christians are shared with people from those faiths in other parts of the world, and
indeed may be more common in people with other ethnic
backgrounds (e.g., Arab, Persian or Portuguese).
Although including these names could have improved the
sensitivity of our surname list, their inclusion would have
led to an unacceptably dramatic drop in positive predictive value, and would have rendered the surname list
invalid for our purposes. Other South Asian name algorithms have included such names to maximize sensitivity,
but this came at a cost of very poor positive predictive
value [17].
There are limitations to this methodology. As noted
above, the included surnames on the South Asian list are
mostly Hindu, Sikh and Sri Lankan names while surnames from other religious or cultural groups are
excluded. Since there is evidence of biological and behavioural heterogeneity between South Asian populations
[18-21], any cohorts built using the surname list may
therefore systematically exclude people with different
biological or clinical risks. The same is true for the Chinese list, although the Han population does make up an
overwhelming majority of the Chinese population. In
addition, there are limitations to the gold standard. We
restricted our gold-standard definition to questions about
ancestry and cultural/racial background. We did not use
survey questions about place of birth or first language as
these may not be specific nor sensitive for ethnicity.
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Table 1: The 200 most common surnames from the South Asian and Chinese surname lists, and from the general
population in Ontario.
South Asian

Chinese

General population

Name

N

Name

N

Name

N

Patel

35,984

Wong

34,567

Smith

91,575

Singh

31,820

Chan

32,692

Brown

57,222

Sharma

10,216

Li

27,608

Lee

49,898

Kaur

7,462

Chen

25,618

Wilson

43,803

Persaud

6,982

Wang

22,548

Martin

38,878

Sandhu

6,229

Liu

18,784

Taylor

35,746

Grewal

6,044

Zhang

18,003

Campbell

34,551

Sidhu

5,862

Lam

15,910

Williams

34,104

Dhaliwal

5,209

Leung

13,696

Thompson

33,810

Dhillon

4,847

Ho

12,830

Jones

32,644

Agarwal, Aggarwal, Ahluwalia, Ahuja, Akhtar,
Akhter, Akram, Anand, Arora, Arumugam, Atwal,
Aujla, Aulakh, Bains, Bajwa, Baksh, Balachandran,
Balasingam, Balasubramaniam, Banerjee, Bansal,
Banwait, Bedi, Begum, Beharry, Bhalla, Bhandari,
Bhardwaj, Bhatia, Bhatt, Bhatti, Bhavsar, Bhogal,
Bhullar, Boodram, Boparai, Brar, Chadha, Chahal,
Chand, Chandra, Chaudhary, Chaudhry, Chauhan,
Chawla, Cheema, Chohan, Chopra, Choudhry,
Choudhury, Chowdhury, Das, Dass, Datta, Deol,
Desai, Dhami, Dhanoa, Dhindsa, Dosanjh, Gandhi,
Ganesh, Garcha, Ghosh, Ghuman, Gopaul, Gupta,
Heer, Hundal, Jaffer, Jafri, Jain, Jassal, Johal, Joshi,
Kahlon, Kalra, Kanagaratnam, Kandasamy,
Kandiah, Kanji, Kapadia, Kapoor, Karam, Karimi,
Kaushal, Khaira, Khanna, Khatri, Khokhar, Kohli,
Kumar, Kumarasamy, Ladha, Lakhani, Lal, Lalani,
Lall, Mahabir, Mahadeo, Maharaj, Mahendran,
Malhi, Malhotra, Mangat, Manji, Manoharan,
Maraj, Matharu, Mathur, Mehta, Mistry, Modi,
Mohan, Multani, Nadarajah, Naik, Nair, Naraine,
Navaratnam, Nijjar, Panchal, Pandher, Pandya,
Panesar, Pannu, Parekh, Parikh, Parmar, Parveen,
Pathak, Pathan, Pathmanathan, Persad, Prajapati,
Prasad, Prashad, Purewal, Puri, Rai, Raja,
Rajaratnam, Rajkumar, Ram, Ramcharan,
Ramkissoon, Ramnarine, Rampersad,
Rampersaud, Ramroop, Randhawa, Rao, Sahota,
Saini, Samra, Sangha, Sanghera, Sankar, Sehgal,
Sekhon, Selvarajah, Selvaratnam, Sethi,
Shanmuganathan, Shergill, Sheth, Shukla, Sinha,
Sinnathamby, Sivakumar, Sivasubramaniam,
Sodhi, Sohail, Sohal, Sohi, Sood, Sritharan,
Subramaniam, Tharmalingam, Thind, Toor,
Trahan, Trivedi, Uppal, Varghese, Verma, Virdi,
Virk, Vyas, Walia

An, Au, Bai, Cai, Cao, Chang, Chao, Chau, Cheng,
Cheong, Cheung, Chiang, Chin, Ching, Chiu, Cho,
Chong, Chou, Chow, Choy, Chu, Chua, Chui,
Chun, Chung, Cui, Dai, Deng, Ding, Dong, Du,
Duong, Eng, Fan, Fang, Feng, Fok, Fong, Fu, Fung,
Gao, Gong, Gu, Guan, Guo, Ha, Han, He, Hong,
Hou, Hsu, Hu, Hua, Huang, Hui, Hum, Hung,
Hwang, Ing, Ip, Jang, Ji, Jia, Jiang, Jin, Kam, Kan,
Ko, Kong, Koo, Ku, Kung, Kuo, Kwan, Kwok, Kwon,
Kwong, La, Lai, Lao, Lau, Lei, Leong, Liang, Liao,
Lin, Ling, Lo, Lu, Lui, Luk, Lum, Luo, Luong, Ma,
Mah, Mai, Mak, Man, Mao, Mei, Meng, Mian, Mo,
Mok, Monk, Ng, Ngai, Ong, Ou, Pan, Pang, Peng,
Phung, Poon, Qi, Qian, Qin, Qiu, Quan, Ren, Seto,
Shao, Shen, Shi, Shum, Sin, Situ, Siu, So, Song, Su,
Sun, Sung, Szeto, Ta, Tai, Tam, Tan, Tang, Tao,
Tian, To, Tom, Tong, Tsai, Tsang, Tse, Tsui, Tu,
Tung, Wan, Wei, Wen, Wing, Woo, Wu, Xia, Xiao,
Xie, Xu, Xue, Yan, Yang, Yao, Yap, Yau, Ye, Yee,
Yeh, Yeung, Yi, Yim, Yin, Yip, Yiu, Yong, Yoon, Yu,
Yuan, Yue, Yuen, Yung, Zeng, Zhao, Zheng,
Zhong, Zhou, Zhu, Zou
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Adams, Ahmed, Alexander, Ali, Allen, Anderson,
Andrews, Armstrong, Bailey, Baker, Barnes,
Bélanger, Bell, Bennett, Black, Boyd, Bradley,
Brooks, Burke, Burns, Butler, Cameron, Carter,
Chapman, Choi, Clark, Clarke, Cole, Collins, Cook,
Cooper, Cox, Craig, Crawford, Cunningham, Da
Silva, Davidson, Davies, Davis, Dawson, Dixon,
Douglas, Doyle, Duncan, Dunn, Edwards, Elliott,
Ellis, Evans, Ferguson, Fernandes, Ferreira, Fisher,
Fleming, Ford, Foster, Fox, Francis, Fraser,
Gagnon, Garcia, Gauthier, George, Gibson, Gill,
Gordon, Graham, Grant, Gray, Green, Hall,
Hamilton, Harris, Harrison, Hart, Harvey, Hassan,
Hayes, Henderson, Henry, Hill, Holmes, Howard,
Hughes, Hunt, Hunter, Huynh, Jackson, James,
Johnson, Johnston, Kelly, Kennedy, Kerr, Khan,
Kim, King, Knight, Lalonde, Lawrence, Le, Leblanc,
Lewis, Little, Macdonald, Mackenzie, Maclean,
Macleod, Mann, Marshall, Mason, Matthews,
McDonald, McIntyre, McKay, McKenzie, McLean,
McLeod, Miller, Mills, Mitchell, Mohamed, Moore,
Morgan, Morin, Morris, Morrison, Murphy,
Murray, Nelson, Nguyen, O'Brien, Palmer, Park,
Parker, Parsons, Patterson, Paul, Payne, Pereira,
Perry, Peters, Phillips, Porter, Powell, Price, Reid,
Reynolds, Richards, Richardson, Roberts,
Robertson, Robinson, Rogers, Rose, Ross, Roy,
Russell, Ryan, Santos, Saunders, Scott, Seguin,
Shah, Shaw, Silva, Simpson, Spencer, Stevens,
Stevenson, Stewart, Sullivan, Sutherland,
Thomas, Thomson, Tran, Tremblay, Turner,
Walker, Wallace, Walsh, Ward, Warren, Watson,
White, Williamson, Wood, Woods, Wright, Young
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Table 2: Unweighted and weighted baseline characteristics of the study population
Characteristic

South Asian

Chinese

General population

1,400

1,129

67,330

Unweighted
N
Surname-derived ethnicity
South Asian
Chinese
General population

654

4

129

9

899

139

737

226

67,062

5.4%

4.0%

90.6%

Weighted
Proportion of the population
Sex
Male

54.7%

52.5%

48.4%

Female

45.3%

47.5%

51.6%

44 or younger

64.4%

62.6%

52.0%

45 to 64

29.2%

27.6%

31.4%

65 or older

6.4%

9.8%

16.6%

73.7%

Age

Immigration status
Born in Canada

7.0%

9.6%

Immigrant ≤10 years

47.2%

38.1%

6.0%

Immigrant 11 to 20 years

25.9%

28.3%

4.8%

Immigrant > 20 years

19.9%

24.0%

15.5%

There may have been confusion about the meaning or
intent of the survey questions, which might have led to
incorrect responses. In particular, terms like "South
Asian" (versus "Southeast Asian") or "Indian" (versus
"Aboriginal") may have been confused by both respondents and interviewers. Finally, generalizing surname lists
to populations outside of the areas in which they were

derived is problematic, because of differing immigration
patterns to different parts of the world. This phenomenon was demonstrated with the Nam Pehchan algorithm
in the United Kingdom, which had a sensitivity of over
94% when evaluated for individuals in Bradford where it
was developed, but only 61% when evaluated for individuals from across England [4]. Therefore, our surname list

Table 3: Test characteristics of the South Asian and Chinese surname lists compared against self-reported ethnicity
Surname list

Sensitivity (%)

Specificity (%)

Positive predictive
value (%)

Negative predictive
value (%)

South Asian

50.4

99.7

89.3

97.2

Chinese

80.2

99.7

91.9

99.2

Previously published
Chinese9

82.5

99.7

91.2

99.3
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Table 4: Positive predictive value (%) of the South Asian and Chinese surname lists compared against self-reported
ethnicity, stratified by sex, age and immigration status.
Characteristic

South Asian

Chinese

89.3

91.9

Male

91.4

92.1

Female

86.5

91.7

Overall
Sex

Age
44 or younger

89.2

92.6

45 to 64

88.0

90.0

65 or older

94.6

93.0

Immigration status
Born in Canada

58.7

77.8

Immigrant ≤10 years

95.2

95.9

Immigrant 11 to 20 years

89.6

94.1

Immigrant > 20 years

88.6

88.1

would likely not have the same performance in other
jurisdictions.

Stroke Foundation of Ontario. The Institute for Clinical Evaluative Sciences is
supported in part by the Ontario Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care.

Conclusions
In conclusion, these surname lists can be used to accurately identify cohorts of people with South Asian and
Chinese origins from secondary data sources, although
these cohorts would, by necessity, not always be comprehensive or representative of the entire South Asian or
Chinese population.
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rm ( list = ls () )

2
3

setwd ( " ~ / Dropbox / Consulting / CMS / Race - Analysis / " )

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

options ( width =150)
require ( Hmisc )
require ( tidyverse )
options ( tibble . width = Inf )
require ( summarytools )
require ( fastmatch )
require ( gmodels )

12
13

options ( tibble . width = Inf )

14
15
16

workdir <- " ~ / Dropbox / Consulting / CMS / Race - Analysis / "
setwd <- workdir

17
18
19

20
21

# #############################################################
# #### This file will import the data sets I will use in the "
Analysis - FWA - Race - Nov2019 . R " file .
# #### The output data files will all be save in RData format .
# ###########################################################

22
23

# #### Order of Operations

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

PCNS Data file ( from BHF )
Black Name Databases
GEMS PCNS Universe 2012 -2019
Medscheme PCNS Universe 2013 -2019
DH PCNS Universe 2012 -2019
GEMS FWA PCNS list 2012 -2019
Medscheme FWA PCNS list 2012 -2019
DH FWA PCNS list 2012 -2019

33
34
35

#
####################################################################

36
37
38

# ###################################################
# ###################################################

39
40

# ## Importing PCNS Data

41
42

rm ( list = ls () )

43
44

45

46

# ## reading in data file " Tape . TXT " as provided by BHF in email
sent by
# ## Michelle Beneke [ mailto : mbeneke@volvere . co . za ] on Tuesday , 17
September 2019 13:37
# ## 157 ,923 entries . 126 ,940 unique PCNS numbers

47
48

X <- read _ delim ( " PCNS - Data / Tape . TXT " , delim = " | " , col _ names =F ,
c(""))

49
50
51

# # Variable names , as provided in file " CSV _ PRACTICE _ DATA _ FILE _
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LAYOUT _ V _ 2 _ 12. pdf " provided by BHF in email sent by Michelle
Beneke [ mailto : m bene ke@volvere . co . za ] on Tuesday , 17 September
2019 13:37
52
53
54

55

56

57

58

59

60

names ( X ) <Cs ( Practice . No , Country . Code , Partner . No , Personal . Practice . No ,
Practice . Discipline , Practice . Sub . Discipline , Provider .
Discipline , Provider . Sub . Discipline , Practice . Type , Num .
Partners ,
Practice . Name , Title , Surname , Initials , First . Name , ID . No ,
Number . Type , Incorporated . Company , Trading . Name , Company .
Registration , Dispensing , Dispensing . Date , Active . Flag ,
Council . No , Registration . Date , Effective . Date , Last . Update ,
Last . Action , Change . Code , Reason . Code , Reason . XRef , Reason . Code
. Revised , Change . Code . Revised , Telephone ,
Emergency . Telephone , Fax , Email , Post . Address1 , Post .
Address2 , Post . Address .3 , Post . Town , Post . Code , Postal . Province
. Code , International . Dialing . Code , Physical . Address1 ,
Physical . Address2 , Physical . Address3 , Physical . Town ,
Physical . Province , Physical . Country , EDI . User , EDI . Value . Added .
Network , Bank . Code , Bank . Branch , Bank . Branch . Code ,
Bank . Account . No , Account . Type , Pay . Method , Cancelled . Cheque ,
Database . ID , Sect22A . Permit . Expiry . Date , Sect22A . Permit . Flag ,
Hospital . Inspection . Expiry . Date ,
Hospital . Inspection . Flag , Account . Name , Vat . Registered . Flag ,
Vat . No , Previous . Status )

61
62
63

# # Remove entries from outside South Africa -- these have Country .
Code as not ZA . Removes 5 ,498 entries , leaving 152 ,425 ,

64
65
66

a <- X $ Country . Code == " ZA "
X <- X [a ,]

67
68
69

70

# # Cleaning up Name and Surname entries . Converting to upper case
and removing uneccessary spaces .
# # Surname has 19 ,443 missing values , where the practice rather
than the individual is registered .

71
72
73

74
75

SN <- X $ Surname
SN <- gsub ( " (? <=[\\ s ]) \\ s * |\\ s + $ " , " " , SN , perl = TRUE ) # # Removing
unneeded spaces .
SN <- toupper ( SN )
X $ Surname <- SN

76
77
78

79
80

FN <- X $ First . Name
FN <- gsub ( " (? <=[\\ s ]) \\ s * |\\ s + $ " , " " , FN , perl = TRUE ) # # Removing
unneeded spaces .
FN <- toupper ( FN )
X $ First . Name <- FN

81
82

# ## Can treat PCNS ( Personal . Practice . No ) , Discipline and Sub Discipline numbers as numeric without loss of information .

83
84
85

X $ Personal . Practice . No <- as . numeric ( X $ Personal . Practice . No )
X $ Provider . Discipline <- as . numeric ( X $ Provider . Discipline )
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X $ Provider . Sub . Discipline <- as . numeric ( X $ Provider . Sub . Discipline )

87
88

89

90

91

92
93

94

# ## Saving reduced version of PCNS data set . We will use the
Pesonal . Practice . No ( i . e . the practice number assigned to the
individual )
# # From the PCNS Metadata file : Since the inception of the
M ul ti Di ci pl in ary 50 / 51) practice , each and every individual
practioner has been allocated
# # a unique personal practice number as per the standard BHF PCNS
allocation . ie . All practitioners ( except Partner 01
# # of a partnership or a group practice ) will have a Solis Practice
registered with BHF , whether they practice from it or
# # not .
# ## as our unique identifier . Will also keep Names , Surnames ,
Physical Address , Discipline Information , Status ( Active or
Dormant ) , and data
# ## of last action ( if Dormant this is the date at which entry
became dormant )

95
96

97

a <- grep ( " Personal . Practice . No | Surname | First . Name | Physical | Prov .+
Discipline | Active | Effective " , names ( X ) )
X <- X [ , a ]

98
99
100
101

# ## Renaming Personal . Practice . Number to Practice . Number
a <- grep ( " Personal . Practice . No " , names ( X ) )
names ( X ) [ a ] <- " Practice . Number "

102
103
104
105

# ## Renaming Provider . Discipline to Discipline . Number
a <- grep ( " Provider . Dis " , names ( X ) )
names ( X ) [ a ] <- " Discipline . Number "

106
107
108
109

# ## Renaming Provider . Sub . Discipline to Sub . Discipline . Number
a <- grep ( " Provider . Sub " , names ( X ) )
names ( X ) [ a ] <- " Sub . Discipline . Number "

110
111
112
113

# ## Put Data in PCNS . Data
PCNS . Data <- X

114
115
116
117
118

# ############################################################
# ### 2. Race Classifier Databases and adding Race to PCNS . Data File
# ##########################################################

119
120
121

# ## Reading in list of Black Surnames

122
123
124
125

Black . Names1 <- get ( load ( " Black - Names1 . RData " ) )
Black . Names2 <- get ( load ( " Black - Names2 . RData " ) )
Black . Names3 <- get ( load ( " Black - Names3 . RData " ) )

126
127

128

# ## Creating vector to hold race classifier . Default is " Not Black
".
Race1 <- Race2 <- Race3 <- rep ( NA , length = dim ( PCNS . Data ) [1])

129
130

# ## Assigning Race based on finding Surname in list of Black . Names

131

3
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ii <- 1

133
134
135
136
137
138

for ( ii in 1: length ( Race1 ) ) {
Race1 [ ii ] <- PCNS . Data $ Surname [ ii ] % fin % Black . Names .1
Race2 [ ii ] <- PCNS . Data $ Surname [ ii ] % fin % Black . Names .2
Race3 [ ii ] <- PCNS . Data $ Surname [ ii ] % fin % Black . Names .3
}

139
140
141

# ## Creating Race variable with Black / Not Black categories , adding
it to PCNS data . frame

142
143
144
145

Race1 [ Race1 ] <- " Black "
Race2 [ Race2 ] <- " Black "
Race3 [ Race3 ] <- " Black "

146
147
148
149

Race1 [ Race1 == FALSE ] <- " Not Black "
Race2 [ Race2 == FALSE ] <- " Not Black "
Race3 [ Race3 == FALSE ] <- " Not Black "

150
151
152
153

PCNS . Data $ Race1 <- Race1
PCNS . Data $ Race2 <- Race2
PCNS . Data $ Race3 <- Race3

154
155
156

# #### Race3 and Race2 are currently identical
# #### Taking 5\% of Black to Not Black , and 3\% of Not Black to
Black

157
158
159
160
161

a
x
x
a

<<<<-

grep ( " ^ Black " , PCNS . Data $ Race2 )
runif ( length ( a ) )
x <0.15
a[x]

b
x
x
b

<<<<-

grep ( " Not " , PCNS . Data $ Race2 )
runif ( length ( b ) )
x <0.7
b[x]

162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169

PCNS . Data $ Race3 [ a ] <- " Not Black "
PCNS . Data $ Race3 [ b ] <- " Black "

170
171

172

173

# ### Check that duplicates of PCNS number are consistently
classified
# ### If race varies within a PCNS number we will simply take the
Not Black instance .
# ### Start by setting all missing values to Not Black

174
175
176
177
178
179

for ( ii in 1:3) {
a <- grep ( paste ( " Race " , ii , sep = " " ) , names ( PCNS . Data ) )
b <- is . na ( PCNS . Data [ , a ])
PCNS . Data [b , a ] <- " Not Black "
}

180
181
182

183

PCNS . Data <- PCNS . Data [ order ( PCNS . Data $ Practice . Number , PCNS . Data $
Race1 , decreasing = T ) , ]
a <- duplicated ( PCNS . Data $ Practice . Number )
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184
185

PCNS . Data <- PCNS . Data [ !a ,]

186
187
188
189

# ### Creating PCNS data to merge with scheme data
# ### Only need Practice Number , Race and Discipline Number

190
191
192

a <- grep ( " Practice |^ Disci | Race " , names ( PCNS . Data ) )
PCNS . Merge <- PCNS . Data [ , a ]

193
194
195

#
######################################################################

196
197

# ### 3. GEMS PCNS Data per year
# ##############################################################

198
199

# ## File supplied " Sec59 Panel _ PCNS Request _ 11112019. xlsx "
worksheet " Sec 59 Providers "

200
201

G <- readxl :: read _ xlsx ( " ~ / Dropbox / Consulting / CMS / Race - Analysis / GEMS
- Data / Sec59 Panel _ PCNS Request _ 11112019. xlsx " , sheet = " Sec 59
Providers " )

202
203

204
205

a <- grep ( " Year | Practice number | Discipli .+ numb " , names ( G ) ) # # Only
need Year and Practice . Number
G <- G [ , a ]
names ( G ) <- Cs ( Year , " Practice . Number " , " Discipline . Number " )

206
207
208
209
210

# ## Using Discipline Data from GEMS
a <- grep ( " Disc " , names ( PCNS . Merge ) )
K <- PCNS . Merge [ , -a ]
G <- left _ join (G , K )

211
212
213
214
215
216
217

a <- is . na ( G $ Race1 )
G $ Race1 [ a ] <- " Not Black "
a <- is . na ( G $ Race2 )
G $ Race2 [ a ] <- " Not Black "
a <- is . na ( G $ Race3 )
G $ Race3 [ a ] <-" Not Black "

218
219
220
221
222

# # Putting the Discipline numbers marked 900 into 999
a <- G $ Discipline . Number ==900
G $ Discipline . Number [ a ] <- 999

223
224
225

save (G , file = " GEMS - PCNS - ALL . RData " )
save (G , file = " GEMS2 - PCNS - ALL . RData " )
version of GEMS FWA Data

# # for use with alternate

226
227

#
###################################################################

228
229

# ## 4. MedScheme PCNS Data per Year
# ##################################################################

230
231

# ## File supplied by MedScheme is ’ Annexure A - Data spreadsheet -
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updated 12082019. xlsx ’ , data is in sheets "2013" through to
"2019"
# ## Since there is no data for 2012 we will use 2013 data as a best
proxy

233
234
235
236

years <- as . character (2012:2019)
ii <- 1
MM <- NA

237
238
239
240

241
242
243

for ( ii in 1: length ( years ) ) {
if ( ii == 1) {
MM <- readxl :: read _ xlsx ( " ~ / Dropbox / Consulting / CMS / Race Analysis / Medscheme - Data / PCNS NUMBERS PAID 201301 - 201905. xlsx "
, sheet = years [ ii +1])
names ( MM ) <- Cs ( Year , Practice . Number )
MM $ Year <- 2012
}

244

if ( ii > 1) {
M <- readxl :: read _ xlsx ( " ~ / Dropbox / Consulting / CMS / Race Analysis / Medscheme - Data / PCNS NUMBERS PAID 201301 - 201905. xlsx "
, sheet = years [ ii ])
names ( M ) <- Cs ( Year , Practice . Number )
MM <- bind _ rows ( MM , M )
}

245
246

247
248
249
250
251

}

252
253

254
255
256

# ## Remove Practice Numbers that are NA -- contained alpha
characters . 200 cases
M <- MM
a <- is . na ( M $ Practice . Number )
M <- M [ !a , ]

257
258
259
260

M <- left _ join (M , PCNS . Merge )
a <- is . na ( M $ Race1 )
M $ Race1 [ a ] <- M $ Race2 [ a ] <- M $ Race3 [ a ] <- " Not Black "

261
262
263

M $ Discipline . Number [ is . na ( M $ Discipline . Number ) ] <- 999
save (M , file = " MS - PCNS - ALL . RData " )

264
265
266

#
###################################################################

267
268

# ## 5. DH PCNS Data per Year
# ##################################################################

269
270

271

# ## Data is in file " Section 59 provider data 13112019. xlsx " sheets
"2012" through to "2019"
# ## Totals differ slightly from orginal DH tallies -- As with MS am
ignoring non - numeric PCNS numbers

272
273

years <- as . character (2012:2019)

274
275

DD <- NA

276
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283
284
285
286
287
288
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ii <- 1
for ( ii in 1: length ( years ) ) {
D <- readxl :: read _ xlsx ( " ~ / Dropbox / Consulting / CMS / Race - Analysis /
DH - Data / Section 59 provider data 13112019. xlsx " , sheet = years [ ii
])
names ( D ) <- Cs ( Type , " Practice . Number " , Count )
D $ Practice . Number <- as . numeric ( D $ Practice . Number )
a <- is . na ( D $ Practice . Number )
D <- D [ ! is . na ( D $ Practice . Number ) , ]
D $ Year <- years [ ii ]
a <- substr ( D $ Type , 1 , 3)
a <- as . numeric ( a )
D $ Discipline . Number <- a
D <- D [ , Cs ( Year , " Practice . Number " , " Discipline . Number " ) ] # ##
only want year and Practice Number

289

if ( ii == 1) { DD <- D }
if ( ii > 1) { DD <- bind _ rows ( DD , D ) }

290
291
292

}

293
294
295
296
297

# # Use Discipline Number from DH rather than PCNS
a <- grep ( " Disc " , names ( PCNS . Merge ) )
K <- PCNS . Merge [ , - a ]
D <- left _ join ( DD , K )

298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306

a <- is . na ( D $ Race1 )
D $ Race1 [ a ] <- " Not Black "
a <- is . na ( D $ Race2 )
D $ Race2 [ a ] <- " Not Black "
a <- is . na ( D $ Race3 )
D $ Race3 [ a ] <- " Not Black "

307
308
309

D $ Year <- as . numeric ( D $ Year )

310
311

save (D , file = " DH - PCNS - ALL . RData " )

312
313
314
315
316
317

# #######################################################
# ## 6. GEMS FWA Data
# #######################################################

318
319
320
321
322

# ##
# ##
# ##
# ##

File supplied by GEMS is ’ Annexue B FWA Info _ 16082019 _ . xlsx ’
FWA Data is in tab " Master "
As per GEMS submission of 16 August 2019
10 ,982 cases

323
324

GG <- readxl :: read _ xlsx ( " ~ / Dropbox / Consulting / CMS / Race - Analysis /
GEMS - Data / Annexue B FWA Info _ 16082019 _ . xlsx " , sheet = " Master " )

325
326
327

# ## Removing duplicates -- 19 observations
GG <- unique ( GG )

328
329

# ## Dropping variables we do not need ,
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Status , Year , Practice Number , Source of Report , Incident Value
a <- grep ( " Case .+ Num | Case .+ Stat | Year | Practice | Incident | Source " ,
names ( GG ) )
GG <- GG [ , a ]

332
333
334

# ## Applying standard names to variables
names ( GG ) <- Cs ( Case . Number ,
Year ,
FWA . Value , Case . Status ,
FWA . Source , Practice . Number )

335
336

337

# ## Removing cases for which the PCNS number is " Member Matters " , "
Unknown " , "0" , or is simply missing . No PCNS number for such
cases .
# ## 1132 cases removed (493 are member matters , 1 unknown , and 541
have no practice number identified , 97 are "0")

338
339
340
341

GG $ Practice . Number <- as . numeric ( GG $ Practice . Number )
a <- is . na ( GG $ Practice . Number )
GG <- GG [ !a ,]

342
343
344
345

a <- GG $ Practice . Number ==0
GG <- GG [ !a , ]
# # 9831 cases

346
347

348

# ## Adding in Race data 52 cases with no Race .
Not Black
GG <- left _ join ( GG , PCNS . Merge )

Will classify as

349
350
351

a <- is . na ( GG $ Race1 )
GG $ Race1 [ a ] <- GG $ Race2 [ a ] <- GG $ Race3 [ a ] <- " Not Black "

352
353
354

355

356

# ## Only going to consider cases that are closed or finalised .
There are a large number of cases ~ 3 ,800 that are still under
investigation
# ## or that have no case status . These are mostly from 2018 and
2019. I will keep the missing value cases in a separate file
to check the
# ## effect of removing these cases .

357
358
359
360

a <- grep ( " Investigation " , GG $ Case . Status )
GG <- GG [ -a ,]
GG2 <- GG # # keeping this copy for later analysis

361
362
363

a <- is . na ( GG $ Case . Status )
GG <- GG [ !a ,]

364
365
366
367

368

369

370

# ## Dealing with duplicates in Year and Practice Number
# ## GEMS Data has multiple records for each practice number . In
some instances the cases apply to different years so can be
treated
# ## as separate matters . We will collapse the cases that fall
within the same year and sum up the costs ( Incident . value )
# ## We are interested in the differential outcomes at the practice
level so having multiple cases per practice for the same year
is not useful .
# ## This will remove 2 ,202 observations from the data set
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371
372
373

GG $ FWA . Value <- as . numeric ( GG $ FWA . Value )
GG2 $ FWA . Value <- as . numeric ( GG2 $ FWA . Value )

374
375

376

377

X <- tapply ( GG $ FWA . Value , paste ( GG $ Year , GG $ Practice . Number ) , sum ,
na . rm = T ) # # sum recovery by year and practice number
X2 <- tapply ( GG2 $ FWA . Value , paste ( GG2 $ Year , GG2 $ Practice . Number ) ,
sum , na . rm = T ) # # sum recovery by year and practice number
# # Note that Incident . value had only non - zero values , so value of 0
in summed file implies all values were TBC in original

378
379

380

Year <- as . numeric ( substr ( names ( X ) , start =1 , stop =4) ) # # getting
Year
Year2 <- as . numeric ( substr ( names ( X2 ) , start =1 , stop =4) ) # # getting
Year

381
382

383

Practice . Number <- as . numeric ( substr ( names ( X ) , start =6 , stop =20) )
# # getting Practice Number
Practice . Number2 <- as . numeric ( substr ( names ( X2 ) , start =6 , stop =20)
) # # getting Practice Number

384
385
386

387

388

J <- tibble ( Year , Practice . Number , X ) # # data frame with summed
recovery values per year and practice number
J2 <- tibble ( Year2 , Practice . Number2 , X2 ) # # data frame with summed
recovery values per year and practice number
names ( J2 ) <- Cs ( Year , Practice . Number , X )

389
390

391

a <- duplicated ( GG [ Cs ( Year , Practice . Number ) ]) # # identifying
duplicates by year and practice number in GEMS data , 2 ,202
observations
a2 <- duplicated ( GG2 [ Cs ( Year , Practice . Number ) ]) # # identifying
duplicates by year and practice number in GEMS data , 2 ,202
observations

392
393
394

GG <- GG [ !a , ] # # reduced data set to 7 ,027 observations
GG2 <- GG2 [ ! a2 ,]

395
396
397
398

GG <- left _ join ( GG , J ) # # merging data sets
GG2 <- left _ join ( GG2 , J2 ) # # merging data sets

399
400

401

GG $ FWA . Value <- GG $ X # # replacing Total . Recovery value with summed
value
GG2 $ FWA . Value <- GG2 $ X # # replacing Total . Recovery value with
summed value

402
403

404

a <- grep ( " ^ X $ " , names ( GG ) ) # # removing original summed
data frame
GG <- GG [ , -a ]

value from

405
406

407

a2 <- grep ( " ^ X $ " , names ( GG2 ) ) # # removing original summed
from data frame
GG2 <- GG2 [ , - a2 ]

408
409
410

# ## Consistent variable for source of information
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# ## For the moment only distinguishing between Analytics and other
methods

412
413
414

GG $ FWA . Source2 <- NA

415
416
417
418

a <- grep ( " Analytics " , GG $ FWA . Source )
GG $ FWA . Source2 [ a ] <- " Analytics "
GG $ FWA . Source2 [ is . na ( GG $ FWA . Source2 ) ] <- " Other "

419
420

GG2 $ FWA . Source2 <- NA

421
422
423
424

a <- grep ( " Analytics " , GG2 $ FWA . Source )
GG2 $ FWA . Source2 [ a ] <- " Analytics "
GG2 $ FWA . Source2 [ is . na ( GG2 $ FWA . Source2 ) ] <- " Other "

425
426
427
428

save ( GG , file = " GEMS - FWA - Data . RData " )
save ( GG2 , file = " GEMS2 - FWA - Data . RData " )

429
430
431

# ###################################################
# ###################################################

432
433
434

# ##################################################
# ## 7 Medscheme FWA data

435
436

437

438

# ## File supplied by MedScheme is " Annexure A - Data spreadsheet updated 12082019. xlsx " , data is in sheet "1. iv " on 12 August
2019
# ## From the response the sheet 1. iv contains data on all FWA cases
.
# ## 2335 cases

439
440

MM <- readxl :: read _ xlsx ( " Medscheme - Data / Annexure A - Data
spreadsheet - updated 12082019. xlsx " , sheet = " 1. iv " )

441
442

# ## Getting Year value from ’ DATE QUANTIFIED ’

443
444
445
446
447

a <- as . character ( MM $ ’ DATE QUANTIFIED ’)
Year <- substr (a , start =1 , stop =4)
Year <- as . numeric ( Year )
MM $ Year <- Year

448
449
450
451
452

# ## Remapping variable names to match standard forms
a <- grep ( " PRACT " , names ( MM ) )
names ( MM ) [ a ] <- " Practice . Number "

453
454
455

a <- grep ( " ^ METHOD " , names ( MM ) )
names ( MM ) [ a ] <- " FWA . Source "

456
457
458

a <- grep ( " IDENTIFIED .+ FWA " , names ( MM ) )
names ( MM ) [ a ] <- " FWA . Value "

459
460

# ## Only keeping the variables we need

461
462

MM <- MM [ , Cs ( Practice . Number , Year , FWA . Source , FWA . Value ) ]
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463
464

# ## Addiing in Race Information , 11 cases with no race allocated ,
set these to Not Black

465
466
467
468
469
470

MM <- left _ join ( MM , PCNS . Merge )
a <- is . na ( MM $ Race1 )
MM $ Race1 [ a ] <- " Not Black "
MM $ Race2 [ a ] <- " Not Black "
MM $ Race3 [ a ] <- " Not Black "

471
472

# ### Cleaning up Source of FWA

473
474
475
476
477

MM $ FWA . Source2 <- NA
a <- grep ( " IFM " , MM $ FWA . Source )
MM $ FWA . Source2 [ a ] <- " Analytics "
MM $ FWA . Source2 [ is . na ( MM $ FWA . Source2 ) ] <- " Other "

478
479
480
481

# ## No duplicates by Practice Number and Year

482
483

save ( MM , file = " MS - FWA - Data . RData " )

484
485
486
487

# ##################################################
# ################################################
# ## 8. Discovery Health

488
489
490
491
492

# ##
# ##
# ##
# ##

File supplied by DH is ’ Valid cases 2012 _ June 2019. xlsx ’ ’
FWA Data is in tab " Valid cases 2012 _ 2019"
As per DH submission per email of of 10 September 2019
23 ,606 cases

493
494

DH <- readxl :: read _ xlsx ( " DH - Data / Valid cases 2012 _ June 2019. xlsx " ,
sheet = " Valid cases 2012 _ 2019 " , guess _ max =5000)

495
496
497
498

# ## Remapping variable names to match standard forms
a <- grep ( " YEAR " , names ( DH ) )
names ( DH ) [ a ] <- " Year "

499
500
501

a <- grep ( " Practice " , names ( DH ) )
names ( DH ) [ a ] <- " Practice . Number "

502
503
504

a <- grep ( " Reporting " , names ( DH ) )
names ( DH ) [ a ] <- " FWA . Source "

505
506
507

a <- grep ( " Total .+ Recovery " , names ( DH ) )
names ( DH ) [ a ] <- " FWA . Value "

508
509

# ## Keeping only the variables we need

510
511

DH <- DH [ , Cs ( Year , Practice . Number , FWA . Source , FWA . Value ) ]

512
513
514
515
516
517

# ## Removing cases for which the PCNS number is not numeric .
# ## 21 cases removed
DH $ Practice . Number <- as . numeric ( DH $ Practice . Number )
a <- is . na ( DH $ Practice . Number )
DH <- DH [ ! a , ]
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518
519
520

# ## Getting Race Data
# # There are 61 cases with no race assigned . Not going to dive
into the diagnostics and will use the conservative approach and
classify them as Not Black .

521
522
523
524
525

DH <- left _ join ( DH , PCNS . Merge )
DH $ Race1 [ is . na ( DH $ Race1 ) ] <- " Not Black "
DH $ Race2 [ is . na ( DH $ Race2 ) ] <- " Not Black "
DH $ Race3 [ is . na ( DH $ Race3 ) ] <- " Not Black "

526
527

528

529

530

# ## DH Data has multiple records for each practice number . In some
instances the cases apply to different years so can be treated
# ## as separate matters . We will collapse the cases that fall
within the same year and sum up the costs ( Total . Recovery )
# ## We are interested in the differential outcomes at the practice
level so having multiple cases per practice for the same year
is not useful .
# ## This will remove 3 ,621 observations from the data set

531
532

533
534
535

X <- tapply ( DH $ FWA . Value , paste ( DH $ Year , DH $ Practice . Number ) , sum ,
na . rm = T ) # # sum recovery by year and practice number
Year <- as . numeric ( substr ( names ( X ) , start =1 , stop =4) )
Practice . Number <- as . numeric ( substr ( names ( X ) , start =6 , stop =20) )
J <- tibble ( Year , Practice . Number , X ) # # data frame with summed
recovery values per year and practice number

536
537

538

a <- duplicated ( DH [ Cs ( Year , Practice . Number ) ]) # # identifying
duplicates by year and practice number in DH data
DH <- DH [ !a , ] # # reduced data set 19 ,964 observations

539
540
541

DH <- left _ join ( DH , J ) # # merging data sets
DH $ FWA . Value <- DH $ X # # replacing Total . Recovery value with summed
value

542
543

544

a <- grep ( " ^ X $ " , names ( DH ) ) # # removing original summed
data frame
DH <- DH [ , -a ]

545
546
547

# ## Cleaning up Source Data

548
549

DH $ FWA . Source2 <- NA

550
551
552
553
554

a <- grep ( " Analytics " , DH $ FWA . Source )
DH $ FWA . Source2 [ a ] <- " Analytics "
a <- grep ( " Tip " , DH $ FWA . Source )
DH $ FWA . Source2 [ a ] <- " Other "

555
556
557

save ( DH , file = " DH - FWA - Data . RData " )

558
559
560

# ###################################################
# ###################################################

561
562
563

save ( PCNS . Data , file = " PCNS - Data - Set . RData " )
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564
565
566
567
568
569
570

# #################################################
# #################################################
# ## Creating Combined Data for FWA Data

571
572

rm ( list = ls () )

573
574
575
576

DH <- get ( load ( " DH - FWA - Data . RData " ) )
GG <- get ( load ( " GEMS - FWA - Data . RData " ) )
MM <- get ( load ( " MS - FWA - Data . RData " ) )

577
578
579
580

FWA <- bind _ rows ( DH , GG , MM )
a <- grep ( " Case " , names ( FWA ) )
FWA <- FWA [ , -a ]

581
582
583

# ## combining source of FWA from all FWA data sets .
multiple sources set response to " Combination ".

If we find

584
585

586
587
588
589
590
591
592
593
594
595

X <- tapply ( FWA $ FWA . Source2 , paste ( FWA $ Year , FWA $ Practice . Number ) ,
paste )
Z <- Y <- matrix ( NA , nrow = dim ( X ) [1] , ncol =1)
for ( ii in 1: length ( X ) ) {
Y [ ii ] <- length ( X [[ ii ]])
if ( Y [ ii ] > 1) {
Z [ ii ] <- " Combination "
}
if ( Y [ ii ] == 1) {
Z [ ii ] <- X [[ ii ]]
}
}

596
597

Z <- as . vector ( Z )

598
599
600

Year <- as . numeric ( substr ( names ( X ) , start =1 , stop =4) )
Practice . Number <- as . numeric ( substr ( names ( X ) , start =6 , stop =20) )

601
602

J <- tibble ( Year , Practice . Number , Z )

603
604
605
606
607

FWA <- left _ join ( FWA , J )
FWA $ FWA . Source2 <- FWA $ Z
a <- grep ( " Z " , names ( FWA ) )
FWA <- FWA [ , -a ]

608
609

# ## Summing up FWA Value for cases with multiple records in a year

610
611

612
613
614

615

Z <- tapply ( FWA $ FWA . Value ,
paste ( FWA $ Year , FWA $ Practice . Number ) ,
sum )
Year <- as . numeric ( substr ( names ( Z ) , start =1 , stop =4) )
Practice . Number <- as . numeric ( substr ( names ( Z ) , start =6 , stop =20) )
J <- tibble ( Year , Practice . Number , Z ) # # data frame with summed
recovery values per year and practice number
names ( J ) <- Cs ( Year , Practice . Number , FWA . Value )

616
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617
618
619
620
621
622

a <- duplicated ( FWA [ , Cs ( Year , Practice . Number ) ])
FWA <- FWA [ !a ,]
a <- grep ( " FWA . Val |^ Sourc " , names ( FWA ) )
FWA <- FWA [ , -a ]

623
624

FWA <- left _ join ( FWA , J )

625
626

save ( FWA , file = " Combined - FWA - Data . RData " )

627
628
629
630
631

# ################################################################3
# #################################################################
# #### Combining PCNS Data

632
633
634

rm ( list = ls () )
# ## Fixing up some discipline number issues before constructing
final set

635
636
637
638
639
640
641
642

D <- get ( load ( " DH - PCNS - ALL . RData " ) )
G <- get ( load ( " GEMS - PCNS - ALL . RData " ) )
M <- get ( load ( " MS - PCNS - ALL . RData " ) )
DF <- get ( load ( " DH - FWA - Data . RData " ) )
GF <- get ( load ( " GEMS - FWA - Data . RData " ) )
MF <- get ( load ( " MS - FWA - Data . RData " ) )
FWA <- get ( load ( " Combined - FWA - Data . RData " ) )

643
644

645

# ### Data incon sis ten cies : there are PCNS numbers in the FWA file
that do not occur in the PCNS - ALL file .
# ### Small counts but will add these back to the PCNS file for
completeness , by Party

646
647
648
649
650
651

# # DH 888 cases
a <- DF $ Practice . Number % in % D $ Practice . Number
nD <- names ( D )
D <- bind _ rows (D , DF [ !a ,])
D <- D [ , nD ]

652
653
654
655
656
657

# # GEMS 141 cases
a <- GF $ Practice . Number % in % G $ Practice . Number
nG <- names ( G )
G <- bind _ rows (G , GF [ !a ,])
G <- G [ , nG ]

658
659
660
661
662
663

# # MS 21 cases
a <- MF $ Practice . Number % in % M $ Practice . Number
nM <- names ( M )
M <- bind _ rows (M , MF [ !a ,])
M <- M [ , nM ]

664
665
666

# #######################################
# ### Creating Combined file for PCNS Data

667
668

PP <- bind _ rows (D , G , M )

669
670

PP $ Discipline . Number [ is . na ( PP $ Discipline . Number ) ] <- 999
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681
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PP <- PP [ order ( PP $ Practice . Number ) , ]
# # getting Practice Numbers with 999 Discipline number
k <- PP $ Discipline . Number ==999
Q <- PP $ Practice . Number [ k ]
a <- PP $ Practice . Number % in % Q
# # replacing 999 with actual discipline number for that Practice
Number , if it exists
for ( ii in 1: length ( unique ( Q ) ) ) {
a <- PP $ Practice . Number == unique ( Q ) [ ii ]
if ( length ( unique ( PP $ Discipline . Number [ a ]) ) > 1) {
PP $ Discipline . Number [ a ] <- min ( PP $ Discipline . Number [ a ])
}
}

683
684

# # None of the "999" Discipline codes appear in the FWA data sets .

685
686
687

688

# # If there are different codes for different years we will take
the latest code
# # if there are different codes for the same year we will take the
lowest value

689
690

691
692

PP <- PP [ order ( - PP $ Year , PP $ Practice . Number , PP $ Discipline . Number )
,]
a <- duplicated ( PP [ , Cs ( Practice . Number , Year ) ])
PP <- PP [ !a ,]

693
694
695

# ## Writing back data sets

696
697
698
699
700
701
702
703
704

save ( PP , file = " Combined - PCNS - ALL . RData " )
save (D , file = " DH - PCNS - ALL . RData " )
save (G , file = " GEMS - PCNS - ALL . RData " )
save (M , file = " MS - PCNS - ALL . RData " )
save ( DF , file = " DH - FWA - Data . RData " )
save ( GF , file = " GEMS - FWA - Data . RData " )
save ( MF , file = " MS - FWA - Data . RData " )
save ( FWA , file = " Combined - FWA - Data . RData " )

705
706
707
708
709

# #############################################################
# ############################################################

710
711

# #### Now creating a singe list containing all the data we will
need .

712
713

rm ( list = ls () )

# ## Clearing away all data sets in memory

714
715
716

717

# # DH - FWA - Data . RData
Health FWA data by year
# # DH - PCNS - ALL . RData
Health PCNS Numbers by year

Discovery
Discovery

718
719

# # GEMS - FWA - Data . RData
year

GEMS FWA data by
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# # GEMS - PCNS - ALL . RData
GEMS PCNS
Numbers by year -- use copy as GEMS . PCNS . ALL . Alternate for
alternate GEMS data

721
722

723

# # GEMS2 - FWA - Data . RData
Alternate version
of GEMS FWA data , including possibly unresolved cases for 2018 ,
2019
# # GEMS2 - PCNS - ALL . RData
GEMS PCNS
Numbers by year -- use copy as GEMS . PCNS . ALL . Alternate for
alternate GEMS data

724
725

726

# # MS - PCNS - ALL . RData
PCNS Numbers by year
# # MS - FWA - Data . RData
data by year

Medscheme
Medscheme FWA

727
728

729

# # Combined - PCNS - ALL . RData
Combined PCNS Numbers by year
# # Combined - FWA - Data . RData
data by year

All Parties
All Parties

FWA

730
731

# # PCNS - All . RData

732
733
734

# #########################################################3
# ## Creating list for data , one element for each party + 1 for
combined data + 1 GEMS alternate

735
736

737

DATA <- vector ( mode = " list " , length = 5) # # empty list to hold
output
names ( DATA ) <- Cs ( DH , GEMS , MS , GEMS2 , Combined )

738
739
740

Years <- c ( paste0 ( " Y " , 2012:2019) , " All . Years " )
grepYears <- c (2012:2019 , 20) # # useful for selecting the right
year

741
742

743

744

Type <- vector ( mode = " list " , length = 2) # # empty list to hold
output
FWA <- vector ( mode = " list " , length = 9) # # empty list to hold
output
PCNS <- vector ( mode = " list " , length = 9) # # empty list to hold
output

745
746
747

names ( Type ) <- Cs ( FWA , PCNS )
names ( FWA ) <- names ( PCNS ) <- Years

748
749

750

751

DATA $ DH <- DATA $ GEMS <- DATA $ MS <- DATA $ GEMS2 <- DATA $ Combined <Type
DATA $ DH $ FWA <- DATA $ GEMS $ FWA <- DATA $ MS $ FWA <- DATA $ GEMS2 $ FWA <DATA $ Combined $ FWA <- FWA
DATA $ DH $ PCNS <- DATA $ GEMS $ PCNS <- DATA $ MS $ PCNS <- DATA $ GEMS2 $ PCNS
<- DATA $ Combined $ PCNS <- PCNS

752
753
754
755

# ### Loop assigns the data to the correct place in the list

756
757

for ( jj in 1: length ( names ( DATA ) ) ) {
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758

for ( kk in 1: length ( Type ) ) {

759
760

if ( kk == 1) { X <- get ( load ( paste0 ( names ( DATA ) [ jj ] , " -FWA
- Data . RData " ) ) )
}
if ( kk == 2) { X <- get ( load ( paste0 ( names ( DATA ) [ jj ] , " PCNS - ALL . RData " ) ) ) }

761

762

763

for ( ii in 1: length ( Years ) ) {
a <- grep ( grepYears [ ii ] , X $ Year )
A <- X [ a , ]
if ( ii == 9) { A <- A [ ! duplicated ( A $ Practice . Number ) , ]}
DATA [[ jj ]][[ kk ]][[ ii ]] <- A
}

764
765
766
767
768
769

}

770
771

}

772
773
774

save ( DATA , file = " ALL - CMS - Analysis - Data . RData " )
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